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lehislehfsgehis vision of the tree of life
A cross cultural perspective in

contemporary latter day saint art
richard G oman

ideibethe values that drench art mithwith power 1

As the church has expanded geographically LDS art has
changed the pioneer scenes and utah landscapes that formed the
vast majority of mormon art for almost a century have become
scarcer outside mormon colonized western USA artists have less
interest in subjects with which they have little personal contact at
the same time the scriptures have become more prominent in LDS

art because the standard works are a universal point of departure for
latter day saints

for example the book of mormon invites each reader to
respond to lehisgehis vision ofthe tree oflifefifeilfefivehive 2 this vision ametaphorfora metaphor for
the plan of salvation is about such themes as faith choice commit-
ment religious persecution apostasy and great spiritual reward for
those who endure to the end so powerful are the symbols in this
vision that it serves as the theme for several recent works of art from
the united states and abroad this article shows how the differences
in the artists cultural background actually enlarge our understanding of
this ancient vision in addition an analysis of eight of these pieces can
provide some insights into the current state of latter day saint art

analysis of our art tradition brings us to the question what is
mormon art what is the mormon component to the question some
may equate mormon art with utah art however since fewer than
one out of five latter day saints is currently living in utah most
contemporary LDS artists are not utahnsutahna over two thirds ofall new
growth in the church occurs outside the USA so in less than
twenty years the majority of latter day saints will not even be

richard G oman is senior curator of the museum of church history and art salt
lake city

byustudiesBYU studies 32 no 4 1992
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citizens of the united states mormon art could be identified as
simply art made bymormonscormonsMormons but such a definition wouldbe so broad
it would render the definition almost useless

what about aesthetic style as a unifying category ofmormon art
the church has about nine million members in scores ofnations and
even more cultures many of these nations and cultures have distinc-
tive artistic styles which are usually reflected in the work of their
native LDS artists As the church continues to expand the aesthetic
frameworks ofLDS artists will become even more varied amid such
aesthetic diversity where is the unity in what we call mormon art

it seems we are left with theme as a useful unifying element in
defining mormon art in 1990 the museum ofchurch history andart
sponsored an art competition open to all LDS artists 3 there was an
incredible variety of aesthetic styles and mediums represented yet
the resulting exhibition was cohesive shared beliefs commitments
and religious experiences visually expressed through LDSLIDS themes
provided unity many visitors could identify with the art even when
it was in a totally unfamiliar style and medium

mormonscormons often talk about creating a style ofour own perhaps
that style is one of intellectual and spiritual unity rather than one
of aesthetic geographical or cultural unity

to create a thematic style of our own we may have to break
ranks with contemporary art critics about what is most significant in
defining an art tradition there is broad historical precedent for this
approach the vast sweep of the history of world art is the history of
religious art some ofthe most profound art seeks the face ofgod many
art historians and museum curators have obscured this reality by
projecting the western present on the past and on other cultures yet
one has only to think of egyptian byzantine islamic and gothic art
oriental and african sculpture and the work of individual artists for
example rembrandtsRembrandts etchings to see the religious imperative in art

the faith and religious motivations that called much of the
worlds greatest art into existence have often been either ignored or
reduced to footnotes too often the history of world art is seen by
scholars as primarily the history of style and technique this ap-
proach has relegated art to the margins albeit aesthetic margins of
human existence

though much of contemporary western civilization has lost that
religious imperative in its art LDSLIDSliosllos artists need not follow like lemmings
I1 wonder how many latter day saint artists realize the strength that
the gospel gives to the foundation of their artistic tradition it does
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notisolatethemnotisolatenot isolate them itputs them in touchwith intentions that called much
of the worlds greatest art into existence

why do any of these points matter As the church expands
internationally and cross culturally we will have less and less per-
sonal access to the hearts and minds of our fellow latter day saints
great distances and linguistic differences are real barriers using
writing as one way ofovercoming those barriers helps a little for the
written words in the church are usually generated at church head-
quarters in salt lake city however very few messages come back
from the saints in distant places when a common discipleship loses
the immediacy of contact it is reduced to an abstraction

the visual arts are one of the easiest ways to communicate
across the vast geographical and cultural barriers that separate us
from our fellow latter day saints true we need to learn something
about other cultures to fully understand this visual communication
but doing so is much easier than becoming proficient in dozens of
spoken languages and amassing the financial resources to visitfellowvisit fellow
saints personally in their distant homes I1 hope that the art illustrated
in this article will help bond us together as a people and reinforce our
religious commitments while it also delights the eye
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the iron rod johan helge benthin 1936 germanydenmarkGermany Denmark oil
on canvas 27 x 3311 1989 donated by the artist to the museum of
church history and art

the iron rod demands more of the viewer than most of the
works of art in this issue oibyustudiesof B YU studies because the viewer must
become involved in the paintings creation johan helge benthin
creates the viewers opportunity for co creation in three ways first
by leaving out key visual elements of the story second by the way he
lays the paint on the canvas and third through simplifying visual
details benthin involves the viewer in the paintings creation to help
the viewer take stock of his own spiritual state

while the iron rod is the most obvious element in the painting
benthin does not show anyone grasping it the missing participants
are the viewers themselves the way benthin layered the paint
creating the stripe of the iron rod last emphasizes the viewers role
in the paintings creation the iron rod looks like it was created with
a felt tip pen its strong crisp form contrasts with the soft impression-
istic impasto ofthe rest ofthe painting this placement and treatment
of the rod pushes it off the surface of the painting and presents the
rod to the viewers inviting them to grasp it in this way benthin asks
the viewers to put themselves into the painting and then to question
their own personal commitment to living the gospel

the visual strength of the iron rod almost overwhelms the very
soft expressionistic figure of light glowing in the background this
figure represents a loving saviorwhosavior who stands ready to embrace all who
complete the journeybackjournejourneyybackback to his presence the saviors symbolic but
abstract depiction leaves the viewers free to project their own
feelings about the lord into the painting benthinsbenthineBenthins use of light takes
on a metaphorical value figuratively passing through the eye into the
soul illuminating our own spiritual relationship with the lord

the iron rod expresses benthinsbenthineBenthins artistic and religious philosophy
of art the following quotes from the artists own writings illuminate
his approach

art for me is a process of identifying feelings
I1 want to help the viewer cocreateco create with me by exploring the

painting more with his emotions than with his intellect
I1 can show the path but the decision to walk the path is

ultimately his
by experiencing art theviewerthe viewer isforcedtolookathisis forced to look at his concept

of what he is
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helping others to extend their horizons as human beings is what
the artist in me demands

it is in striving to reach out to others and in helping them know
more about themselves while I1 am learning about myself that I1 find the
ultimate justification for all my artistic activities 4

benthinsbenthineBenthins philosophyphilosophyof ofart helps explainwhythereexplainwhythere is such an economy
of detail in his paintings and why light and composition play such
important roles

the artist is intensely yet quietly religious he was a convert to
the church and became as a young man the first president of the
copenhagen stake 5 he has lived in south america the united states
north africa and italy 6 and currently lives in the small village ofbad
vilbelvelbel near frankfurtfrankfort germany 7

benthin is largely self taught although he received some training
from his father and grandfather who were professional artists in
denmark he continued his art studies with oscar falcon ulla hako
weinert and ottavio giacomazzi benthin works in sculpture ce-
ramics lithography and painting and has taught art at the arco art
school in europe where he exhibits widely he is known in the
secular art world for the religious content of his art many of his
works themes are drawn from the bible 8 this painting is one of
fifteen religious works of art by benthin in the collection of the
museum of church history and art
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joseph smith and the tree of life juan M escobedo 1946
mexiconevadaMexico Nevada oil on board 27 12 x 47 12 1987 museum of
church history and art

the joyful joseph smith and the tree of life likens the journey
towards the tree of life to an exuberant mexican festival parade the
mexican quality of the paintings message is reinforced by the use of
the vibrant and colorful styles of traditional mexican folk art
A symbolic allegory the painting has two major themes the personal
odyssey of a new convert and the role of the prophetic tradition in
this dispensation an image of the tree of life from the book of
mormon runs through the painting unifying the two themes

artistically escobedo expresses himself through primitive re-
gionalisticgionalistic mexican folk art that reaches back to his own cultural
roots 9 folk art differs stylistically from much of the twentieth
century fine art tradition in three keywayskeyways its use ofcolorformcolor form and
detail like most folk art mexican folk art is bright and colorful
making extensive use ofprimary colors in modem american culture
where we are engulfed in an artificial machine made environment
these bright colors may seem garish but within a traditional culture
where much of the environment is organic and handmade such color
is seen as strong bold and selfconfident escobedo has followed this
tradition the settings swirling brilliantly colored forms bring the
cosmos nature and the history of the church into the festival parade

in folk cultures where much is shared artists frequently work
with simplified forms in a kind ofvisual shorthand folk artists avoid
atmospheric perspective and emphasize linear decorative elements
they carefully spell out the surface of the picture plane folkartfolk art
images release ideas in the minds of the viewers which carry the
message to the heart 10 the closest literary parallels to the difference
between folk art and twentieth century fine art are the simplicity of
christs parables compared to the elaborateness ofa victorian novel

this painting is full of people community plays an important
part in folk cultures people do not struggle or celebrate in isola-
tion they do these things with others thus this painting has a large
social dimension with pilgrims prophets an angel a whirling vortex
of others around the tree even a gesture toward the viewer to come
and join the procession all these elements point to the importance
of a religious community of saints to help us work towards our
salvation how different this concept is from the very personal
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odyssey we see expressed in the western fine art tradition through
such works asasjohanjohan benthinsbenthineBenthins

As a convert to the church escobedo shows the role ofthe tree
of life from a converts point of view A mexican peasant woman
represents the convert I1 I1 in the middle left of the painting are dark
clouds that represent the sins of this world the figure of a woman
emerges from the maelstrom covered with a rebozo a traditional
scarf the artist remembers seeing peasantwomen ofmexico wearing
when he was a little boy the rebozo seems to have the heaviness of
a burden that the desperate woman would leave behind if she could
she appears to be plunging into clear waters emanating from the tree of
life which symbolize the waters ofbaptism A branch ofthe tree of life
begins to wrap around her from above representing the comforting
support of her new faith

the figure that emerges and firmly grasps the iron rod has left her
crushing burden behind another figure dressed in a festive costume of
bright colors points down the straight and narrow path looking back
she beckons others outside the picture to share the purification that has
occurred in her life joseph smith as the first partaker of the fruit of life
in this dispensation leads her down the path

in the lower right a woman is beginning to leave the path her
heavy burden of sin has returned but even the plant world reaches
out to help her golden twined branches of the tree of life keep her
from falling off the path woven into the branches are the names of
all the prophets of this dispensation from brigham young shown in
profile to ezra taft benson this weaving represents the role of
modern prophets in guiding us toward the tree of life an angel
dressed in blue delivers the words of the prophets and points the
woman toward joseph smith and the iron rod the cosmos spins
above the angels arm worlds without end signifying the eternal
extension oftheodtheofthe lords plan ofsalvationofsalvation surrounding the baseoftheodtheofthe tree
and the large white fruit are rainbows of figures representing the
multitudes of this world that are drawn toward the tree of life

this painting successfully meshes artistic form intellectual
content humble faith and great joy the exuberance of the forms
and colors make a joyous celebration of the gospel the unaffected and
primitive style of this painting reinforces the honesty of juan
escobedosescobedoeEscob edos personal testimony included is a very insightful sym-
bolic expression ofhow modem prophets and revelation fit into this
ancient book ofmormon allegory first exhibited in the first church
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wide international art competition at the museum ofchurch history
and artjosephart joseph smith and the tree ollifeoflifeof lirelife was awarded a purchase
prize and became part of the church collection

juan M escobedo was born the fifth child in a family of ten
children in san luis potosi mexico whenhe was fourteen his family
emigrated to the united states where his father found employment
as a migrant farm worker in mcallen texas the family met LDS

missionaries and joined the church in 1968 escobedo then a
student at BYU was drafted into the US army he is presently
working as an art teacher at the nevada girls training center in
caliente nevada 12
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lebisledis vision of the tree ollifeoflifeof life victor enrique de la torre 1929
ecuadorvenezuelaEcuador Venezuela wood 34 diameter museum of church history
and art

lebis vision of the tree of life reflects the meeting of three great
cultures traditional rural with strong ancient native american roots
the more recent cosmopolitan urban and the newly adopted faith of
mormonism it is an honest artistic expression of a faithful latter day
saint artist victor de la torre

the main growth of the church in latin america is in large urban
areas where much of the growth has resulted from a massive
migration from the rural countryside thus many of the church
members in latin america are a cultural mixture of the rural traditional
and the urban modem torre is such aman his use ofwoodofwoodolwood as a medium
reflects the long tradition of folk artists sculpting in materials that are
readily available and relatively easytoeasy to carve with inexpensive tools art
in folk cultures is also frequently an embellishment of utilitarian
objects in this case a coffee table top artistic skills are usually
taught through apprenticeships rather than formal education torre
first learned wood carving through two such apprenticeships

the images on this bas relief reflect torres roots in the rural
highlands of ecuador and the large city of caracas the canyon with
the filthy stream resembles the heavily eroded arroyos that are cut by
rushing torrents in the andean highlands of his native ecuador the
border of the panel contains some elements based on pre columbian
pottery textiles and metalwork from the andes the large and
spacious buildings have some pre columbian details along the facia
but the most interesting aspect of the buildings is how much they
resemble the vastblocks ofmodemofmodem apartment buildings that fill the large
cities of latin america here torre seems to be referring to the impact
of urbanization and wealth on the previously simple folk of caracas

in addition to his folk roots torre also has a more sophisticated
urban side his use ofperspective most noticeable in the depiction
ofthe apartment blocks shows formal art training the very skillfully
carved sensual curvilinear treatment of the clouds ofdarkness seem
almost oriental this influence reveals some ofhis broader university
training and represents a real stylistic and technical departure from
the more traditional geometric figures that make up much of the
border however although torres university training definitely
influences his work he does not let formal aesthetics overwhelm the



victor enrique de la torre lebilehilebis s vision of the tree of life
courtesy of the museum of church history and art
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folk tradition inwhichhewhichhewas raised he stronglyidentifiesstrongly identifies with this folk-
art tradition in my lifetime I1 have created many things because I1

enjoyed doing works of folk art 13

torre was born in puellaroPuellaro a small rural province in ecuador
As a young boy he apprenticed to a carpenter where he learned to
make furniture at age sixteen he apprenticed to awood carver this
wooden bas relief originally designed to be the top ofa coffee table
reflects the influence of these two early apprenticeships the family
livedwithedwithlivlived with the childrens great grandparents because theydidnthavedidnt have
a father As torre grew older he had to workvery hard to supporthis
brothers and sisters eventually he was able to enter the university
in quito where he studied sculpting carving and painting in 1969
he became a member of the church and also launched his art career
after several years of successful exhibitions in quito he and his family
decided to move to the larger more affluent and cosmopolitan city of
caracas venezuela where he stillstiffstinn lives there he continues to work full
time as an artist and also enjoys playing the guitar and mandolin 14

there are some interesting similarities between torre and
escobedo another latin american LDS artist both came from very
traditional rural backgrounds both received art training in universi-
ties both live far from their original rural homes and both con-
sciouslyscious ly choose to create much of their artwork using folk art
elements that come from the traditional rural areas of their ancestral
homes the fact that traditional roots are continuing to nourish these
artists says much for the tenacity of traditional folk culture even in the
face of urbanization cosmopolitan modernism academia and wealth
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the rod and the veil franz johansen 1928 utah bronze 85 x
99 1975 museum of church history and art 15

ydethe rod and the veil is a sculpture about the coming together of
heaven and earth and the yearning of mankind for things of the spirit
franz johansen encourages viewers to bring their own interpretations
to the sculpture but in an interview he did share some of the spiritual
impressions that he had during the creation of this piece 16

johansen received his first inspiration for this piece from the
story of the brother ofofjaredjared having faith sufficient to see the finger
of the lord and later his full presence while contemplating the
brother of jaredsjaredy theophany johansen thought about joseph
smiths heavenly visions joseph smiths youthful experiences then
expanded in the mind of the artist to the more generalized yearning
ofyouth seeking spiritual things the boy in the sculpture stretches
to his limit trying to get hold of the iron rod but cannot quite get it
firmly in his grasp

the heavenly personage reaches through the veil to touch the
youth this incomplete physical action represents seeking the spiri-
tual an artistic technique that dates back to the seventeenth cen-
tury the viewer must by imagination continue the boys and the
heavenlybeingsheavenly beings reaching until theytouchtheytouch this interaction emotion-
ally engages the vieviewerviewerinwerinin the creation ofthe sculpture and especially
in the spiritual yearning of the youth we identify with the youth for
we like him are all children before the lord and as with the boy in
the sculpture when we reach out to the lord with all our might he
reaches out to us

we can find multiple layers of interpretation in the heavenly
personage johansen wanted this figure to represent the entire
heavenly side of the communication to do this he had to keep the
interpretation wide enough to encompass thewhole his ideas included
jehovah god the father christ and angels when he created this figure
even the personages pose combines interpretive ideas he not only
reaches through the veil he also stretches out both arms as though
on a cross

while an essay can contain many different aspects ofan idea and
many different actions a sculpture with only two figures and minimal
visual context is inherently limited in the complexity of the ideas it
can communicate johansen has superbly used multilayeredmultilayered symbol-
ism and partially completed action in this piece to unleash the
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spiritual in the viewer and enlarge the scope of this powerful
communication the layers and tangents of interpretation are his
attempt to help the viewer seek and remember the richness and
variety of mankindsmankinds spiritual quest

so how should you interpret this piece this work of art needs
to be understood intuitively and impressionistically rather than
through a strict linear analysis the artist invites you to arrive at your
own interpretation johansen shared all of the interpretations of the
previous paragraphs with me but he wanted the ambiguity to remain
so that completing the action in the sculpture requires the viewer to
ponder his or her own feelings about reaching out for spiritual
things 17 in addition the ambiguity in encouraging the viewer to
choose an interpretation creates an imperative for personal choice
commitment and action the viewer cannot be passive

johansen served on the art faculty at brigham young university
for thirty three years before he took an early retirement to work full
time on his own art he studied art at brigham young university the
Acaacademicdemie de chamauier in paris and the california school of arts
and crafts the abstract expressionism of his work reflects this
academic training A certified skin diver johansen studied the visual
forms of underwater marine life at the maine institute of the univer-
sity of miami this studysstuds influence is reflected in the floating
weightlessness of the figures in many of his works of art 18 the
proficient sculpting of his figures anatomy learned through his art
study in france have earned johansen respect for his mastery of the
european classical tradition

johansensjohansonsJohansens major works have been monumental sculptural
pieces most of which have a rather complex iconographic dimen-
sion they include a massive bas relief ofthe history of the church on
the facade of the museum of church history and art he created a
large sculpture for the john wesley powell museum in green river
utah one ofhis most recent pieces is a large bronze bas relieffor the
newjosephnewjoseph smith building at BYU in that piece the artist attempted
to show how the teachings of the prophet joseph smith affect a
young family one of his largest single figures is a twenty two foot
high replica of the emmy award that stands in front of the emmy
corporate headquarters in los angeles 19
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lebis dream steven L neal 1953 pendleton oregon oil on
board 48 x 96 1984 87 on loan to the museum of church history
and art from the artist

this painting incorporates a romantic view ofnature dramatic
lighting world history and the personal experiences of the artist to
give visual form to lehisgehis dream neal starts us at the beginning ofthe
story by drawing our eye into the depth of the scene he does this
with light and dramatic mountains similar to bierstadtsBierstadts paintings of
yosemite and the dramatic forms of sung dynasty chinese land-
scapes 20 light is also used to sanctify the tree of life with a brilliant
whiteyellowwhite yellow light coming down from heaven this light is con-
trasted with the dull reddish glow of hell that comes up from below
the great and spacious building the metaphor oflight so often used
in the scriptures is used to direct our vision and show us the glory
of the lord

peoples and cultures from around the world are represented by
both the great and spacious building and the various people who
have reached the tree of life elements in the great and spacious
building are taken from specific buildings in china egypt pre
columbian america india medieval france and modernmodem america
next to the tree of life are two japanese people in traditional
costume in the background on the far left is an aged japanese
woman in a red costume these are portraits of neals favorite
missionary companion and his companions wife and mother 21 in
the center are a mother and two daughters from africa neals point
is clear god is no respecter of specific cultures

in the lower left cornercomer is the sleeping lehi near a soft cloud that
encircles the outer edge of the painting this part of the scene
reminds us that the painting is about an ancient dream but neal also
brings the story into the present through the lives of his family and
friends in doing so he is following nephis admonition to liken all
scriptures unto us 1 ne 1923

the artist is strongly influenced in this painting by two artistic
sources the art of the great nineteenth century american romanticist
albert bierstadt22Bierstadt22 and the oriental art he saw on his mission to japan 23

the vast scale of the painting its minute detail the use of dramatic
lighting and the use of the landscape as a moral metaphor all point to
bierstadt 2421 the form of the mountains in the background and the
graceful shape of the tree of life both point to oriental influences
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this painting was four years in the making neal originally
created it as a gift to his young daughter she was to hang it in her
bedroom as an inspiration to live the gospel this is one reason for
its strong didacticism the picture was also to serve as a reminder of
her parents love for her in the center foreground the artist has
painted his daughter his wife and himself 2521 however shortly after
the painting was completed it was shown in the exhibit of the first
church wide international art competition in 1988 where it was
easily the most popular work of art in the exhibition it has hung in
the museum ever since

the technical virtuosity and richness ofdetail contribute to the
paintings easy popularity but the artist is actually apracticing plastic
surgeon specializing in head neck and facial plastic surgery though
he is largely self taught as an artist his interest in plastic surgery
developed because of his longtimelong time involvement with painting 26

while neals painting has been immensely popular with the
public some critics have found this painting very problematic can
something this popular be good in addition its tight detail dramatic
use of light overt didacticism and unabashed romanticism are out of
step with late twentieth century academic art which emphasizes
abstractions restraint loose technique and little narrative content

one argument raised by the critics is that an artist must paint in
the style of his own time this argument implies that all artists are
painting in the same style at any given time the startling array of
artistic styles in this article alone should belie that idea even within
a single geographical area many artistic styles coexist for example
in renaissance florence lorenzo monaco was painting in a late
gothic style that was very out of step with the developments of the
renaissance 27 yet art historians today acknowledge him as a master
during the italian renaissance florentine sculptors were doing their
best to copy the greek and roman sculptors who had been dead for
many hundreds ofyears 2818 some critics would argue that an artist going
back to an earlier style is simply creating apastiche but theywouldtheywould have
to write off some of the greatest artistic masterpieces of western
civilization being enchanted enough with the art of the past to want to
emulate it is a time honored tradition in the world of art neals
borrowing from the past is not an aberration ifour view of art history is
long enough

oddly when a modernmodem western artist borrows artistic ideas
from a nonwesternnon western source critics see this as an act ofculturalpowercultural power
and creativity A good example is the contemporary adulation of
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picassosPicassos les demoisellesDemoiselles davignon which drew heavily on forms
from african senufosenuto masks that picasso saw at the musee de
1hommesmommesdommes in paris 2919 yet when a western artist of our time borrows
from his own historical tradition his act is seen as a sad sign of
inferiority this double standardisstandardstandardisis logically andhistorically inconsistent

why does this issue matter because we are an increasingly
culturally diverse church we need to bridge the cultural social
educational and economic stratification of our world in order to
embrace our fellow saints wherever we find them we need to open
our hearts and minds to broader aesthetic expressions of faithful
latter day saints abroad and at home ifweiffeifwe are to hear their voices we
need to be careful when we make arguments based on quality versus
kitsch that we are not rejecting styles simply because they are
different from our own
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lebislehisgehis vision of the tree of life robert yellowhair 1937 snow-
flake arizona oil on canvas 30 x 48 1992 museum of church
history and art

recognition of the sacred presence in the physical environment
and the importance of the family clan and tribe are two key elements
of native american culture another is the relationship between time
and spiritual truth in native american cultures the mythical past the
historical past and the present can coexist the conceptual limits of
empirical time and space do not dominate their thinking because the
goal is not an empirical cataloging of data instead the goal is to
understand the spiritual foundations of existence spiritual truth is
experiential and symbolic rather than logically dependent robert
yellowhair a navajo convert to the church brings these frame-
works to the creation of this painting this is what it lehisgehis vision
would look like to the lamanite people 113130

yellowhairsYellowhairs father was a navajo medicine man from the zuni
clan 31 hewashelashe was also a member of the hopi snake clan and learned many
of the traditional spiritual songs of the apache through his knowledge
of and participation in the ritual songs and stories of other tribes his
father sought personally to bring peace between hostile tribes robert
yellowhair picked up much ofhis fathers pan indian attitudes and then
added an overarching belief in unity that comes form the book of
mormon these ideas are expressed in lebis vision of the tree oflffieof life

lehisgehis family collectively symbolizes several different tribes in
a great pan indian gathering the dramatic figure offering the fruit is
lehi who also represents a messenger from god lehi is identified as a
messenger from god because he has red tailed hawk feathers in his
hair if he had been god himself he would have eagle feathers
instead As lehi holds out the fruit like a glowing heavenly gift he
wears the clothing of a hopi priest the robe goes over the left
shoulder when they pray the design is still the ancient design they
are dressed all in white and they are the ones that believe that there
is a tree of life the reason that they wear a feather in their hair is
that the birds have been blessed already thats why they fly

facing lehi are three figures on the right is sam the peace-
maker of the family yellowhair shows him holding a peace pipe and
wrapped in a blanket shoshonishoshoneShoshoni chief washakie one of the great
western peacemakingpeace making chiefs ofthe nineteenth century is the model
for this figure 32 the blanket represents the peaceful and mutually
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beneficial trading relationship between native americans and the
settlers in the middle lehisgehis wife sariah depicted as the crow mother
of the zunis most tribes claim mother earth as their first mother but
the zuni tribe is different they claim crow mother was their first
mother yellowhair comes from the zuni clan of the cavajosnavajosNavajos so he
claims crow mother as part of his own tradition she is wearing the
white wedding robes of zuni women she carries a basket because
she is responsible for feeding her family to the left is a figure
representing nephi he is depicted as quainapaker the visionary
comanche chief he wears a buffalo robe because buffalo are sacred
to the tribes from the great plains attached to his waist is a canteen
representing baptism

behind these three figures are two figures representing laman
and lemuel they are part of the family but they are standing in the
background because they are not committed to living the gospel
yellowhair meant these two figures to represent the apache and
sioux people because they were great warriors the crooked staff
held by one of the figures represents the cane of life used by the
pawnee tribe the artist has placed twelve marks on it to represent
the twelve tribes that will come together in the last days in navajo
tradition there were messengers sent in the four cardinal directions
looking for other people this story of seeking and gathering is
symbolically linked to the marks on this staff

the visual center of this painting is the tree of life explaining
why he choose a pinion pine to represent the tree of life yellowhair
says we searched for the tree which is the most to all three persons
the birds the human being and the animals that travel on the earth
the tree and the pine cones have been sanctified with white light part
of the local flora of the southwestsouth west has become the vehicle of the lord

next to the tree of life is a stone box with gold plates in it on
the plates is written diyindibin baahanibathaniBaahani which means the story ofgod
in navajo yellowhair comments we used to have a lamanite
branch in snowflake and one of the prophets back about more than
twenty years ago said that the lamanitesLamanites will blossom like a rose
I1 was going to put a rose bush right there on the other side of the rock
where the gold plates are then I1 was going to put all kinds of pots
representing the twelve tribes in there like starting with the anasazi
and then bring it back up and put it in there but it wasnt in the vision
so I1 just left it out but I1 left space for it

the sacredness of the land is also an important part of this
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painting the artist said that the first things he put in the painting
were the san francisco peaks that you can see just to the left of the
tower these mountains let us know that this is sacred space where
spiritual things can happen for the navajo these peaks mark the
western boundary of their land that tradition says was given to them
by the holy people 33 for the hopi these mountains represent the
dwelling place of their holy people the kachinas 3411

the great and spacious building is a composite ofnative american
architecture of the southwest and the great plains we see elements
from mesa verde and pueblo ruins navajo hogans teepeesteeplesteepees and the
large stone toweronthetower on the southrimsoutheimsousouththrimnimrim oftheodtheofthe grand canyon that is ofofgeneralgeneral
native american design but built for tourists the river represents
not only the filthy liverriverniver in the vision but also an ancient navajo story
where a river separated two conflicting groups of the navajo people

yellowhair grew up in the indian wells area of the navajo
reservation the artist is largely self taught when he was a young
boy his father took him to the local trading post to amuse himself
while he waited for his father he began drawing pictures about
navajo life with colored rocks on the side of a rusty barn when his
father returned robert had covered the barnbam as high as he could
reach and was standing on the back of his horse to reach higher he
has been drawing and painting the stories ofhis people ever since 3515

many years ago he moved to the LDS town of snowflake
arizona where he worked for a time as a barber A mr bushman
would come into his barbershop for a haircut and then tell
yellowhair about the book of mormon sometimes bushman would
come in a couple of times a week yellowhair suspects the extra visit
was just to tell him more stories from the book of mormon eventu-
ally the artist and his entire family became members of the church
yellowhair now works full time as a professional artist
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vision of the tree of lnelife robin luch griego 1955 salt lake city
glass and lead 5959x4712x 47 12 1982 museum ofchurch history and art

robin luch griego has always seen her stained glass window
vision of the tree of life as a visual feast for her it captures the
dreamlikedream like state of the world but also sends a forward looking and
profound message her graphic design background is particularly
useful for a stained glass artist because the medium is inherently flat
bold and structured all qualities of graphic design

As a graphic designer griego expresses philosophical and
spiritual relationships with shapes curved structured forms from
art deco of the 1930s forms which griego loves govern the
sculptures overall design 36 in an apt metaphor for a glowing tree of
life and light the actual shape of the tree reflects the elegant bell
shape lampshadeslamp shades from the tiffany workshops of the year 1900

in this window the overarching intellectual and design idea is
the tree of life the trees bell shape influences the rest of the
window the arched top of the window follows the shape of the tree
as do the curves of the dark clouds the pattern in the border imitates
the pattern of the leaves of the tree thus through the details in the
border forms from the tree envelop the entire composition 37 to give
the effect ofa dreary and confused world of lost people griego uses
gray colors but the tree that symbolizes eternal life is done inbrilliant
greens expressing rejuvenation women are prominent in this win-
dow 1 I am also struggling so it could be me the artist has stated 38

technically this window is not really stained glass it is art
glass 39 handblownHandblown in france and germany the glass in this window
has more irregularities and imperfections than does machine made
glass causing the light to be refracted as it passes through the glass
the refracted light is what makes the glass in medieval cathedrals so
dazzling 040O robin connects the glass pieces together with leaded foil
as opposed to lead strips 41 this technique creates a varied expressive
lead line for example contrast the heavy lead used as the iron rod with
the very fine leading of the leaves on the tree of life

the artist grew up in a family ofprofessional artists her father
mother and sister are all practicing artists and designers griego
studied graphic design at brigham young university and taught art at
the salt lake community schools and the salt lake art center she
has been a member of the utah designer craftsmen and exhibited in
the grand beehive exhibition at the salt lake art center this
exhibition later traveled to the smithsoniansSmithsonians renwick gallery for
ten years she operated her own stained glass business 42
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tree of life kazuto uotoaoto 1960 japan tempera on plaster on
board 63 12 x 53 12 1990 donated by kazamikadami plautz to the
museum of church history and art

kazuto uotoaoto created his painting tree of life within a context of
mormon faith and japanese culture he uses japanese visual meta-
phors experiences and aesthetics as aawayway ofexpressing his feelings
about lehisgehis vision ofthe tree of life an understanding ofthisorthisofthis cultural
foundation will help us see the religious ideas behind the composi-
tion simplicity of forms very minimal visual context texture and
even the colors used in his painting

the most structured ritual common in japanese society is the
cha noruno yu or tea ceremony uotoaoto uses this ceremony as a point of
cultural departure 4313 formulated by rikyueikyu the greatest of the early
japanese tea masters the wabi cha or poverty tea is the most
austere intimate and influential form of this ceremony stressing
spiritual fulfillment through renunciation of material things within
it and its setting are embodied the japanese expressions of humility
simplicity aesthetics and contemplation every aspect of the cer-
emony is carefully regulated

one approaches the very simple and sometimes rustic
chashitsuchashitsu or tea hut along a roji or dewy path through a small
garden before entering the hut participants ritually wash their
handsandmouthinhands and mouth in a stoneastone basin fed with water from abamboopipea bamboo pipe
the chacbashitsuchashitsushitsu is entered through a low doorway that requires one to
crouch low as an expression of humility shoes are removed outside
as a sign ofrespectofrespect the ritualjoumeyritual lourneyjourney purification and humilityhave
parallels with lehisleliislelias vision of commitment humility cooperation
and faith

the room itself is very simple austere and almost completely
empty the host ritually prepares the tea as a symbol of humility
before his guests he usesverysimpleuses very simplesimpie tools made ofbambooofbamboo andthenand then
ladles the tea into a chamanchawan or small tea bowl in the wabi cha a
style of chawan called raku is used it is a small shallow fired bowl
with a rough textured earthen colored glaze the guests frequently
drink out of the same bowl sequentially itisit is ritually washed between
guests this shared use of the chawan emphasizes camaraderie
among the participants

on one side of the room is a small raised alcove called a
tokonoma here is placed a very simple floral arrangement fre
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quentlyquentlyit it is a small branchfrombranch from a flowering tree or a branch with fruit
on it guests are expected to look at this arrangement and contem-
plate a peaceful oneness with nature

As we look at uotosbotos painting of the tree of life we see many
elements from the wabi cbachachuaba the background of the painting has a
grid structure not unlike the simple screens used for walls in a tea
room the artistartistwentwent to great lengths bypainting plasteroverboard
to create a texture and color for the painting like the rough pottery
glaze of a raku chamanchawan the simplicity of the painting no figures
no rod no building no stream no mists just a tree with glowing fruit
is presented like a floral arrangement in the tokonoma the narrative
part ofoflehislehisofLegehishis vision is expressed by its association with the wabi cbaaba
ceremony the viewers must bring the required knowledge with
them uotoaoto presents the tree of life with its glowing fruit as an object
for contemplation reverence and inspiration the artist does not
focus on the journey but tries to inspire us with the symbol of
heavenly reward

born in osaka uotoaoto still lives in the same house where he was
born A convert to the church he served a full time mission to the
fukuokajapanfukuoka japan mission he married yoko matsushita also a returned
missionary in the tokyo temple and is currently the elders quorum
president in his ward uotoaoto studied art in tokyo but is currently a
furniture designer he does his painting at night while his family
sleeps he has exhibited his art in tokyo where he has won several
prizes 44 this painting was created for the second church wide
international art competition themes from the scriptures held at
the museum ofchurch history andandartandaraart during the spring and summer
of 1990

note the griego and uotoaoto art peicespeaces are featured on the front
and back covers respectively of this issue
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NOTES

1 henry H glassie the spirit of folk art new york harry N abrams in
association with the museum of new mexico santa fe 1989 20

21 ne 8 records lehisgehis dream and his son nephis version of the same dream
isisinlnein 1 ne 11 14 interestingly it is lehisdehlsgehis more symbolicvisionsymbolic vision notnotnephisnephis expanded
interpretive version that seems to have caught the interest of the LDS artists

3 over one thousand LDS artists from over forty nations participated
4 johan H benthin thoughts on art and inspiration 77 82 included in

arts and inspiration ed steven P sondrup provo utah brigham young univer-
sity press 1980

5 benthin thoughts on art and inspiration 778277 82
globan H benthin copenhagen scan art international scandinavian art

A copy can be found in LDS artists file museum ofchurch historyandarthistoryandartandara salt lake
city hereafter cited as museum of church history and art

7 johan H benthin to the author october 9919891989 LDS artists file museum
of church history and art

I81 art 107910179 june 13 18 1979 international art show basel switzerland
translation of the section on benthin in the LDS artists file museum of church
history and art

9 juan M escobedo to the author march 9919881988 LDS artists file museum of
church history and art

1011 for the best discussion on the philosophical and stylistic foundations of
international folk art see glassie the spirit of folk art

n escobedo to the author
12 escobedo to the author
13 victor enrique de la torre to glen leonard n d LDS artists file museum

of church history and art
14 victor enrique de la torre Biobiographicbiograpbiabiographiagraphia de un gran artista ecuatoriano

escultor pintor talladoreulTaleuitalladoryladoryy padre caracas venezuela 1980 original typescript
in the LDS artists files museum of church history and art

15 this piecewaspiecepiecplec ewaswas originally cast in 1975 by brigham young university in a cold
bronze fiberglass process the sculpture owned by the museum of church history
and art was cast in bronze in 1987 from a mold taken from the original

16 franz johansen interview by the author november 16 1992
17 johansen interview
18 johansen interview
19 johansen interview
2010 stephen Llnealanealneal conversation with the author november 661987notes619871987 notes in

LDS artists file museum of church history and art
21 neal conversation
22 pendleton prints inc a brochure by the artist for the sale of prints of his

work the artist donates all proceeds from the sale of his prints to the church
missionary fund

2321 neal conversation
2411 the great hudson river landscape painter thomas cole had earlier set the

stage for using landscape as moral metaphor with such works as his voyage of life
which now hangs in the national gallery ofart in washington DC

2515 neal conversation
2611 pendleton prints brochure
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27 lorenzo monaco encyclopedia of world art vol 9 new york
mcgraw hill 19643381964 338538 39

28 for example the much lauded greek masterpiece apollo belvedere in
the vatican is actually a roman copy from hadriansHadrians time becatti giovanni the
art ofancientof ancient greece and rome new york harry N abrams 1967 214

29 HhwjansonwjansonHWWJJansonanson history ofartnewyorkof attart newyork harrynharryN abrams 19863818219863811986 38182381 82
3031 all of the interpretations and information in the description of robert

yellowhairsYellowhairs painting are taken from a short unpublished oral history of
yellowhair conducted by the author ononjanuaryjanuary 131319921992 the oral history is in the
LDS artists file museum of church history and art all quotes from the artist in
this article are from this oral history the author has attempted to pass on as
directly as possible the symbolic and cultural interpretations of the artist in order
to preserve as much of the artists feeling as possible there may be some
differences in his analysis of native american history and culture from some of the
published sources but it must be remembered that native americans do not
record their ancient religious beliefs in a form of a catechism or as a great
metaphysical document like thomasaquinassAquinass summa theologicstheologicaTheologica oral tratraditionsditionseditions
of the same events or the same religious ideas are much more organic and fluid

31 all navajoscavajos belong to a specific clan clan membership is matrilineal
therefore when women are brought into the navajo tribe as refugees or even as
the spoils of a raid a new clan must be created for their children the artists father
comes from the zuni clan of the navajo tribe which tells us that at some point in
the past he had a zuni grandmother who came to live with the cavajosnavajosNavajos thus the
artists own ancestry was multitribalmulti tribal

32 one of the best overall histories of the shoshonishoshoneShoshoni tribe is brigham D

madsen the norrNortnortherndernbern sbosbonishosboni caldwell idaho caxton 1980
33 A good book on navajo mythology is paul G zolbrod dine babanebabage the

navajo creation story albuquerque university of new mexico press 1984
the classic general introduction to the cavajosnavajos is ruth M underhillunderbill the cavajosnavajos
norman okla university of oklahoma press 1956

34 A good introduction to kachinas is found in harold S colton hopi
kachina dolls albuquerque university of new mexico press 1983

35 robert yellowhair navajo artist a small brochure published by the
artist LDS artist file museum of church history and art

36 interviews with robin luch griego bytheby the author november 16 171992
37 griego interviews
38 griego interviews
39forfor stained glass details are added with paint or stain which is fused to

the glass in a kiln this is the technique used for most medieval glass details in art
glass are created with small pieces of glass of different colors a technique
pioneered by tiffanystiffanyyTiffanys studios art glass usually has a bolder design than stained
glass robin uses art glass in this window except for some very simple details on
the faces A good book on general history and technique is stained glass by
lawrence lee george seddon and francis stephans new york crown publish-
ers 1976

40 in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century there was extensive
use of leaded glass in LDS buildings beginning in the 1950s leaded glass
went out of fashion in american architecture architects in the church followed
this trend by discontinuing the use of leaded glass in most chapels and temples
the recent use of leaded glass in recent temples such as las vegas toronto san
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diego and bountiful show a renaissance in leaded glass windows in LDS
religious architecture an excellent historical overview of this subject isa history
analysis and registry of mormon architectural art glass on utah by joyce
janetski masters thesis university of utah 1981

with the foil technique the edges ofthe glass arewrappedwithare wrapped with a thin strip
of copper foil hot solder is then flowed over the foil to join the pieces of glass
another way that pieces of glass are joined in griegos art piece is through the use
of extruded lead strips shaped like miniature 1 I beams with channels on each
side for inserting the glass pieces

griego interviews
13for43 for a well written concise and authoritative description of the japanese

tea ceremony see chapter 6 ofofalltapanallailali japan the catalogue ofofeverythingjapaneseeverything japanese
ed oliver statler new york quill 1984 another source perhaps more readily
available but less well written is sherman lee A history of far eastern art
englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1982 395 97 for a good description ofthe

tea ceremony architecture and tea bowls
44 acquisition record form may 202019921992 on file at the museum of church

history and art



waking

the trees slip away before
I1 can see maybe a wolf

comes back to the yellowstone
or an ocean calls her lost child

a shearwaters voice gleaning
a wave and I1 cant answer

then out of the night my room
returns its familiar windows

and walls a door I1 can open

donnell hunter



figure 1 models of 18 crown 6 on the rightnghtight and ethyl alcohol the black
balls represent carbon atoms the red balls oxygen atoms and the white balls
hydrogen atoms

figure 2 models of the reaction of tritntrlethylene glycol extreme left with the
dichloridedichlonde next to left to form 18 crown 6 and two hydrochloric acid molecules



crown 6 and the future

jerald S bradshaw

I1 want to explain why I1 have CROWN 6 on my license plate
crown 6 has nothing to do with dental work it represents the type
ofchemistry my research associates andlandandi I1 are involvedinvolvedinin the license
plate should read 18 crown 6 but the plate will accommodate only
eight characters

A model of 18 crown 6 is shown in figure 1 the black balls in
the model are carbon atoms the red balls are oxygen atoms and the
white balls are hydrogen atoms notice that each carbon is bonded
connected to two hydrogen atoms an oxygen atom and another

carbon atom the carbon atoms reveal that 18 crown 6 is an organic
chemical compound organic chemistry is the chemistry of carbon
compounds people say organic chemistry is really difficult to learn
but all you need to remember is that carbon has four bonds every
carbon atom has four bonds in most cases carbon bonds to two
hydrogen atoms one oxygen atom and another carbon atom
sometimes carbon has two bonds or even three bonds to the same
atom but always has four total bonds

18 crown 6 is a very unusual molecule called a macrocyclicmacro cyclic
compound refer to figure 1 it has an oxygen two carbons an
oxygen two carbons and so on in a repeating arrangement in the
form of a large ring thats where the term macrocyclemacro cycle comes from
macro means large cycle means ring notice that the oxygen atoms
are pointing towards the center making a hole or cavity in the molecule
18 crown 6 is obviously more complicated than the simple com-
pound on the left in figure 1 that two carbon compound is ethyl or
spirit alcohol notice that its back carbon atom has four bonds three

jerald S bradshaw is professor of chemistry at brigham young university where
this essay was originally presented as the distinguished faculty lecture for 1992
professor bradshaw writes special thanks to mywifemy wife karen for thirty eight years
of love support and listening to manyofmy lectures both here and abroad to more
than one hundred students and research associates for their research efforts through
twenty six years and to colleagues reed izatt the late james christensen kent
dalley and john lamb for years of exciting research

byustudies32byustudiesBYU studiosStudies 32 no 4 1992
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to hydrogen atoms and one to the front carbon atom the front carbon
has a bond to oxygen two to hydrogens and the fourth to the back
carbon atom the oxygen atom is also bonded to a hydrogen atom this
carbon oxygen hydrogen group is typical of alcohols

charles pedersen a chemist at dupont discovered 18 crown 6
in about 1964 11 want to showshowyouhowheyou how he prepared this compound
an important aspect of organic chemistry is that we can convert one
organic compound or a group oforganic compounds into anew organic
compound figure 2 shows pedersensPedersens reaction for forming 18
crown 6 the two organic compounds on the left are the reactants
the compound on the extreme left has two alcohol groups between
these alcohol groups we have carbon carbon oxygen carbon car
bon oxygen carbon carbon this arrangement is like that in 18
crown 6 actually it is halfhalfofl8of 18 crown 6 the other reactant also has
the carbon carbon oxygen arrangement but on the ends instead of
an alcohol there are chlorine atoms the green balls in the model
represent chlorine pedersen found that when he treated these two
compounds together with caustic the alcohol oxygen atoms at-
tacked the carbon atoms next to the chlorines displacing the chlorine
atoms new bonds form between those two carbons and the former
oxygen atoms of the alcohols creating 18 crown 6 also the hydro-
gen atoms of the former alcohols and the displaced chlorine atoms
get together to form hydrogen chloride hydrochloric acid

its impossible in chemistry to use models to explain every reac-
tion there are too many reactions and we do not have time to prepare
the models figure 3 is the organic chemists two dimensional way of
showing the reaction ofoffigurefigure 2 without using models thepointwherepointwhere
two lines connect represents a carbon atom containing two hydro-
gen atoms CHch2cha remember every carbon atom has four bonds the
carbon atom at the point must be bonded to two hydrogen atoms to go
with bonds to one oxygen 0 and another carbon atom ethylenetriethylenetrimethyleneTri
glycol has HOCHHO chfchfoCH CH OCHchachchfchOC CH OCHCHOHOCHCHOH in a chain bis2bisa
chloroethylethane the dichloride reactant has the same structure
except the OH groups on the ends are replaced by chlorine atoms clCI

now you can see by the dotted arrows that the oxygen atoms of the
alcohol groups attack the carbon atoms of the dichloride displacing the
chlorine atoms two newGOC 0bonds are formed between oxygen 1 and
carbon 2 and oxygen 10 and carbon 9 as are the two H cl molecules

the scientific name for 18 crown 6 is 147101316
hexaoxacyclooctadecane now thats a mouthful nomenclature in
organic chemistry looks difficult but when you break it down it
is straightforward hexa is six there are six oxygen atoms axaoxa
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numbers tell where they are in the ring octadecaOctadeca is eighteen there
are eighteen total ring cyclecyclo members the ane ending indicates
that this compound is in the alkane family pedersen realized that the
name was very complicated so he devised a simplified way to name
it he looked at the model and thought it looked like a crown and
so rather than using the long complicated name he called it a crown
compound ifyou count from oxygen number one see figure 3 all
the wayaround to the last carbon atom number eighteen you count
eighteen atoms in the ring there are six oxygen atoms thus he
named this compound 18 crown 6 2

when pedersen made 18 crown 6 he also made 15 crown 5 15
ring members 5 oxygen atoms and many many more crown
compounds ifhe had onlymade these compounds everyone would
have thought that it was interesting that the molecules were in the
form ofmacroringofamacroringa macroring but he never would have been given the nobel
prize pedersen received the nobel prize for what these compounds
do 18 crown 6 causes an inorganic salt to dissolve in an organic
solvent in the morning when you prepare cream of wheat you
put a small amount of salt in the water and it dissolves immediately
everyone knows that sodium chloride naclnacinad common table salt
dissolves in water but if you placed naclnadnaonaci in cleaning fluid or
turpentine it would not dissolve pedersen discovered that if 18
crown 6 were dissolved in the cleaning fluid naclnadnaonaci and other common
salts would also dissolve thus 18 crown 6 causes the salt to dissolve
in the cleaning fluid this important property warrants demonstration

cl
18 2rrrr 16161r3ra

H 0 0 0 4

COr base
2 HCI

0 H 0 0 013 70107O

clc1ca 18 crown 6
scientific name

trimethylenetriethylene bis2bisa chloro 147101316 hexaoxa
glycol ethylethaneethylethane cyclooctadecane

figure 3 chemists notation for pedersensPedersens nobel prize reaction to form 18 crown
6 the angles are carbon atoms containing two hydrogen atoms CH

2
H is

hydrogen 0 is oxygen and cl is chlorine
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at the top offigure 4 are three flacksflasks containing liquidiquiliquidsds the one
on the right has water with purple salt potassium permanganate
kmn04iqvhIQVh dissolved in it we could have used nacl but it would

make a colorless solution andweandeeandwe could not easily see that it dissolved
the first and second flacksflasks contain chloroform a cleaning fluid
which does not dissolve kmn04 you can see the purple crystals in
the bottom of the flask some 18 crown 6 which is a white solid is
added to the top left flask notice in the second flask in the middle
of figure 4 that some light purple swirls appear as the kmn04kmnoamno
dissolves the color is more noticeable in the flask on the rightwhich
has stood for a few minutes As the 18 crown 6 dissolves and comes
into contactwithcontact with the purple salt it causes the salt to dissolve andgiveand give
a light purple color if more 18 crown 6 were added more purple
salt would dissolve the flacksflasks at the bottom of figure 4 summarize
what we have seen purple kmnoamnokmn04 dissolves instantly in water flask
on the right the purple salt does not dissolve in chloroform flask in
the middle unless 18 crown 6 is added to the chloroform flask on the
left isnt this beautiful who said organic chemistry was dull this
important property is why charles pedersen was awarded a share in
the nobel prize in 1987 3

pedersen published his first paper in 1967 4 and many chemists
everywhere were extremely interested in these new chemical com-
pounds two of the interested people were reed M izatt my
colleague in the chemistry department and the late james J
christensen who was in the chemical engineering department
reed and jim had a special technique to study the interaction of
organic molecules with salts 5 when they saw pedersensPedersens paper they
realized that their technique could help explain why kmn04 dis-
solved in an organic solvent containing 18 crown 6 reed and jim
were among the first to visit charles pedersen at dupont there he
graciously gave them some 18 crown 6 for their studies they learned
early that 18 crown 6 interacted very strongly with potassium salts not
at all with lithium salts and only weakly with cesium salts As they
thought about these results and looked at models of 18 crown 6 and
models of potassium lithium and cesium ions they realized that
potassium ions fit exactly in the cavity of 18 crown 6 but lithium is

too small and cesium too big to fit in the cavity
this discovery is shown in figure 5 which has space filling

models of 18 crown 6 and cesium Cs 1 top dark ball potassium
1 and lithium 1 models show the effectiveKI lihlilli ions space filling

space for each atom the red oxygen atoms are pointing into the



chloroform water
potassium permanganate potassium permanganate

not dissolved dissolved

after adaddition of 18 C 6
no time short time 4 minutes

chc13CHCI CHCL water
some 18 C 6 no 18 C 6

figure 4 pictures of an experiment to show that 18 crown 6 18 C 6 causes an
inorganic salt kmnoamnokmn04 to dissolve in chloroform chalchckchc3chcl
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center of the cavity as before you can see KI is about the right size
to fit in the cavity li is too small it would fall right through and Cs
is too large on the bottom of figure 5 we see the 18 crown ak&k6 K
molecule with the K snugly inside the cavity and touching each
oxygen atom notice that kak1 is now surrounded on the outside of the
macrocyclemacrocycle by carbon and hydrogen atoms which are the major
constituents of an organic compound thus the cation positively
charged ion of the salt becomes encased in the organic compound
and becomes soluble in an organic solvent this is how 18 crown 6
causes kmn04kmnoamno to be soluble in chloroform

professors izatt and christensen published a paper in 1968 in
sciencesscience6science6 6whichwhich caught the attention of organic and inorganic chemists
everywhere they showed that 18 crown 6 a synthetic organic
molecule recognized another molecule there are many naturally
occurring molecules that recognize other molecules but 18 crown 6
was one of the first synthetic molecules to do this in this case it
recognizes potassium because potassium fits in the cavity but it
wont recognize lithium because lithium falls through the crown

I1 had arrived at BYU shortly before their discovery reed jim
and I1 sent a proposal to the national science foundation NSF to
study the properties of these and similar crown macrocyclesmacrocycles in
greater detail we received a grant from NSF and we have had
continuous funds from one of the federal or state granting agencies
for over twenty years crown compounds could not be purchased at
that time because they were so new in our joint studies I1 and my
research students have prepared the needed crown compounds and
reed and jim and their students have studied their interactions with a
variety of inorganic and organic salts its been a very fruitful
association for all three of us I1 want to show you some of the crown
compounds that we have made in my laboratory

the first series of compounds that we synthesized were crown
macrocyclesmacrocycles where sulfur atoms S have been substituted for
oxygen atoms in figure 6 you see pedersensPedersens 18 crown 6 on the left
and our sulfur containing 18 crown 6 in the middle this specific
compound has two sulfur and four oxygen atoms in the macroringmacroring
a structure which represents dozens of compounds as I1 will show
later the names listed under the sulfur containing 18 crown 6 com-
pound are graduate students who prepared these compounds
joseph hui was the first student to work on crown compounds in our
laboratory he received his phd in 1974 although barry haymore
worked with professor izatt he made a number of sulfur containing



figure 5 A space filling model of 18 crown 6 and cesium top right potassium
K and lithium li ions top figure K fits snugly inside the 18 crown 6 cavity
bottom figure
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crown compounds there were many undergraduate chemistry
students that worked in our laboratory their names too appear on
many of our scientific papers

the diester crown compounds figure 6 on the right were
nextpreparedandnext prepared and studiedunderastudied under a newnsfgrantnew NSF grant two carbonatomscarbon atoms
have double bonds each to an oxygen atom the carbons still have
four bonds but only three groups are attached to those two carbon
atoms there are more graduate students who prepared these diester
compounds than the sulfur containing crowns many more com-
pounds were prepared because ofvariationsofvariations ofring size number and
positions of the carbon oxygen bonds and the possibility of having
sulfur atoms substituted for oxygen atoms

pedersensPedersens BYUgyu crowns
18 crown 6

ro 00yoom
0

CO
0

C
0 0

CO
0

0 0 0 0 0 0

S oj
sulfur containing diester 18 crown 6

18 crown 6

hui phd maas phd assay IMSMS
haymore MS izatt baxter phd jolley phphdD
reeder MS fore MS J M thompson MS

figure 6 structures representing the sulfur containing and diester crown com-
pounds prepared at BYU as compared to pedersensPedersens 18 crown 6 graduate research
assistants are listed

to show the great variety of diester crowns I1 want to answer
a question that people have been asking me for over twentyfivetwenty five
years heres the question jerald if youre not teaching this sum-
mer why are you down at BYU every day research is not finished
unless or until it is published we write many manuscripts everyyear
that are published in various scientific journals the first page of our
paper on garren maass work on the diester crown macrocycles7 is
shown in figure 7 the structures of the compounds reported in this
paper are also shown in the figure you can see 12 membered to
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21 membered rings with sulfur atoms in various positions thus
each structure in figure 6 represents dozens even hundreds ofcrown
compounds we always make a variety of compounds in an effort to
find the right macrocyclemacrocycle to interact with a specific cation

figure 8 shows two series of crown compounds which contain
small 6 membered subcyclicsubcyclic rings the small ring in the macrocyclemacro cycle
on the right is a pyridine ring more student names are listed because
of an even greater variety ofofmacrocyclesmacrocyclesmacrocycles that were prepared dr yohji
nakatsuji a postdoctoral fellow started our group synthesizing these
more complicated macrocyclesmacrocycles 8 others on the list who have doc-
toral or professorial titles were postdoctoral fellows or visiting
faculty this work could not have been done without all of these
great researchers for example ty redd is a faculty member at
southern utah university he has prepared some of these compounds
with a second nitrogen atom in the small 6 membered ring dr peter
huszthy is making compounds with different groups coming out of
the macrocyclesmacrocycles at different angles the structure on the right in
figure 8 tingminbingmin wang is currently studying the interactions of
these crowns with various types of inorganic and organic salts

the next crowns prepared in our laboratory had nitrogen atoms
N substituted for oxygen atoms figure 9 A nitrogen atom always has

three bonds the nitrogensnitrogens in the structure in the middle of figure 9
are bonded to two carbons in the ring and to an ethyl carbon atom
c2hcflcah5 dr krzysztof krakowiak has made hundreds of these

compounds and he has devised brilliant new methods for their syn-
theses 9 the last compound in figure 9 has two crown rings tied
together through the nitrogen atoms these materials have a butter-
fly shape dr haoyunhaoyunanHaoyunAnan who has recently finished his phd has
made many of these latter compounds 10 figure 10 is the first page of
a paper showing dr krakowiaks method to synthesize some of the
nitrogen containing crown compounds 11 daria his wife also
works with us notice the different kinds of compounds with
varying ring sizes and numbers of nitrogen atoms

we have prepared three dimensional crown compounds figure
11 shows the cryptandscryptands and suitcase shaped compounds we have
prepared the cryptandscryptands are football shaped molecules which have a
cavity that is completely encased inside the compound metal ions
interact very stronglywithstrongly with the cryptandscryptands dr krakowiak has discovered
new simple methods to prepare these materials 12 dr an has recently
prepared the suitcase shaped molecules shown in figure 11II 13
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0 00 0 H 0 ch3cha Q 0 CCHH 3

CO CO ch34co
A

0 0 0 0 0 0oj ojj k oj
proton ionizable chirali 1 1018 crown 6018o crown 6

jones phdph D P thompson MS jones phdph D nielsen MS
mcdaniel phphdD dr huszthyHuszthy colter MSM S dr nakatsujiNakatsup
dr oue zhu phdph D izatt chamberlinChamberhn MSM S guynn MS
redd future phdph D mcdaniel phdph D dr huszthyHuszthy
wang future phdph D dr wood prof biernat

dr koyama dr bochenska
and redd future phdph D

figure 8 structures representing crown compounds containing additional small
rings the small ring on the right is a pyridine and chiral positions

pedersensPedersens BYU crowns
18 crown 6

CAczhscohs

ro rnN
1 1 CHCHs y y

0 0 N
allrll 0 h0haN 0 1

CO rar0
0
cac0 0s s 1 10 0 0 0 0 N 01j v joj k 01

nitrogen containing butterfly shaped
18 crown 6 bisibis I155 crown 5

drdrkrakowiakkrakowiak an fahffhphdD may 92
dr krakowiak

figure 9 structures representing nitrogen containing and butterfly shaped crown
compounds prepared at BYU the butterfly shaped crowns are two crown com-
pounds connected together at two nitrogen atoms
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pedersensPedersens BYU crowns
18 crown 6

0 0 0

V ro0 00 C

NNTVVNT VV0 0 N 0
1 0

0
c0

0 0 1 N

020 2P khokhi N

0 0v y
cryptandCryptand suitcase shaped

macrotricycleMacrotricycle
dr krakowiak
an phdph D may92may 92 an phd may92may 92
drdrylyi

figure 11 structures representing the more complicated macrocyclesmacro cycles prepared at
BYU the cryptandcryptand is shaped like an american football while the macrotricyclemacrotricycle is
like a small overnight case

whathas beenwrittenbeen written so farisfarlsfar is backgroundforbackground forvor a most important
new application of the crown compounds the future of the crown 6
molecules is shown in figure 12 we have covalently attached a
dinitrogen containing 18 crown 6 compound to silica gel silica gel
is similar to very fine sand the crown compound is attached byvery
stable bonds between carbon oxygen and silicone si atoms dr
bryon tarbotbarbot has attached many ofthese crown compounds to silica

silicasiliea gel bound 18 crown 6 compounds

925
fooroofror-

c

N
ch3cha S G

0 0 I11 I1 E

ch20ch23 si L L

011
mewken1111

110 r1

0 0 1 c
1 Atnj

tarbet phd
05125 bruening phd izatt

figure 12 the structure of a dinitrogen containing 18 crown 6 attached to the
surfacesurfaceof ofsilica gel this material is very stable and can be used many times to remove
metal salts from water
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gel dr ron bruening who works with dr izatt and his associates
have studied the interactions of the silica gel bound crown com-
pounds with a variety of inorganic salts they have found that the
silica gel material shown in figure 12 interacts with lead mercury
silver and copper salts the interaction is so strong that these salts
can be removed from water thus toxic lead can now easily be
removed from drinking water this process of removing metal salts
from water is so important that we have received many patents

figure 13 shows the front page of a patent for the process of
separating a selected ion from a plurality of other ions this patent
belongs to BYU which has licensed this technology to IBC advanced
technologies inc where these processes are being developed for
commercial use

figure 14 shows the separation of a copper salt from water
dinitrogen containing 18 crown 6 attached to silica gel shown in
figure 12 is in the column in A also shown in A is a liter of solution
that contains a small amount of copper nitrate in water picture B in
figure 14 shows the copper solution starting through the column
notice the silica gel turns blue as the copper salt is absorbed when
copper interacts with a nitrogen containing material it forms a blue
color no copper is coming through the bottom of the column
because all of the copper interacts with the dimtrogendinitrogen containing
crown picture C in figure 14 was taken after all ofthe copper solution
had passed through the column the copper salts were completely
retained on the dinitrogen containing crown material there has
been much said about the problem of lead in drinking water this
silica gel material would completely remove lead or mercury salts
from water this could be an important future use of silica gel bound
crown chemistry sodium chloride on the other hand would not be
removed by the column because this salt does not interact with the
nitrogen containing crown

removing the copper salts from solution is only part of the
process we may want to recover the copper or at least we want to
get it off the column so that we can use the expensive silica gel
bound crown material again to remove the copper salt we pass acid
through the column acid interacts more strongly with the
dinitrogen containing 18 crown 6 than does copper picture D in
figure 14 shows the acid solution going through the column you can
see how far the acid solution has passed because the gel is again white
where the copper has been removed picture E shows the recovered
solution which is a much darker color than at the beginning because
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it is more concentrated lastly in the total process distilled water and
a buffer solution are passed through the column to remove the acid
the column is then ready to be used again this process is very
expensive but if one can use a column three or four hundred times
the cost is greatly reduced the process can be used to remove the
toxic and dangerous heavy metals such as mercury and lead from
water in the same manner as shown in figure 14we14 we also believe this
process could be used to remove radioactive plutonium and uranium
from radioactive waste those materials would be concentrated and
could be used again without the need for storage this application
has not been done in the laboratory but it should be possible

figure 15 next page is an artists concept of this process
the large irregular circles at the edges are silica gel particles with the
dinitrogen containing 18 crown 6 small circles sticking out
remember the crown interacts strongly with mercury hg salts
sodium na and mercury nitrates in water are passed through the
column the 18 crown 6 reaches out and grabs the mercury second
diagram in figure 15 the dinitrogen containing crown does not
interact with the sodium so the sodium salt comes through one can
see the mercury going into the cavity where it stays thus mercury
and sodium have been separated to remove the mercury acid is
passed through the column in the last diagram of figure 15 we see the
acid reacting with the crown and thereby pushing the mercury out

figure 16 facing page shows another colorful separation that
is important to each of us rhodium is an important and expensive
metal that is used in the catalytic converter in ourautomobile exhaust
systems the rhodium helps to convert any unburned gasoline in the
exhaust into carbon dioxide it is important to recover these expen-
sive metals the black mess inpicture A offigure 16 is an acid solution
of rhodium rh platinum pt palladium pd copper cu lead
abpb and iron fe salts this is a typical solution prepared from spent
catalyst these materials are present in parts per million ppm
amounts if there were 867 people at my lecture theywouldthey would constitute
867 parts of the million people that live in salt lake county a very
small number picture B shows a column with a special material
attached to silica gel that interacts only with the rhodium all other
metal salts pass through this column this is called a superligsuperlie
picture C shows the column after all the black mess has passed
through it it is still black because ofthe small amount ofsolution still
on the column in picture Ddweawewe see the column after the excess metal
ions were removed bypassing some acid through the column notice
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figure 15 an artists concept of the separation and removal
of mercury ions hg from sodium na the large irregular
shapes at the edges represent silica gel containing the
dinitrogen crown small circles A mixture of hg and na
nitrates in water is added and the hg is trapped by the crown
upper two figures then acid haHIh0 which interacts more

strongly with the crown than does hg pushes the hg out of
the column lower two figures the silica gel can then be
neutralized haHh1 removed and used again
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the beautiful red color ofofrhofrurh on the column the rhodium is 99.9999999

pure all the rh in the original sample is on the column all of the
platinum palladium copper lead and iron salts passed through this
column rh is removed from the column with a solution that interacts
more stronglywith it than does the material attached to the silica gel
we see the pure rh solution in picture E this process works the
rhodium recovery procedure is in the pilot plant stage in precious
metal refineries all over the world

the 18 crown 6 compounds are interesting new chemicals
their ability to interact with inorganic salts make them important
new materials to inexpensively remove toxic heavy metals from
water radioactive elements could also be removed from radioactive
waste an application which would help solve that worldwideworld wide
problem valuable precious metals that are important in our society
can be recovered and purified we have a great knowledge in our
laboratory of the interactions of various materials with the crown
compounds all we need to do is couple this knowledge with good
research to make materials that will further help mankind

NOTES

in addition to those acknowledged on p 37 dr bradshaw thanks the
following people who have helped make research at BYU enjoyable a great group
of undergraduate graduate andpostdoctoral research associates whose names are
given in the relevant figures outside funding agencies including NSF DOE
naval research and the utah centers of excellence program the chemistry
department chairmen over twentyfivetwenty five years most recently J B ott and E M
woolley great support people in the chemistry department including martin
ethington garyreynoldsgary reynolds kellyjensenKellyjensen andhisanahisand his staff ivan cook and his staff richard
meibos and guy curtis and their staff all department secretaries past and present
jerry mason janet curtis bruno szalkowski and que adams and his staff

1 charles J pedersen the discovery of crown ethers journal of inclu-
sion phenomena and molecular recognition in chemistry 12 januaryuanuary april
19927 10

ederson2pederson discovery 10
3 herman3hermanbherman E schroeder the productive scientific career of charles

pedersen october 331904519041904 october0ctober26198926 1989 journal ofinclusionofinclusion phenom-
ena and molecular recognition in chemistry 12 january april 1992 18 20
see also reed M izatt andjeraldand jerald S bradshaw charles J pedersen 1904 1989
nobel laureate in chemistry 1987 journal of inclusion phenomena and
molecular recognition in chemistry 12 january april 1992 161 6
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4 charles4charleschariesacharles J pedersen cyclic polyethers and their complexes with metal
salts journaloftheamericanjournaltournai ofrhethe american chemicalsociety89chemical society 89 december 196770171967 7017 36

5 reed M izatt and others acalorimetricstudyofA calorimetric study ofthe interaction in inaqueousaqueous
solution of several uni and bivalent metal ions with the cyclic polyether
dicyclohexyl 18 crown 6 at 10 25 and 40 journal of american chemical
society 93 april 1971 1619231619 23

6 reedgreed M izatt and others binding ofalkali metal ions by cyclic polyethers
significance in ion transport processes science 164 april 1969 44344443 44

marrenbarren E maas and others the synthesis of a new series of macrocyclicMacrocyclic
polyether diester ligands journal of organic chemistry 42 november 1977
3937 41

jeralderald S bradshawbradshawandBradshawandand others proton ionizable compounds 2 synthesis
complexation properties and structural studies ofmacrocyclicMacro cyclic polyether diester
ligands containing a 4 hydroxypyridine subcyclicSubcyclic unit journal of organic
chemistry 50 november 198548651985 4865 72

9 krzysztof E krakowiak and others synthesis of aza crown ethers
chemical reviews 89 june 1989 929 72 andandjeraldjerald S bradshawbradshawandBradshawandand others
aza crown machocmacrocMacromacrocyclescyclesyclescies new york john wiley and sons 1993

haoyunanHaoyunAn and others synthesis and complexation properties of suitcase
shaped macrotricyclicMacro tricyclic and butterfly shaped macrobicyclicMacrobicyclic polyether ligands
journal of organic chemistry 57 august 1992 499850054998 5005

11 krzysztof E krakowiak and others A new building block method to
synthesize symmetrical and asymmetrical per N alkaikalkylyi substituted polyaza crown
compounds journal of organic chemistry 54 august 1989 4061 67

1211 krzysztof E krakowiak and others preparation and cation complexingcompletingComp lexing
properties of some macropolycyclicMacropolycyclic ligands journal of organic chemistry 57
may 1992 3166733166 73
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templelnempletempie worship and a
possible reference to a prayer

circle in psalm 24

donald W parry

several scholars have identified psalm 24 as a temple liturgical
hymn 1 sigmund mowinckel for example believes that psalm 24
contains legessacraelegessaleges sacraemacraecruecrae or laws ofthe sanctuary those special rules
and special demands as to the qualifications of those to be admitted
into the temple 2 speaking specifically of psalm 24 hans joachim
kraus states that we must reckon with the presence in the psalms
ofconcepts connected with the sanctuary of the ark 115113 additionally
scholars have considered how gods presence in the temple is
demonstrated in psalm 24 leopold sabourin has discussed psalm 24
and gods theophany in the sanctuary 2141144 and kraus avers that the
liturgy of psalm 24 celebrates yahweh sebaothsabaothSebaoth the god of israel
who is entering the sanctuary he is accompanied and sur-
rounded by the righteous vv 3 5 by the true israel vy 6 1155

internal evidence clearly connects the psalm to the rites of the
ancientjerusalemancient jerusalem temple for instance the hymn contains a number of
technical terms and expressions which are associated with the israelite
temple and temple worship such as mountain of yahweh bolyplacebolyholy place
ascend rise up innocentinnocentpurepure heart liftlyt up seeking godsfacegodsraceface gates
entrances king glory and eternity the psalm also functions as a type
of self administered temple recommend interview in the formfonn of a
description oftheodtheofthe ideal temple visitor vy 4 and the creation scene plays
a prominent role in the opening verses 1 2

although scholars have noted several temple connections in
psalm 24 they have overlooked a possible reference to a prayer
circle english translators have rendered psalm 246 as follows

donald W parry is assistant professor of hebrew in the department of asian and
near eastern languages brigham young university

byustudiesBYU studies 32 no 4 1992
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this is the generation of them that seek him
that seek thy face 0 jacob king james version

such is the generation of those who seek him
who seek your face 0 god of jacob new international version

such are the people who seek him
who seek your presence god ofjacob jerusalem bible

the one of eternity seek
0 you who search for the presence ofofjacobjacob anchor bible

this is the generation of them that seek him
of them that seek the face of the god ofofjacobjacob douay version

such is the fortune of those who seek him
who seek the face of the god ofjacob new english bible

such is the people that seek him
that seeks your presence god ofofjacobjacob newjerusalemnew jerusalem bible

such is the company of those who seek him
who seek the face of the god ofofjacobjacob new revised standard version

based on further study of the hebrew text I1 propose the
following translation of verse 6

this is the circle of them that inquire of him
that seek the face of the god of jacob

I1 offer the following translation of psalm 24 to place verse 6 in
the full context of this temple hymn

1 A psalm of david
the earth and its fullness belongs to yahweh
the world and they that dwell in it

2 because he has established it upon the seas
and upon the rivers he founded it

3 who will ascend into the mountain6 of yahweh
and who will rise up in his holy place

4 he whose palms are innocent
and whose heart is pure
who has not lifted his soul8soulsouisoula to falsehood
and has not swomsworn what is false

5 he will lift up9upa a blessing from yahweh
and righteousness from the god of his salvation

6 this is the circle of them that inquire of him
that seek the face of the god of jacob selah

7 lift upup10 your heads 0 gates
and be lifted up 0 entrances of eternity
so that the king of glory will come in
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8 who is this king of glory
yahweh strong and mighty 12

yahweh mighty of battle
9 lift up your heads 0 gates

and be lifted up 0 entrances of eternity
so that the king of glory will come in

10 who is this the king of glory
yahweh of armies
he is the king of glory selah

my translation of verse 6 is based particularly on the following
observations

when the text of the hebrew bible was originally written only
consonants were used no vowels 13 indeed a statement attributed to
natronaiNatronai II11 ben hilaihilaa gaon of sura AD 85358853 58 states that the vowels
were introduced by the sages as an aid for reading 14 approximately
two centuries later hai gaon d AD 1037 wrote that a scroll oftheodtheofthe law
the pentateuch or five books of moses provided with punctuation

cannot be employed for public reading and the reason is that moses
wrote the law for israel without any vowel point s 111515

because the vowels were introduced by the masoretesMasoretes oftiberius
ath9th century AD they may or may not reflect the intent of the original
biblical authors as has long been recognized the addition oftheodtheofthe vowels
is sometimes interpretative 1611 byway ofcomparison the dead sea scroll
versions of the old testament ad2d century BC to 1istst centuryAD are an
earlier form of the text and do not have vowels thus it is customary for
a translator to study the hebrew bible both with and without the
vowels with the vowels to view the opinion of the masoretesMasoretes and
without the vowels to explore otherpossibleotherpossible understandings oftheodtheofthe text

in psalm 246 the hebrew word dordof can be rendered genera-
tion as many english translators do accepting the vowel pointing
of the masoretesMaso retes simply by changing the hebrew vowel from a
bolamb6lambalam to a shaffiksharuksharfik an acceptable practice when translating the
hebrew bible the word dordof generation now reads dur circle
such a rendition is supported by hebrew lexical materials 17 and in
the light of the temple setting of this psalm the term circle fits that
context well and may have reference to a religious prayer circle 18

at the same time I1 prefer the englishverbenglish verb inquire rather than
seek as in the king james version the word inquire more accu-
rately reflects the prayer setting of the hymn the same word is
frequently used in the hebrew scriptures with regard to an individual
or group praying to god gen 2522 ex 1815 1 sam 99 1 kgsggs
228 2 kgsggs 88 1 chr 1513 jer 212
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in several renditions of verse 6 the pronoun thy or your
precedesprecedesfaceface making the reading shyfacethyfacethy face oryourfaceoryourface this reading
is probably corrupt for the pronoun thy ororyouryour does not agree with
the third person singular pronoun him as in inquire ofhim in the
same verse

the syriac old testament and the septuagint supply theword god
hebrew elohim616dimbim in the verse between the wordswordsjacobjacob andandraceandfaceface for

one reason or another the hebrew bible has omitted this term from the
verse without this emendation the textmakes little sense for the entire
context revolves around the goal of the worshipperworshipper to seek the face
of god 20 As noted in the translations listed above most translators
have accepted this alternate reading and have supplied the term god
in their translations

in conclusion the larger context ofpsalm 24 works nicely with
my proposed understanding of verse 6 verses 1 2 make direct
reference to the creation of the earth then follow two synonymous
clauses placed in an interrogative format that are directed to the
temple worshipperworshipper in essence the two questions ask who is
worthy to visit the lords temple the individual found worthy to
enter the temple ie he whose palms are innocent whose heart is
pure who has not lifted his soul to falsehood and has not sworn what
is false v 4 will receive a blessing from god what does the blessing
consist of the blessing is implicit in verse 6 after being found
worthy to enter the temple a circle of worshippersworshippers participates in
the rites and ceremonies including prayer where the temple visitor
inquires after the lord and seeks his face the blessing then is

that those individuals worthy to enter the temple will have the
privilege of appearing before god in his temple 21

NOTES

1 see for example sigmund mowinckel the psalms in israels worship
nashville tenn abingdon 19791771979 177 78 hans joachim kraus theology of the

psalms trans keity crim minneapolis minn augsburg 1986 73 78 walter
brueggemann the message of the psalms minneapolis minn augsburg 1984
42 erhardserhardS gerstenbergerGerstgerstenbergerjwmsenberger psalms part 1 grand rapids mich eerdmans 1987
11719117 19 klaus koch tempeleinlassliturgien und dekalogeDekaloge in studdenstudien zur
theologiatheologiebeologieThe7 ologie der alttestamentlichen uberlieferungenoberlieferungen festschriftFestschrift G vonraduonvon kadradkud ed
rolf rendtorff and klaus koch neukirchen neukirchenerNeukirchener verlag 1961 45 60
leopold sabourin thetbepsalmspsalms theirybeir0riginorigin andmeaningand meaning newyorknewyork alba house
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1974 4079407 9 J W rogerson andandjandaJ W mckay psalms 1 50 cambridge cam-
bridge university press 1977 1107111107 11

I1vowinckelowinckelmowinckelowinckel the psalms in israels worship 177
3 kraus3kraus theologyTheologV of the psalms 74
4sabourinabouninbourin the psalms their origin andmeaningand meaning 408
hansans joachim kraus psalms 1 59 A commentary trans hilton C oswald

minneapolis minn augsburg 1988 316
6theathe6 the KJV translates the hebrew bar as hill it should be understood as

mountain which symbolizes the temple see Ps 151511 isa 23
7 the7theathe hebrew term capaiucapaim has reference to the palms KJVs incorrect

usage of hands does not adequately allow for the significance of palms in ancient
israelite temple ritual the hebrew word yad refers to the hand and fingers
figuratively it indicates power or work as in the hand of the lord the capaiucapaim
however are the palms the cupped part of the hand used to depict innocence and
to clap for joy these two words are interchangeable in the expression upraised
bandshands a gesture which accompanied prayers in the temple of solomon

thehe text ofbibliahebraicabebliabiblia hebraica stuttgartensiaStuttgart ensia reads my soul I1 emend the text
according to the cairo geniza manuscripts and numerous variant textual readings to
his soul the third person singular bishisdis is consistent with the context of the psalm

9 lift up is literal hebrew the signification of this expression is not known
but it may have to do with the fact that prayers in the temple were spoken with
upraised arms clean hands are not lifted up in vanity or deceit they are lifted up in
the name of the lord Ps 634 and in prayerprayertoto him gen 1422 ezra 95 isa 111515
raised toward the heavens 1 kgsggs 822 54 dacd&c 88132 135 or toward gods
temple Ps 282 1 kgsggs 838 this manner of prayer with upraised arms was an
essential feature of holy petitions put up to god in the temple of solomon lift up
your hands in the sanctuary and bless the lord Ps 1342 1 I1 will lift up my hand
to heaven and say I1 live forever beutdeut 3240

1011 compare the second half of this parallelism be lifted up which is a rare
passive commandformcommand form the authoris usingtheusing the same hebrewverbHebrewverb nasanasatwicetwice once
in an active verbal form and once as a passive verbal form

the expression this serves enclitically to demonstrate the physical near-
ness of deity to the worshipperworshipper

for these attributes see isa 4028 31 and deutbeut 3327
13 the semitic alphabet had no symbols for vowels only for consonants

however to remove ambiguity from pronunciation and meaning a secondary
system of vowel notation was developed for hebrew by about the tenth century
CCEE keith schoville hebrew for bible readers starting with aleph bible
reviewsreview7review7 june 1991161991iggi 16 christianChristichristlandchristlanDD ginsburg introduction to rhethe massoreticothemassoretic6

critical edition new york ktavkeav 1966 discusses the history and evolution of
the hebrew vowel signs appp 4554555656 for a detailed discussion of two late
competing biblical textual traditions one belonging to the babylonian jews
called the eastern recension and the other belonging to the palestinian jews
known as the western recension see ginsburg introduction 197 240 each

school oftextual critics held different approaches to adding vowels to the hebrew
bible for other scholarly works regarding the vowelingwelingdowelingvo of the hebrew bible see
israel yelvin the hebrew language tradition as reflected in the babylonian
vocalization hebrew 2 vols jerusalem 1985 and EEJJ revell biblical texts
with palestinian pointing and theirtbeiraccentsaccents missoula mont scholars press
1977 7 34
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bruno chiesa the emergencetheemergence ofhebrewbiblicalpointingofhebrew biblicalpointing frankfurtAMA M
langlang1979197981979 8

15 chiesa the emergence ofofhebrewhebrew biblical pointing 7
interpretation begins not with thewritings separate from the oldoidoldtestamenttestament

it does not even begin with the pointing of a text it begins with the choosing of
consonantsconsonantsinin semiticsemiticmanuscriptsmanuscripts jamesHHCcharlesworthharlesworth the Pseudepigraphpseudepigraphaaasas
biblical exegesis early jewish and Cbchristianristian exegesis studies in memory of
william hugh brownlee ed craig A evans and william F stinespring atlanta
scholars press 1987 140 see also chiesa the7 be emergence of hebrew biblical
pointing 9 35

17 see for instance ludwig koehler and walter baumgartner lexicon in
feterisveteris testamentilibros leiden brill 195320619531955 206 and francis brown S R driver
and charles A briggs A hebrew andenglisband english lexicon of the old testament trans
edward robison oxford clarendon 1977 189

18 on other occasions in the psalms the word dor is translated as circle for
god is in the circle of the righteous Ps 145 1 I1 will make thy name to be
remembered in all circles Ps 4517 and the circle of the upright Ps 1122
such passages may refer to a social circle a wedding circle or a ceremonial circle
on the prayer circle in antiquity see hugh nibley the early christian prayer
circle BYUbyustudiesstudies 19 fall 1978 41 78 reprinted in mormonism and early
christianity vol 4 ofthe collected works ofhugbof hugh nibley salt lake city deseret
book and FARMS 1987 459945 99

19igaA hebrew and englisbeenglishenglisb lexicon of the old testament 205
2021ananalternate reading produced bytayt H gaster who puts veakevveakevforyaakovforyacorya akovahou

and thus produces this reading and the reward of those that seek him is his face
cannot be supported see vetus testamentum 4 1954 73 79

21 several biblical verses connect the concept of seeing god withthewith the temple
for the premosaicpre mosaic era for example seejacobsee jacob at bethel hebrew house of god
gen 351551735177 additional references are found in the book of psalms see Ps 422

847 14013l4013cfnumcf num 1414 thou yahweh are seen face to face see also moses
at the sinai sanctuary ex 24911249 11 deutbeut 54 343410541010 cf ex 41 5 the israelites at
sinai ex 1910111910 11 202420 24 moses at the tabernacle ex 3311 david at mount
moriah 2 chr 31 2 solomon at the temple in a prayer setting 1 kgsggs 91391 3 cf
2 chr 16716 7 1 kgsggs 34534 5 and isaiah at the temple isa 61 5



the trials ofjesus and jeremiah

bernard S jackson

the trial ofjesusofjesus is by far the most difficult problem ofancient
legal history many famous scholars have quite deliberately avoided
writing and talking about it because of its immense complexity
my own teacher david daube is a notable example his contribu-
tions to our understanding of the gospels are immense but by and
large he has abstained from writing abouttheabout the trial 1I too havehithertohave hitherto
followed in that tradition it must be a sign ofeither incipient senility
or utter arrogance that I1 should deign to address the subject now

I1 will notnotbenobbebe able to solve the problem ofthe trial ofjesusofjesus foryouforyou
indeed I1 consider that in conceptual and methodological terms the
problem is insoluble the importantthingimportant thing is forusforus to understand why
it is insoluble to understand the methodological difficulties which
cause us to draw that conclusion

broadly speaking there have been two approaches to the trial
ofjesusofjesus one has been an historical approach seeking as we do in
the quest for the historical jesus to find the historical trial if we
succeed in finding the historical trial then presumably we can also
attempt an historical legal evaluation ofthat trial not in terms ofthe
standards of the american constitution which almost inevitably
informs the writings ofsomeorsomeof some contemporary american legal histori-
ans on the matter nor for that matter by the standards of the english
common lawyer the continental civil lawyer or any other form of
modernmodem jurist but rather in terms of the contemporary legal stan-
dards of that age but here another problem arises not only is it
difficult to succeed in the quest for the historical trial of jesus it is
almost equally difficult to succeed in the quest for the genuinely
contemporary legal standards which were applicable in that era
so we have a double problem of evaluation

bernard SSJjacksonackson widely published and distinguished jewish author is queen
victoria professor of law university of liverpool and editor of thethejewishjewish law
annual this lecture was delivered at thejthea reuben clarkdarkoark law school at brigham
young university on february 272719921992
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many people have in recent times particularly reacted to these
historical problems by saying we can avoid the problems ofhistorical
gaps in our knowledge by concentrating on what we do know
we have a number of texts these texts were written in a particular
theological context the context of the early church let us see from a
literaryperspectiveliterary perspective what these texts meanttomeant to thewritersthe writers andpresumand presum-
ably to the readers in the context of the early church the texts
meaning will have been a function at least in part of their relationship
to other literary phenomena and in particular to the literary phenom-
ena of the old testament this is not simply the adoption of some
modern literary approach structuralist poststructuralistpoststructuralist or
deconstructionistconstructionistreconstructionistde to the ancient texts it is entirely validated by the
theological beliefs of the time for if we ask in quasi secular terms

what do we mean by the notion of fulfillment of prophecy the
answer resides in some form ofrepetition of repeated action which is
significant because of its repetition its significance deriving from
the reiteration of that which was originally divine or inspired in a
different divine and inspired form

in this lecture I1 shall summarize some of the difficulties
confronted by any historical account and then sketch what some
suggest maybemay be an original contribution to this debate I1 shall suggest
that important literary connections are to be found between the trial
of jesus and the trial ofjeremiah

the historical sources

first let us consider the status of the available sources
the four gospels are not the only sources from the ancient world

which talk about the trial of jesus although they are the sources
which talk about it by far the most extensively such other informa-
tion as we have is entirely fragmentary although precisely because
it is fragmentary it is also more clear or at least more categorical

the one roman source which refers to the passion ofjesusofjesus is a
very briefstatement by tacitus who wrote aroundaroundadaroundADAD 110 describ-
ing the persecution of the christians in rome under nero in the
course of which he gives an explanation of the name christian
christos the founder of the sect he says had undergone the death
penalty in the reign of tiberius by sentence of the procurator
pontius pilate annals 15.441544 this roman historian shows no
embarrassment in saying quite straightforwardly that this was a
sentence of the roman governor indeed although tacitus does not
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state so directly the context in which he speaks namely his
description ofthe activities ofthe early christians in rome whom he
regards as troublesome implies thatjesusthatjesus was actually executed by
pontius pilate because of political troublemaking of some kind but
nothing more specific is said

there are also several passages in the talmud which allude to
a person or persons by the name ofjesusofjesus one of which seemingly
refers to a trial I1 but their historicalvaluehistorical value is problematic for a number
of reasons

first these passages were removed from the talmud text in
the age of printing by christian censors and have only been
rediscovered and rereincorpreindorpreinincorporatedcorporated in some editions on the basis of
secondary sources

second even before the censors got to them they had been
formulated with an eye to avoiding censorship unsuccessfully as it
turned out

third there is a view expressed most directly byjusticebyjustice haim
cohn in the trial and death ofjesusofjesus that it is unlikely that these
sources do refer to the jesus of the new testament one of them
clearly refers to a period a hundred years before jesus and there is
quite a credible argument that all of them originally referred to that
earlier jesus and only later were misinterpreted as referring to the
jesus of the new testament so those rabbinic sources do not take
us very far

A third source is the slavonic josephus the jewish historian
josephus was a general who took part in the jewish revolt against
rome then went over to the romans was accepted by them wrote
much of his jewish history in rome and clearly had to rely on the
patronage of the roman emperors here too there was a problem
of self censorship

there is however a very interesting passage in josephus
which is missing from the greek manuscripts almost certainly again
as a result of censorship it reemerged in the thirteenth century in a
russian translation hence it is called the slavonic josephus in the
1930s there was an immense and heated debate between robert
eisler and solomon zeitlin over the authenticity of this text I1 am
prepared to regard it as going back to an original passage ofofjosephusjosephus
but in the course of textual transmission so many obvious corrupborrup
tionseions have entered into it that it is very difficult know how far we can
rely on it more of this anon
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finally we have the christian sources it need hardly be said
that the accounts written of the trial by the authors of the synoptic
gospels were written at least a generation after the event that the
issue was heavily loaded theologically and that at least some of the
gospel writers particularly mark were already writing in rome or
to the romans and were dependent upon or were seeking the
approval of a gentilechristianGentile Christian audience which was itself already
being persecuted by the romans there was therefore every reason
for the early christian accounts to diminish the role of the romans
if in order to diminish the role of the romans it was necessary to
exaggerate the account ofieofjewishofiewishwish involvement then that was some-
thing that had to be done

atanyrateagyrateany rate neither theologically norhistorically canwe say that
any of the sources whether they be jewish or christian were
impartial and there begins our problem moreover the gospels
themselves have a very complicated literary history not surprisingly
scholars have identified a considerable number of discrepancies
amongst the gospel accounts of course discrepancies do not
necessarily destroy credibility but they do have an effect upon it
taken together these discrepancies have been regarded by many
historians as significant

the difficulties facing an historical account

let me briefly review some of the discrepancies in the gospel
accounts first there is a discrepancy relating to the arrest ofjesusofjesus
who did arrest jesus the synopticssynoptics say it was a group of jewish
police but john is quite clear that a roman cohort epeiraspeirdspeiraspefraeirdeiraeffa was
involved along with the officers from the chief priests and the
phariseesPharisees 2 the fact that it is john who says that the romans were
involved in the arrest is particularly surprising since ofall the gospels
john is particularly concerned overall to excuse the romans from
responsibility for the crucifixion this detail has been regarded by some
as evidence that john was working with early materials and that in the
process of ofwritingwriting them up for his purpose he did not note the conflict
between his sources and the general direction of his own account

second is the question of the charge againstjesusagainst jesus in matthew
2665 and mark 1464 a charge of blasphemy is made in the course
of a jewish hearing but in both accounts the condemnation is
followed immediately by a contemptuous challenge to the prophetic
status ofjesusofjesus one of the jewish officials strikes jesus from behind
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and says now messiah if you are a prophet tell us who hit you
that is clear evidence that the prophetic status ofiesusofjesus was at the very
least in issue and the fact that this incident is mentioned at the time
whenjesuswhenjesus is being charged or at least accused before somejewishsome jewish
institution or jewish group seems to suggest the possibility of an
alternative charge ofwhich I1 shall say more a little later on namely
false prophecy nevertheless blasphemy is the predominant con-
ception of the accusation in matthew and mark luke and john on
the other hand are quite vague in luke although not clearly stated
the charge made in the proceedings before pilate rather appears to
be political in character sedition incitement to not pay roman taxes

third the problem of the nighttime hearing before the
sanhedrin I1 say sanhedrin in deference to the modernmodem literature
though it is not at all clear that this was the bodywhichbodywhich was involved
mark has two phases of procedure before the jewish authorities
whereas luke omits the nighttime proceeding entirely one leading
biblical commentator has suggested that this omission is a correction
ofthe unlikely procedure in mark ofholding an inquiry in the middle of
the night and another meeting in the early morning 3

fourth the sentence in mark and matthew the jewish body
condemns jesus in luke there is no mention ofany pronouncement
of a sentence by the jewish body in john the jews deny that they
have any jurisdiction in the matter the omission in luke might
appear to be an argument from silence were it not for the fact that
there is corroboration in acts 1327 28 where the inhabitants of
jerusalem and their rulers are said to have found no cause of death in
jesus in short according to luke there was no condemnation ofjesusofjesus
in ajewish hearing nevertheless they handed him over to pilate and
asked pilate that he should be killed

there are many other discrepancies one of the most notable
being the story in luke about a referral by pilate to herodantipas of
which there is no suggestion in any of the other gospels

next we must consider the relationship between the gospel
accounts and the contemporary law of the first century bothjewishbothjewish
law and roman law one point which has been much debated is the
following could jesus have been convicted by any jewish court
could jesus have been convicted of the offense of blasphemy the
argumenthasargument has been advanced bymanyjewishmanyjewish scholars thataccordingthat according
to the definitions ofblasphemy found first ofall in the bible and then
elaborated in early rabbinic literature nothing that jesus said or did
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could conceivably have been interpreted as constituting this offense
because blasphemy was conceived of as an act of cursing god and
indeed the curse according to rabbinic law had to be one which
used explicitly the tetragrammaton jesus cannot have committed
the offense

but that raises a point which I1 mentioned a moment ago are we
in fact in a position to reconstructwhatreconstruct what thejewishthe jewish law ofblasphemy
was in the years around AD 30 35 when the sources on which this
interpretation is based date no earlierthanearlier than the period ofthe mishnah
about AD 200 indeed there are those who have argued that rather
than interpreting the new testament in the light of later jewish law
even though only a century and a half later we should recognize

that the writers of the new testament were jewish the stories are
stories about a jewish milieu about jewish culture jewish history
taking place in the land ofpalestine we should therefore regard the
new testament as the best evidence that we have as to what jewish
law actually was in the first half of the first century AD however as
already noted the new testament sources are not impartial they are
not legal doctrine they are not the setting out of an account of
contemporary jewish law

in short ifone is to validate a charge ofblasphemy underjewishunderjewish
law it has to be a very much wider conception ofblasphemy than is
found in either earlier or later jewish sources the new testament
may be evidence of such a wider conception but if so it is the only
evidence of it

the same methodological problem afflicts our evaluation ofthe
procedural legality of the jewish proceedings are the gospel ac-
counts unreliable in what they say about the jewish procedure
insofar as it appears quite clearly to contradict the norms norms
found in the mishnah and the toseftaTosefta which are nearly two hundred
years later than jesus of jewish criminal procedure or are they the
best evidencewe have ofwhatofwhat these procedures reallywere in the first
half of the first century

themishnah sanhedrin IV 1 tells us that in capital cases the trial
must take place in the daytime and the verdict be given in the
daytime it is illegal to hold a nighttime procedure did the nighttime
interrogation break the rule or did the rule not yet exist or did the
nocturnal interrogation have some nonjudicial function

secondly there is the problem of confession the responses of
jesus when interrogated both by the jews and by the romans vary
from one gospel to another but even the most explicit leaves some
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questions of interpretation open whenjesuswhen jesus is asked whether he is
the son of god but remains silent is that an acceptance of the
proposition that has been put to him when he says luke 2270 71
you say so bumelishumeisbumeis legetelegatelegete in response to the question are you

the son of god then is he saying it is as you say or is he saying
thats whatyouwhsityou say the greek can be interpreted either way but

whichever way one interprets it it is clear that this is no unambigu-
ous confession and even if there were an unambiguous confession it
would not suffice according to the norms ofjewishofjewish law as represented
in the mishnah but did these norms apply already at this time

finally there is the rabbinic institution called hatradhhatraahbatrahatra dhah trans-
lated forewarning it is a most extraordinary procedure for any
system of criminal procedure a rule which says that a person even
where there are witnesses maybe convicted ofa capital offense only
if the witnesses have said to the person as he was about to commit
the crime do you know that what you are about to do is a capital
offense and the person about to commit the crime must respond
not merely 1 I know that but 1 I know and I1 accept the conse-
quencesquences the tosefta sanhedrin XI 2 puts it thus if he be
warned and answer nothing or if he be warned and nod his head and
even sayisay 1 I know that is insufficient for capital liability he is not
liable until he says 1 I know it is capital but even so I1 am committing
the offense in the cases rejected by the toseftaTosefta we come rather
close to huleishumeis legatelegete

surely one might argue this hatraahhatra ah was a most unrealistic
condition of capital liability one would really have to be a psycho-
path of a very peculiar kind to be caught by this procedure in fact
there is an argument that the whole procedure was designed as away
of eliminating capital punishment from jewish criminal procedure
there is evidence that many of the rabbis were totally opposed to
capital punishment A dictum in the talmud says that a court which
sentences one person to capital punishment in seventy years is
regarded as a hanging court that is the possible historical context
and significance of hatraahhatra ah in jewish criminal procedure but where
do these points leave the trial of jesus did the rule exist but was
broken in this case or does the new testament show that the rule
did not yet exist if we take this requirement at face value it is
impossible that jesus could have been lawfully convicted

there are also problems in relationship to contemporary ro-
man law and administration I1 will not go into these in detail there
are at least three suggestions as to what jesus might have been
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charged with under roman law before pontius pilate treason under
the lexjulialex julia de maiestatemaiestate sedition contrary to the lex cornelia de
vicariissicariissicariis or perhaps no specific statutory charge at all procedure
extra ordineeordinemordinem or was the proceeding an exercise of executive
authority by a roman governor with overall authority for law and
order we do not know for certain what the roman procedure was
in the provinces at this time most ofour information comes from the
classical roman jurists two hundred years later it has nevertheless
been argued that delegation of legal authority by the romans to the
extent suggested in the gospel accounts delegation whether it be
of the power offormulation of the charges to caiaphas and the high
priests or of the preliminary inquiry or as in some sources of the
actual execution or even the decision making is unlikely A prefect
like pilate did not have the power to make that kind of delegation
from what we know of roman sources

the trial as a literary construction
so much for the difficulties ofa historical account we turn now to

a possible literary solution one reason why this appeals to me is the
following byadopting a literarysolution we can integrate ourapproach
to the problem of the trial and death ofjesus with our approach to
otherproblems in the new testament regarding the life and teaching
ofjesus I1 think that integration is a terribly important thing to do
whenwewhencewhenwe read contemporary scholarship on the newtestamentnew testament we
seem to be in almost two different worlds there is a literature about
the life ofjesusofjesus and there is a literature about the death ofjesusofjesus the
literature about the healings and the parables etc are replete with
allusions to the old testament and these allusions are not regarded
as a matter of embarrassment or fabrication jesus had the title
prophet4 and said that he came to fulfill the law and the prophets 5

the meaning of these stories is clearly constructed in terms of old
testament allusions how can it be that when we move from the
story of the life to that of the death ofjesusofjesus we enter a quite different
mode of contemporary scholarship an historical rather than a
literary mode it does not seem to fit

there have of course been those who have sought old
testament themes in the story of the passion and the death ofjesusofjesus
but the themes which have been sought have been almost exclusively
theological and not narrative by far the most important source in
modem scholarship has been the servant song the suffering servant
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oflsaiah53ofisaiah 53 6 when people say that the death passion and resurrection
ofjesusofjesus is a fulfillment of that kind ofprophecy they are not making
a claim about the reiteration of narrative but rather about the
theological significance of the events they talk about fulfillment of
notions of atonement redemption vicarious suffering and so on
there are other models too those of isaac and ofmoses himself for
even moses in being denied entry into the promised land is said to
have suffered for the sins committed by other israelites

what is interesting about the trial ofofjeremiahjeremiah is the fact that it
seems to provide a narrative basis for a literary interpretation of the
trial ofjesusofjesus now this connection has been as far as I1 know entirely
overlooked in modemmodern scholarship which when you think about it
seems quite extraordinary after all the gospels provide a detailed
account oftheodtheofthe trial ofjesusofjesus and we also have a quite detailed account
of the trial of an old testament prophet jesus claimed to come to
fulfill the prophecies why have people not looked back at the trial
of jeremiah for its possible influence on the writing of the gospel
accounts the simple answer I1 suppose is this there is one crucial
difference between the trial ofjeremiah and that ofjesus jeremiah
was acquitted but the story did not end there as we shall see

here is an account of the structure of the trial in jeremiah 26
annotated to indicate the gospel parallels

A jeremiah like jesus preaches in the court of the temple 7

B he does so following a divine mission but withno guarantee
of success 8

C he prophesies the destruction of the temple 9

D there is priestly involvement in arrearrestingoarresting10arrestingstingO10 and chargingcharging1111

the prophet alleged to be prophesying falsely
E there is some form of hearing in the temple itself ie

within priestly jurisdiction 12

F the secular authority then convenes a court 13

G the priests take the lead in framing the accusation before
the secular authority 14

H the accused prophet defends himself reasserting the genu-
ineness of his mission

I1 the secularrulerssecular rulers tell the priests that they have decided to
exonerate the prophet 15

J A parallel is cited from the prophetic mission of micah
K comparison is made with the fate of another accused 16

L the latter suffers execution by the secular authority 17
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M jeremiah escapes this fate but stress is placed upon the
potential role of the people as being responsible for the life
or death decision 18

two ofthe most difficult historical problems of the trial ofjesusofjesus
seem to be explained by details in the account ofthe trial ofofjeremiahjeremiah
the relations between pilate and the jewish authorities and the so-
cked privilegium paschale most significantly in the account of
jeremiah as in the account of jesus there are two sets of people
involved on the one hand there are the priests it is theytheywhowho make the
charges and make the accusations but it is a separate secular authority
who renders the decision in the trial of jeremiah it is the princes of
judahwhoJudahwho have jurisdiction who make the decision the decision goes
the other way than in the trial ofjesusofjesus but the narrative continues to
talk about another prophet uriah who is accused of having done
much the same thing as jeremiah the charge is clearly one of false
prophecyprophecyinin the cases ofofjeremiahjeremiahand uriah and in the case ofuriah
which is a story told in the same chapter uriah is executed so the
theme even of the execution of a prophet on a charge of false
prophecy is there in that same chapter ofjeremiah

the story ofjeremiahsofjeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs trial can also assist us to understand the so
cledpnvilegiumpaschalecalledpfivilegiumpaschale the privilege of demanding the release of
a prisoner at passover time who turns out to be barabbasrabbasBa this
custom is something which is not supported in any source outside
the new testament perhaps it was suggested in part by the compari-
son to the account in jeremiah of another accused uriah who was
actually executed both narratives thus compare the fates of two
accused the one executed the other released

concluding observations
let me now conclude though my analysis is concerned with

literary relationships I1 am still asking historical questions because
the question which I1 want to pose is not how might someone like
jacques debridaderrida or frank kermode read these gospel accounts but
rather how would a contemporary audience have understood
them I1 am thus making anhistorical claim these aspects ofthe gospel
account were written with the literary analogue ofofjeremiahjeremiah in mind
for an audience that would understand it in this way but that then
poses further historical questions what kind of audience would that
have been would it have been the only kind of audience it need not
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have been if the narrative analogy was directed to a fairly popular
audience the possibility is not excluded for example that paul in his
doctrine of redemption might write up the historical traditions that
had come his way in terms of a different far more sophisticated
theological set of literary allusions based as duncan derrett19Derrett19 and
others have argued on the suffering servant of isaiah there is no
problem in asserting multiple readings for different audiences

there is surprisingly some external historical support for this
literary interpretation ofboth the life and death ofiesusofieofjesussus the passage
fromfromjosephusjosephus which has survived in the slavonic version says that
there were some people at the time who regardedjesusregarded jesus as the revived
moses some said of him our first lawgiver is risen from the dead
and hath performed many healings and arts 200 now what does this
passage have to do with the tradition of jeremiah it has been
suggested from the way in which jeremiah preaches in the temple
sermon that he too claimed the obedience due to a prophetlikeprophet likeilke
moses the terminology is evocative of the language of
deuteronomy 18 and the new testament confirms not only the
existence of an identification of jesus with the prophet like moses
acts 323 24 736 42 but also an identification of jesus with

jeremiah himself now when jesus came into the district of
caesarea philippi he asked his disciples who do men say that the
son of man isandasandis and they said some sayjohndayjohnsay john the baptist others say
elijah and othersjeremiahothersjeremiah oroneor one ofthe prophets matt 1613 14

theremerenere is in fact an entire set ofrelationsofrelations between the three figures
of moses jeremiah and jesus which may be summarized in terms of
familyresemblancefamily resemblance there is a set ofofcharacteristicscharacteristics each figure partakes
of a considerable number of them though not of all thus moses
performs miracles in proofofhis authority he is regarded as a prophet
he achieves the liberation of the israelites from egypt he gives the
law he breaks the first set of tablets and he has to obtain another
jeremiah is also a prophet he is associated with the writing of divine
revelation in the form ofabook his first scroll is destroyed and has to be
rewritten he offers authoritative reformulations of the law he even
offers a new covenant he preaches in the temple against the very
institution of the temple21templetempie21 and in language evocative ofthe authority
of a prophet like moses 22 and he is put on trial jesus performs
miracles he preaches in the temple against at least some of the
institutions of the temple he is seen by some as a liberation leader
against the romans he proclaims authoritative new versions of the
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law he suspends the law on particular occasions in line with the
rabbinic understanding oftheodtheofthe authorityoftheodtheofthe prophet like moses he is
accused in some accounts of false prophecy and he is put on trial

I1 conclude with a detail which also indicates the kind of
questionswe should pose regarding the relationship between historical
claims and literary meaning why do mark and matthew choose
blasphemy as the charge againstjesusagainst jesus in the proceedings before the
high priest

I1 suggest that the traditionaljewishtraditional jewish understanding ofblasphemyofblasphemy as
a dual offense against god and the king ex 2228 may have been
evoked in its bipolarity by the combined offense which jesus
apparently gave to the high priesthood on the one hand and the
roman administration on the other true enough the purported
dialogue in the synopticsSynoptics of the interviews with the high priesthood
in the context ofofwhichwhich the blasphemy charge was pronounced does
not suggest cursing either god or the king even if the parallel
accusation of setting oneself up as a king of the jews what
according to the slavonic josephus jesus was certainly encouraged
by some of his contemporaries to do could be construed as a
cursing of the secular authority yet even without importing into

the narrative of the trial ofjesus the literal particularities of the old
testament conception ofblasphemy it does seem that the choice of
blasphemy may have been informed not by historical events but rather
by the literary connotations of the blasphemy offense as indicated
elsewhere in biblical literature

recall in this context the accusation made byjezebelbejezebelby jezebel against
naboth 1 kgsggs 2211 nabothnabothwaswas entirely innocent all he sought to do
was to preserve his vineyard the inheritance of my fathers
against king ahabsahaas intimidatory offer to buy it the accusation of
naboth stands as a paradigm case offalse accusation and it is pitched
in terms directly evoking exodus 2228 naboth cursed god and
the king in short the theme of the jewish establishment falsely
accusing and procuring2lprocuring23procuring23 the death of a wholly innocent citizen
who sought only to preserve the inheritance of his fathers is well
established and in that theme blasphemy was the charge actually
used and there may be more in the talmud nabothsNaboths death is not
the end ofhis story he lives on in spirit form and is able to participate
in the ultimate divine judgment on ahab 2421 it is quite possible
therefore that the emphasis onblasphernyinonblasphemy in the gospel accounts oftheodtheofthe
trial ofjesusofjesus was suggestedby its literaryconnotations in a longstandinglong standing
jewish tradition
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then I1 will make this house like shiloh and I1 will make this city a curse for all the
nations ofthe earth the priests andthe prophets and all the people heardjeremiahheardjeremiah
speaking these words in the house of the lord cf matt 241 2 mark 131 2 luke
215 6

10jer10 jer 268 9 andwhenjeremiahandwhen jeremiah had finished speaking all that the lord had
commanded him to speak to all the people then the priests and the prophets and
all the people laid hold of him saying you shall die why have you prophesied in
the name of the lord saying this house shall be like shiloh and this city shall be
desolate without inhabitant cf matt 2647 mark 1443 luke 2252

u jer 268 9 cf matt 2659 mark 1455 64
12 jer 269 and all the people gathered about jeremiah in the house of the

lord cf matt 2657 mark 1453 luke 2254
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13jer13 jer 26261010 when the princes ofjudah heard these things they came up
from the kings house to the house of the lord and took their seat in the entry of the
new gate of the house of the lord cf matt 2711 mark 151 2 luke 232312511

14 jer 26261111 then the priests and the prophets said to the princes and to all
the people this man deserves the sentence of death because he has prophesied
against this city as you have heard with your own ears cf matt 2712 mark 153
luke 232 william L holladay jeremiah A fresh reading new york pilgrim
199031990 311 notes thatwhenthatwhen the priests repeatjeremiahs offending words to the civil
authorities they omit his reference to the temple and speak only of jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs
prophesying against the city to the princes this would make the issue appear
to be treason rather than a religious dispute

15 jer 2616 then the princes and all the people said to the priests and the
prophets this man does not deserve the sentence of death for he has spoken to
us in the name of the lord our god cf matt 2723 mark 1514 luke 23423415254152341313 14

16 jer 2620222620 22 there was anotherman who prophesied in the name ofthe
lord uriah the son ofofshemaiahshemaiah from kiriathkoriath jeariljearim he prophesied against this
city and against this landinwordslandinland inwords likethoselikeilke those ofofjeremiahjeremiah andwhenanywhenandwhen kingjehoiakim
with all his warriors and all the princes heard his words the king sought to put him
to death but when uriah heard of it he was afraid and fled and escaped to egypt
then kingkingjehoiakimjehofakim sent to egypt certain men EIelnathannathan the son ofofachborachborachber and
others with him cf matt 2715 26 mark 15615156 15 luke 2318 25

17jer17 jer 2623 and they fetched uriah from egypt and brought him to king
jehoiakim who slew him with the swordand cast his dead body into the burial place
ofthe common people cf matt 2732502732 50 mark 1521 37 luke 2326 46 here of
coursejesuscourscourse eJesusjesus not the other accused for the political background of the prophecy
of jeremiah and his life see ernest W nicholson the7 be book of the prophet
jeremiah chapters 26 52 cambridge cambridge university press 1975 1 10

1811 jer 2624 but the hand ofofahikamahikamamikam the son ofofshaphanshaphanshamphanofShaphan was withjeremiahwith jeremiah
so that he was not given over to the people to be put to death cf matt 2720 23
mark 1512 15 luke 2318252318 25

19 J duncan M derrett law in the new testament london darton
longman andandtoddtodd 1970 ch 17

20 josephusjewishjosephus jewish war trans henry thackaryackarythackeryTh 7 vols cambridge mass
harvard university press 1956 3649

21 see adam C welch jeremiah his time and his work oxford basil
blackwell 1955 148 49 on the relationship between jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs preaching
regarding the temple and thethejosianicJosijosljosianicanic reform some years earlier

22 indeed it has been suggested that jeremiah may have consciously seen
himself as the referent1referentpreferent of the then perhaps recently discovered text of
deuteronomy 1815 see richard jacobson absence authority and the text
glyph 3 1978 137 47 at 140 citingjerciting jer 1516 thywordsThythywordswerewords were found and I1 did
eat them and thy words were unto me to me a joy and the rejoicing of my heart
because thy name was called on me 0 lord god of hosts the following earlier
articles by holladay on jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs self understanding as a prophet like moses are
cited by richardjacobsonrichardjacobson prophecy andandparadoxparadox Linguistlinguisticalinguisticsica biblicalbiblica 38 1976
51 nn5williaml5 william L holladay style irony and authenticity in injeremiahjeremiah toutonboumaljoumalofjoumalJoumalofof
biblical literature 81 1962 445444 54 the background of jeremiahsjeremiahhJeremiahs self under
standing moses samuel and psalm 22 journal ofbiblicalof Biblical literature 83 1964
15364153 64 jeremiah and moses further observations journal ofofbiblicalbiblical litera-
ture 85 1966 172717 27
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2513 perhaps hinted at in mark 1455561455 56 now the chiefpriests and the whole
council sought testimony against jesus to put him to death but they found nonefor many bore false witness against him and their witness did not agree cf matt
2659602659 60

2421 see louis ginzberg the legends of toetheroethejewstewsjewstems 6volskvols6 volsvois philadelphia jewishpublication society ofamerica 1946 6312 n 41 for sources see also babylonian
talmud sanh 89a 102b shabbarshabbat l49b149b



the susquehanna

upon you mymyfellowfellow servants
in the name ofmessiahof messiah I1 confer
the priesthood ofaaronof aatonaaron

doctrine and covenants 7313

this river makes a fine memorial
john who specialized in rivers
must have loved it
he must have marveled
at the greenness of it all

he would have walked the island first
to let his bones record
the mutual straightening of the river and the land
he would have faced the islands wake
to feel the weight of water at his left
the islands brown integrity
extended by the central stream
As he moved through water to the shore
hed see his toes his white robe carried west

his gift ionized the air around his hands
the covenant relaxed commitment to the flesh

afterwards the light would make it hard
to concentrate on water
it never settles in one place
but breathes across a surface
cupped to catch the words

kathryn ashworth



1xivirecentvecent bibliography on the
trials ofjesus

john W welch and matthew G wells

in recentyearsrecentyears numerous books and articles have beenwrittenbeen written
about the arrest accusation interrogations trials mocking and exe-
cution of jesus many of the details about these procedures are
insignificant when compared with the eternal consequences of the
suffering death and resurrection ofjesus nevertheless questions
about the historicity and interpretation of the new testament
accounts continue to generate controversy in large part precisely
because of their association with those culminating events in the
mortal mission of jesus since the scriptures and revelations leave
many questions unanswered about the trials ofjesusofjesus readers are left
to sort through the data to understand their meaning as best as they
can As elder bruce R mcconkie has stated there is no divine apseipse
dixit no voice from an archangel and as yet no revealed latter day
account of all that transpired when gods own son suffered himself to
be judged by men so that he could voluntarily give up his life upon the
cross themortalmessiah7bemoilalmessiah saltsaitsaltlakelake city deseretbookDeseret Book 1981 4142

anyone striving to survey and assess the vast array of scholarly
analysis and religious reflection that has been published on this topic
in recent decades confronts a formidable task in the end final
solutions to textual and historical problems will probably continue
to elude us especially concerning the questions of legal and moral
accountability for the death of jesus but this outcome is undoubt-
edly whatjesuswhat jesus would have wanted ultimately no person or group
should be blamed for the death of jesus an event that from a
christian point of view had to happen and that jesus wanted and
needed to happen consistent with his infinite mercy the records

johnwjohn W welch is professor of lawatalawatlaw at brighamyoungbrighamBrigha youngmYoung universityanduniversity and editorofbyueditor ofjbYU
studies matthew G wells is an undergraduate research assistant at brigham
young university
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about his deathmakedeathmake it clear that responsibilityresponsibilitywaswas dispersed among
several individuals and groups jews and romans thus blame cannot
be focused on anyone in particular

the following bibliography classifies the major books and
articles published in the last few decades that have dealt specifically
with various legal dimensions of the trials of jesus within each
category authors are listed alphabetically not mentioned are nu-
merous textual commentaries ontheantheon the newtestamentnew testament gospels andtheand the
many basic works on the life of christ

bibliography

several studies cover the trials of jesus in general and tend to
recognize the joint complicity ofjewsofjews and romans in the death ofjesusofjesus
some of the main studies follow
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several recent insightful studies have argued particularly that
the new testament places culpability for the death ofjesus not on
the jews in general but on only a small group ofjewish leaders

chance J bradley the jewish people and the death ofjesusofjesus in luke
acts some implications of an inconsistent narrative role
society ofbiblicalof biblical literature 1991 seminar papers 50 8811

gilliard frank D the problem of the antisemitic comma between
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ars in the 1960s and 1970s have focused on the roman laws relevant
to the trial ofjesusofjesus and have tended to exonerate the jews by arguing
that the romans were responsible forjesuss death
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other studies have focused specifically on the nature oftheodtheofthe various
charges brought against jesus especially the charges of blasphemy
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merely a roman procedure
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native women on the utah frontier

ronald W walker

for a moment it seemed native americans might hold center
stage in utah historical writing william clayton the diarist to whom
we owe much for the recording of early pioneer events told of the
visit of twenty to thirty utah indians and squawssquads to the recently
arrivedmormonarrived mormon camp claytonfound them generaflyoflowgenerally oflow stature
pleasing countenance but poorly clad I11 this promising start has had
few successors while utah historians have described native ameri-
cans often in those obligatory chapters needful for publishers
fairness and balance their treatment usually has been within the

sweep of white settlement and conquest these histories usually tell
of indian wars and bureaucratic policy but little about the indians
themselves when mention is made the native american appears
less as a protagonist and more as a prop in what clearly is a white
mans drama

this article seeks to take a step in redressing this wrong it
describes the cultureandtureandculcuiculture and life cycle of the native women whom the
euro american trappers mountainmenmountainmen and settlers met as theyarrivedtheyarrived
in the great basin about 18501830 80 thefhe attempt admittedly poses some
challenges first there is the problem of being so removed in time and
circumstance can a modemmodern researcher understand the early indian
woman and treat her culture with sympathetic honesty perhaps as
daunting a challenge is the difficulty ofmaking generalizations about
her even unitary cultures have great variety in individual acts and
the utah indians whom the first settlers met represented many
bands subcultures and levels of material wealth nevertheless a
broadly based collective portrait is possible these women after all
drewupondrewupon acommonuto aztecan heritage and theirgeneral routines
were strikingly similar at the very least these traits or practices may
be taken as shared tendencies of the larger uto aztecan culture

ronaldronaldwRonalronaironaldadWwalkeriswwalkermwalkerwalterisWWWalwaialkerkeriskerlskedisis professor ofhistory andandseniorsenior research historian ofththeejosephjoseph
fielding institute for church history research
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unfortunately few if any indian women of the time left
written accounts of their livesfivesilveshives to fill this gap for the past half
century ethnographers have reconstructed early indian society by
studying surviving artifacts and routines augmenting their findings
with the memories ofaged native americans of the second and third
generations these data in turn can be enlarged by the hundreds of
journals and reports of the white pioneers who described indian ways
while bearing the usual ethnoetheo historical bias of events seen through
white eyes still with care the latter sources add to our understanding

ancestry and social structure

0whoo were these utah natives to the extreme southeast lived
the navajo but these people hardly interacted with the first settlers
more contact was made with the indians whom the whites called the
western and northern shoshonishoshoneShoshoni the utes and the southern paiutesPaiutes
the western shoshonishoshoneShoshoni universally vilified bywhitebewhitebywhite men and women
for their impoverished ways occupied semidesert lands west of
present day salt lake city they could generally communicate with
their more culturally complex shoshonishoshoneShoshoni cousins to the east and
north in turn the diverse and many splintered bands of the utes
lived south and east of salt lake valley while their closely related
cousins the southern paiutesPaiutes lay on their southern border clustered
along utahs colorado river tributariestributaries these categories admit-
tedly were and remain somewhat arbitrary at times all these
people mixed and even intermarriedintermarried they all bore a common
though probably forgotten history each had issued from an area in
southeastern california perhaps near death valley and had passed
into what is now utah as early as the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries AD 2

we will not understand the womens roles in this culture
without understanding their society a society that baffled most euro
american settlers who often assumed a complexity and stability
where none existed far from being the monarchic figures we usually
picture chiefs were respected for their superior wisdom or super-
natural power but had limited power to control the members of their
band while some served until death others ministered only until
the completion of a specific task like heading the annual deer hunt
or an interbandinterlandinterband raid followers might drift from band to band as
the exigencies of resource season and personal predilection dic-
tated there were few social structures to use anthropological
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terms there were no segments or lineages no moieties and no age
grade hunting or womens societies 3

group structure

what lay at the root ofutah indian society was the small loose
fluid utterly individualistic and democratic extended family a
structure that was of major importance to the native american
woman social scientists have struggled to accurately name these
groupings why any one of these should be called a band cannot be
determined wrote julian H steward who promptly set aside his
own advice the bands were no more than purposeful or accidental
congregations of individuals 1 I4 without exact sociological parallels
and models elsewhere they have been called bands protobandsprotobands
family clusters kin and clique groupings or demes 51 whatever the
name these groupings varied in size as the available resources varied
relatively bounteous sites like utah countyscountesCountys lake setting permitted
larger semipermanent settlements with a more complex social
structure 6 more often the groupings were itinerant and smaller per-
haps numbering as few as several dozen people in the summer but
coalescing into larger entities during wintertime in the winter ten
households and sometimes as many as twenty or thirty might join
together for telling stories enduring the rigors of the season and
participating in early spring rituals 7

friends and acquaintances might temporarily or permanently
join the group even those of differing dialects and cultures could
unite selecting some of their group to be headmen or chiefs but it
was the extended family that provided the unit with whatever
stability it achieved family ties could be complex brothers and
sisters might marry into the same family sisters might unite with a
single husband the family of a deceased warrior might be assumed
by a brother brothers might share a single woman 8 in this complex
system of bilateral families and levirate and sororate polygamy one
injunction was observed marriage should normally take place out-
side the immediate band for every endogamous marriage there
were perhaps six or seven from outside the extended family 9

here the native american woman worked her influence newly
married couples usually took residence with the brides family
which often meant that of the mother the brides biological father
often was not present at all for family life was often brittle or
unstable with marriage being more a process than a single event
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in this system men and women moved from one partner to another
without the need ofan official sanctioning divorce this fluid system
of serial marriage came perhaps from the social needs of the band
because the band was small and intimate its functioning required
relatively harmonious marriages and therefore it readily permitted
family restructuring 10

that the newly married usually lived with the maternal side of
the family suggests the broader arrangement ofutah indian society
members of the bands were related through the mattilinematrilinematriline and lived
matrilocallymatrilocally in part because the children of the severed unions
usually remained with the mother 1 these facts about feminine band
organization should be interpreted cautiously lest the role of the
woman be unduly magnified after all indian men hunted warred
controlled band government and sometimes by present day stan-
dards harshly dominated their women yet the indian womanscomans
role was so important that indian society was built around her she
nurtured children labored and lent social stability if the extended
family was the utah indians most important social unit the indian
woman was its core she dominated family structure

birth and childhood

whatat was the life cycle of these women in the womb a child
received special and sympathetic treatment which although not
specific to gender was still a significant part of the indian womanscomans
experience to ensure a vigorous child parents shunned intercourse
and abstained from or avoided meat it was understood that beaver
meat for example could impede delivery

when birth was at hand a special shelter was built by leaning
willows together in such a way to allow enough room for standing
at the south side ofthe enclosure a two by six foot pitwas dug after
childbirth it would be filled with hot stones and covered making a
soothing radiant bed for the mother and child the mother gave
birth by squatting or kneeling while elderly women held the waist
and pressed down the newborn was immediately washed with
yucca soap and wrapped in a soft sagebrush bark blanket A day
later the infant was allowed the breast

parents continued their rituals after the birth the childs
umbilicus was cut with a sharp stone and put in a skin pouch or
affixed to the cradle until the child walked eventually it might be
placed beneath a redantred ant hill to promote future energy and toil
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clearly industry was a prized virtue for ten days after childbirth
the father might run up and down a hill to make the child active
and fleet during this period some men declined the use of their
best horse perhaps for a similar reason together the parents
continued to avoid grease and meats sexual contact and even
scratching their bodies except with specially prepared scratchers
both parents might dab their faces with red pigment after a month
the mother might leave her confinement then both mother and
father might surrender their best clothes to attendants as tokens of
appreciation and respect 12

A newly delivered mother continued gestations intimacy by
attaching the child to a cradleboard and carrying the board on her
back older sisters at times relieved the burden an infant girl
swaddled in skin rags with only her face visible might spend much
of her first two years on the cradleboard evenings provided respite
the child was then placed on bedding or inserted into a front laced
buckskin bag but daylight brought forth the cradleboard again
when unattached to the mothers body the boards could be placed
upright on the ground and rocked to a lullaby or in a moment ofcrisis
seized for swift flight 13

sometime afterafterbirthbirth the child would be named the selection
came from either of the parents or at the joint suggestion of the
elders the name would often endure through life though in lifes
midpassagemidpassage it could be traded for a companions or changed at the
medicine chiefs revelatory suggestion while nicknames were com-
mon a girls formal name would probably be derived from surrounding
flora especially flowers 14

nursing might continue until the age of six partly in the hope
of spacing conception toilet training and discipline were equally
tolerant adult attitudes toward children were completely permis-
sive anne smith has written and little ones were not restrained
from doing what they wanted unless they were endangering them-
selves small childrenwerechildren were immediately comforted iftheytheyfelltheyfeutheofellfellfeil or hurt
themselves in any way 15 they were further indulged with toys and
pets girls were allowed clay crafted dolls and birds doves owls
and baby eagles served as companions

an unruly child could be cajoled by fanciful tales owl bear or
ghost might visit them or an old witch could carry them off in her
burden basket mothers also told ofa haunted spring near salt mountain
ininjuabjuab county where a malevolent spirit harmed the wayward these
wonders no doubt wore thin as the young woman matured 16



kaibabpaiuteKaibab Paiute mother forforutahnativeamericanutah native american women nursingmightnursingmight continueuntil the child was six years old partly in the hope of spacing conception thiswomanscomans outfit is probably white river ute hats made of basketry were typical
photographed byjohnbyjohn hiller near kanabcanab utah in the fall of 1872



kaibab paiute girl with a baby in a cradleboard clem powell recorded in his
journal that papoosespapooseswere done up in a most artistic fashion the girls robe appears
to be of buffalo hide which would have been difficult for the kaibab paiutes in
southern utah to obtain photographed byjohnby john hiller in 1872
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the result of such gentle child rearing appeared salutary
frequently I1 was at the indian camp and mingled freely with the

youngsters and their parents recalled an early pioneer during
those often alldayall day visits I1 heard no back talk from children to their
parents nor of any quarreling socially their intercourse was frank
openheartedopen hearted and generous entirely free from affectation egotism
and hypocrisy 111717

on arriving in utah in the mid nineteenth century the mormonscormons
quickly learned of the indians longstandinglong standing trade in children particu-
larly girls A pubescent woman in the new mexico market reportedly
could bring 100 and members of such impoverished tribes as the
sanpitchsanditchSanpitchutes and the southern paiutes trafficked in their ownchildren 18

some parents particularly men appeared remarkably jaded about
their children natural affection even between members of the same
family complained indian agent J J critchlow seems except in
rare cases to exercise little influence over their treatment ofeach other
for their boys indeed they seem to have a degree of itbutit but for the
women or squawssquads old or young this delightful principle of our
common nature seems wanting to an alarming extent 19 another
respondent recalled stories of the paiutes taking their small daugh-
ters by the heels and bashing their heads against a tree and added
girls were just something incidental and didnt amount to very

much 20 malformed children and twins the latter were thought to
be an ill charm brought on by excessive or promiscuous inter-
course were neglected and sometimes left to die 21

there is however balancing evidence on the question of
indian child slavery an early territorial official was probably accu-
rate the indians have been reduced to the necessity of so doing to
sustain life he held 22 while that judgment may not explain all child
bartering indians clearly took little joy and often great sorrow in the
comicommercenerce moreover observers like mormon scout dimick B

huntington who knew the utah indians as well as any outsider
believed their parenting to be very affectionate 111323 clearly when
conditions permitted girls were welcomed and indulged

the girls family reflected the serial marriage pattern while some
accounts suggest three or four children to a household and seldom
more than six parentage was hybrid 2414 revealingly indian vocabulary
made no distinction in a parents offspring the indian words for sister
or brother expansively meant siblings of whatever degree whether a
child was a half or full relation and referredreferredeferred to first second and
perhaps third cousins as well 2515 all were part of the intimate family
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A girls maternal grandmother was a central figure in the family
she carved wood or potted clay to form the infants cradleboard
at least among some bands she also tattooed designs on the faces of
the youths who were six or seven she might place a circle cross or
semicircle on the forehead of a girl sometimes she positioned
additional semicirclessemicircledsemicircles over eyebrows and horizontal and vertical
lines on the checks and chin 26

with the mother busy working the girl saw much of the
grandmother the mother must never discipline the children
recalled an observer that was always the duty of the grandmother
and that was in most definite terms the children learned at a young
age where the authority came from 1127111727 moreover the grandmother
was an educator she taught tanning basketry and food gathering
along with other grandparents she conveyed the traditions of the
people from earliest childhood girls and boys were endlessly told
of the extended familysfamilys lore often before an evenings fire and
especially during the winters lengthy councils which might begin
in the afternoon and proceed to the early morning 28 because these
were honored activities children were taught to grant the grand-
mother the privileges of sleeping at the south end of the brush shelter
wickiup and of sitting with other grandparents at the seat of honor
by the eastern door children also served grandparents first and gave
them the opportunity of speaking before others 29

adolescence

while utahs native americans did not recognize pubertywith
formal initiation rites the girls first menses marked her entry into
womanhood and reminded her of some of her societyssocietys most basic
tenets utah indians coped with the uncertain world by seeking
protective supernatural power helpful taboos guided the way 30

of these the avoidance of menstrual blood was so primary that
women were obliged each month to shelter themselves in a newly
built hut perhaps eight to twelve feet in diameter but tall enough to
permit standing while the rituals varied by band and region the
initiate was often guided by her mother grandmother or some
other older woman she was told to drink hot water for an easy
discharge of blood no meat could be ingested for fear that the skin
might darken also there were time honored ceremonies that carried
their own meaning specially prepared utensils must be used for
cooking and eating meats or anything gathered by her brothers or
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father were avoided the menstruating woman should not touch her
face or teeth a scratching stick should be employed for itches after
seven to ten days the woman after bathing might return to her former
society preferablybeforepreferablybefore dawn so thatshemightmightbemightiebe first seen cooking 31

the menstrual routine was important to the indian woman
one modern scholar concludes that perhaps the routine served to
subordinate her social position stigmatizing her as a source of
ceremonial pollution 32 however there must have been some com-
pensationpensation the routine gave the indian woman a monthly several
day respite from herhardest labors although during herconfinement
she might grind seeds sew make baskets and do otherotherroutineroutine tasks
there was also opportunity to socialize similarly confined women
could talk privately As the rigid mores of indian society loosened
after the coming ofwhiteofwhite man the menstrual hut earned a reputation
as a place for liaisons where despite taboo both single and married
women received their lovers 33

courtship and marriage

A ute womanscomans first visit to the menstrual hut made her eligible
to take part in the bear dance her cultures most important cer-
emony many explanations have been given as to its origin and
meaning held in late february or early march it certainly was a
festival of renewal as well as a petition for favorable hunting for a
pubescent girl it also marked her availability for marriage at a time
when many bands and available beaus gathered for social enjoy-
ment she chose her partner who must not refuse and danced
directly opposite him as each formed in two opposing male female
lines evenings brought social mixing and gambling at the end of
the five to ten day festival the dancing became less stylized but more
athletic and sexual

one couple might don bearskin robes others formed them-
selves into shorter lines with perhaps four couples advancing
retreating and advancing again to the rhythm ofthe rasps and drums
at last couples danced together arms entangled around each others
waist each attempting to exhaust the other before collapsing to-
gether on the ground the dance chief would then rouse them by
drawing a rasp across their backs not surprisingly many utes
credited the bear dance with the beginning of their courtshipscourtships 34

there were other courting practices one traveler told of the
simple expedient of wrapping a blanket around the intended she
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signaled consent by doing likewise 3531 flutes might also be employed
A young man might withdraw from camp and play hisis distinctive
tune the method held a serious flaw several girls might respond 3616

other accounts have the suitor placing game at the girls door and
having spies watch to see if she picked it up if relatives did so he
was rejected 3717

sarah winnemucca hopkins a nevada northern paiute de-
tailed a ritualized courting that may have occurredtotheoccurred totheto the eastinutaheastineast in utah
the male admirer never directly spoke to his love interest but tried
to secure her notice by flaunting such skills as his horsemanship at
length he entered her wickiup at night fully dressed and sat quietly
at her feet if asleep the girl was awakened by the protecting
grandmother the two young people then exchanged looks but no
words for perhaps several hours when the girl wished the inter-
view to end she simply laid next to her mother such mum
ritualized visiting could continue a year before the girl spoke her
mind to the grandmother who then began the necessary discussions
leading to the consummation of the alliance 38

parents and relatives prepared the girl for marriage and influ-
enced her selection part of the preparation lay in instruction in the
menstrual hut she was told not to badger her husband she should
take care with the washing and cooking babies must be kept clean
the home should be hospitable advice about a partner was as
specific that young man is a good hunter wouldnt you like to
marry him they might say early on the family might settle on a
choice often an older man but her agency was usually allowed if
her parents insisted on an unacceptable selection the maiden might
leave to live with relatives in a close by band 3919

the southern paiutes departed from this general rule ofchoice
perhaps because the slave trade left an imbalance of six men to one
woman the paiutes sometimes determined a contested girls mar-
riage by a kind of marital tug ofwar 40 two suitors might place the
girl between them until one by superior jerking and scuffling got
possession 41 more elaborate contests were staged to involve the
combatants friends in such a setting the admirers set up their
camps about a half mile apart with the girl halfway between ten
men were chosen to assist each beau the object being to pull the
woman to the proper camp 1 I tell you it was a great time we had
knocking the bucks down and pulling them back and helping the girl
to the goal she wanted to gain recalled a white man who jjoinedoinedcoined the



elopinguteeloping ute couple evidentlytheseevidently these two eloped he a warrior and she the daughter
of a chief this picture may have been taken shortly after their escape from the
ceremonies in which she was to be married to someone else her dress may be her
wedding gown photographed byjohnbyjohn hiller in 1871



Uowawa wife of chu ar ru um peak chief of the shai var its sheberetchShebe retch
full length dresses such as this woman is wearing were probably ofofuteofuttute design the
photographer john hiller enlisted thomas morans aid in posing the native
americans often the poses were guided more by the need to sell photographs than
by cultural mores
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melee when the girl was going in the direction she did not want to
go she would pull back and lie down and catch hold of the brush and
fight and do the best she could to go the other way but as soon as she
would get in the direction she wanted to go she would run and laugh
defiance at the enemy apparently the sport of the event gave the
disappointed suitor some solace at least in the above incident he
didnt seem to take his loss very hard 42

in later years these paiute marriage contests assumed the gloss
of hardy romance and adventure but they were often harsh and
brutalizing events mormon missionaryjacobmissionary jacob hamblin recorded the
result when one contestant broke the rule of hair pulling this
presented a sight and sound that I1 cannot describe the nearby
women and children hallooinghallowinghallooing and screaming throwing fire ashes
and whipping other members of the crowd over the heads with
long sticks the struggle carried on for several days and left the
woman stripped of her buckskin shirt and unconscious in another
prolonged fight the girls brother overcome by her distress and
injury killed her as an act of mercy the paiute tug of war was one
rite that the often tolerant mormon missionaries tried to end 4313

there was another the mormonscormons objected to the paiute
custom ofgang raping womenwhowomen who repeatedly refused marriage and
asked tutsebabbots the local chieftain why such conduct was
permitted unperturbed the chief explained that according to his
bands tradition if a woman rejected five suitors she might be
assaulted by those whom she had rejected it was done in this way
he said so that she should be compelled to have offspring without
knowing the father of her child 44

somewomenchosesome womenchose to become pluralwivespluralwives though theirtheirpercentpercent-
age is unknown leading chiefs married plurally arapenearaleneArapene kanosh
sagwitchSagwitch wakarabakara and washakie married at least three women and
it has been suggested that the norm for the chiefs was at least two 4515

likely other headmen and leading elders followed their practice
limited data allows only for narrow generalizations polygamy was
common though perhaps not the norm and its practice probably
declined as a result of the strictures of the government agents 46

polygamy as with most barbarous tribes or nations exists admit-
ted uintah reservation agent J J critchlow in 1875 though to a less
offensive extent than formerly indeed several of critchlowsCritchlows
successors believed that the indian acceptance of mormonism had
less to do with religious conversion than with their common po-
lygamy mormonism gave them leave to continue taking pluralwives 4717
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joshua terry a mormon frontiersman who married a shoshonishoshoneShoshoni
woman described the normal passage into marriage terry and his
wife had no ceremony he simply gave the womanscomanswomans father the

required horse and the girl followedfolio wed him to his tent and began to
work that was all there was to it he claimed if the father said
go she went and then it was up to the husband to treat her in a way

that she would stay 48 perhaps this uncomplicated process of
securing a guardians consent was what indian agent garland hurt
meant when he said the ute ceremony was simple and private 49

sometimes things were easier still perhaps the boy began visiting a
girls tent and remained nights eventually he would be recognized as
her husband for several months after a marriage and in recognition of
the importance of family ties kin might exchange gifts which were
equally balanced between the relatives of both the bride and groom 5010

byearlyteenageearly teenage years then a womanawomanacoman ceasedher childhoodand
assumed an adult role but the change was a simple transition with
only the menstrual hut and perhaps the bear dance to mark her
passage she typically still lived near or with her mother the
accustomed faces and routines of her extended family remained
what was altered was the proximity ofher new husband her active
sexuality and the prospect of soon having her own children

sexuality

whatwhatwaswas proper sexual conduct the determining ofprewhite
mores is difficult because all data stem from the nineteenth century
when aboriginal society was greatly changing jedediah smith
among the first of the american trappers in the great basin pur-
chased two shoshonishoshoneShoshoni women from the utes to prevent their sexual
abuse but they soon departed to live with another white man 51

A member of the john C fremont exploration party reported that
the eastern shoshonishoshoneShoshoni willingly sold their women one of our men
purchased a woman yesterday for one horse and one mule he
wrote she doesnt have a bad face only a few pounds of soap and
a few brushes will be necessary 1152111252

on the other hand mountaineers and mormonscormons at times spoke
highly of indian virtue warren ferrisfernsferms who was in the area in the
1830s1850s thought native american men were very jealous of their

the latter little for 31131113315353 mormonwomen though gave cause being so
james taylor in turn found a virtual absence of what he called

immorality among the indians he knew 54 certainly there were
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times when the indians refused to allow the sexual assaults of the
white man when an army dissenter ravishedlavishedravished an indian woman
mormonscormons were certain that the offender would be killed if captured
indeed a manti settler met such a fate following his assault of an
indian woman members ofher band refused to be calmed by offers
of oxen and horses as compensation unable to solve the difficulty in
any other way the mormon sheriff took the man to the canyon where
an indian gunned him down 5515

these conflicting reports about indian sexuality can partly be
resolved by remembering the differing customs ofthe regions many
bands and by understanding that men sometimes severely dictated
the lives oftheir daughters andwives treating them as chattel perhaps
as important sexual restraints were often centered on the young who
previously had been unmarried older women had more freedom
A longstandinglong standing observer of indian customs claimed

time was when sex meant marriage and no question so among
young people there was very little misconduct an illegitimate baby
was usually killed and the girl downgradeddown graded until she was almost an
outcast on the other hand a few extramaritalextra marital relations among older
good friends was tolerated 5616

the ideal of premarital chastity continued well into the nineteenth
century and beyond though often observed in the breach 57

within a decade or two of white settlement several types of
female sexual conduct were evident first indians continued their
practice of moving from one spouse to another while bad temper
sterility and incompatibility were recognized as permissible causes
no doubt some women left their marriages because of a wandering
eye 5818 the result could bring anguish several utes sought brigham
youngs assistance in retrieving their wives from the shoshonishoshoneShoshoni even
a major chief like wakarabakara was not immune from heart distress
in 1841 thomas J farnham met him returning from an attempt to
reclaim a wife who had fled across the san juan river

he was quite sad during the early part of the journey and was
constantlymuttering something ofwhich I1 frequently distinguished the
expression kah che kai vab mab ru kay which from hearing so
often repeated I1 recollected and afterwards when he became more
philosophic which was the case towards the later part of the journey
I1 asked him to interpret for me he could speak a little spanish and he
said it meant very bad girl he disclaimed all thought of invading the
country ofhis successful rival for he had as he said two other beauteous
helens who would console him for his loss and they certainly ought to
do so for he was the very beau ideal of natures nobility 59
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probably the initiative for separation or divorce lay with the
male unless the woman fled to a protecting or distant band
the evidence for male dominance is widespread and stark an indian
wife beating incident helped trigger the walkerwarwhenwalkerwaiker warwhen a mormon
attempted to stay a domestic quarrel furious over a settlers inter-
ventionvention the indians later argued that such beatings were not un-
usual certainly they were not the mormonscormonsMormons proper concern 6010 the
war reportedly led chiefarapeenaraleen to kill a wife along with a favorite
horse in an act of propitiation on another occasion settlers
accused the chief of severely burning another spouse with a hot
frying pan handle 61 his brother wakarabakara in turn beat one of his
women prior to the peace parley with brigham young that ended the
1853 54 conflict when the stunned young asked the reason
wakarabakara explained that he didnt wish his ill daughter who was close
to death to suffer alone 6261

such dominance carried over to sexual matters tradition gave
men authority to punish the sexually active wife and possibly her
paramour perhaps the husband whipped them took a favorite
blanket or horse from the offending male or had the wife killed 63

when the shoshonishoshoneSho shoni medicine man little john learned that in his
absence his wife had taken up with a youngerman and moved farther
down the bear river he borrowed a white mans gun me pix em
me kill em both he announced simply on his return 64

on the other hand if a husband abandoned his wife or married
additional wives the result could be almost as violent perhaps rivals
would wrestle or the offended woman might slash the other or cut
her hair after chief kanosh took a new wife an earlier companion
betsykinBetsykin lured the woman from camp and slit her throat according
to local lore the penitent betsykinBetsykin took a jug ofwater to her wickiup
and starved herself to death 65 usually however passions cooled
the colorado ute women had various ways perhaps shared by their
western cousins of signaling acquiescence to the end of a union or
to their changed status when a husband added a new wife the
woman might stick the horse of her former husband with a sharp
object or kill her competitors animal 66 clearly unless there was
joint agreement the change in marital arrangements was neither
casual nor automatic

some husbands shamelessly exploited their women while
mormonscormons claimed themselves innocent of taking advantage of
such opportunities others were less restrained during the 1855
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gunnison massacre trial at fillmore utah several judges and army
officers offered whiskey and blankets for indian sex ammon one of
the consenting husbands reportedly assured his wife he no whip
her that she had been with three other indians for nothing and why
not now consent for pay ironically the chief later bragged that his
wife carried venereal infection thereby giving the mericatsMericats more
than they had bargained for 67

not surprisingly venal indian men found US troopers willing
clients for their women during the utah war 1857 58 when
soldiers wintered at fort scott near present day evanston wyoming
tribesmen traded their womens favors for money liquor sibley
tents and such apparel as infantry caps coats and pants according
to the cumumbah chief little soldier the indian women were
not always willing agents on occasion when an indian left his
wickiup troopers raped the unprotected wife the camps disorder
finally prompted one of chief sanpitchs wives to flee to the weber
river she would rather die she said than continue her forced
prostitution the chief angry at her insurrection took her at her
word and killed her 68

both the gunnison trial and utah war episodes came during
social and economic unrest andperhapsandperhaps didnot reflectnormalbehavior
other incidents showedshowedlndianindian men defending theirtheirwomenwomen yet the
tide generally flowed the other way rumors suggested several
indian agents took advantage of their wards 69 and sources from the
new york times to brigham young decried indian and white sexual
promiscuity 7071 moreover sometimes the women surrendered with-
out the coercion of spouses the women often sell themselves for
a morsel offood reportedagentreportedAgent george D dodge this is no fancy
picture I1 trytogrytotry to turn them from such a killingvicekilling vice but theyreplythey reply we
must have some food white man no give it any other way 117171

the spread of venereal disease charted the changing indian
conduct confused and fearful the spanish fork chief peteetneetPeteetneet
killed six women in his band for being carriers of the dreaded
illness 7271 the afflicted ammon hopeful for treatment sought presi-
dentdentyoungsaidyoungs aidald 73 arapeenaraleen apparently died ofcomplications arising
from the malady while his successor sanpitchsanditchSanpitch threatened war if
the white man didnotdidiotdid not somehowstopsomehow stop its spread syphilis reported
agent benjamin davies has been spreading among the indians at
spanish fork corn creek and san pete for several years past and is

them and off their fearful 774infecting cutting offspring at a rate
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vocational roles

in this flux and decay native american women provided at least
a measure of stability whatever their physical subordination their
mastery of domestic crafts household building and gathering pre-
parationparation and preservation offoodwere critical to the economic success
of the family and band 7571 theywovethey wove willows into baskets water jugs
and baby cradles to make buckskin women took hides from the killkin
soaked and stretched them over frames and scraped them with
sharp flint rocks dressing the final product with grease or animal
brain great basin and especially ute buckskin was highly esteemed
the women fashioned garments using sinew for thread from the
loosecooseoose plant some indian women made long mesh nets for rabbit
catching and then knit the pelts into wintertime blankets and capes
they also made rope with hemp fiber from stalks and milkweedsmilkweeds 76

their labor did not end here women generally made the
wickiup and such outbuildingsbuildingsout as the shade andmenstrual huts they
also had the responsibility to gather water and wood and to prepare
the fire wood gathering always invoked white amazement the
squaw would have a rope and would tie up a bundle that looked
impossible for her to carry recalled young joseph openshaw
speaking of the indians who camped near salt lake city

but she would kind of sit down and get the loop in the rope over her
head or on her forehead and then the old buck would help her to get
up on her feet with the pack on her back and they would go off
with it

the man would not do a thing but help her get up on her
feet father would often ask her why she did not make him help
her carry it but she would only grunt and go on 77

when it came time to move camp the women typically gath-
ered the familysfamilys possessions in bundles and once more shouldered
the burdens on their backs sometimes the bundles looked larger
than the squawssquads themselves recalled an amazed and sympathetic
white woman 78

indians always worried about the coming winter which coy-
ote for his own caprice might extend to the point of extremity and
even beyond so starting in midsummer women gathered berries
roots nuts and insects loading their gathering baskets which were
mounted on their heads 7971 these foods might be ground parched or
preserved in fruit cakes and then cached in trees caves and woman
made earthen receptacles the women also had the immediate task



kaibab paiute domestic scene notice the newness of the females outfits which
seem out ofofplaceplace in thewillowwickiupwillow wickiup and next to a nakedboy the outfits mayhavemanhavemay have
been provided bytheby the photographer mostwomenmost womenwomen wore their hair as in this picture
loose and sometimes with a part photographed in 1872 byjohnby john hiller



kaibab paiute family with their baskets in a shade shelter the woman is
wearing a rabbitskinrabbit skin robe which was a cool weather garment worn by both sexes
E 0 beaman wrote that the paiutes and utes were reluctant to pose for the camera
they feared that evil spirits would attend the strange box or that the photographer
by some magical means would steal away their spirit photographed byjohnby john hiller
in 1872
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of preparing two daily meals thomas D brown recalled one of his
first paiute suppers 80 according to the scottish bred missionary the
familysfamilys grandmother after getting water from the stream carried
the water basket on her head with the same assurance of an
edinburgh fish woman ferrying a load to market she then secured a
bundle ofdrybrushdrybrush for forfirewoodfirewood and crushed some dried berries into
the liquid using a mountain sheepscheeps horn as a container brown at
last partook of a sweet and nourishing fluid 118181

hardly a white observer failed to note the indian womanscomans
burden the women do the hard work reported dimick huntington
when the hunter returns from a hunt if he brings in any game the

woman unloads it and unsaddles the horse the hunter does nothing
more until the meat is gone when the woman brings up the horse
saddles it and he goes on the hunt 82 during the dispensing of
government gifts at little soldiers camp in 1860 the deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews
noted that the women busily dressed skins while their men lolledbolled in
thesunchesunthe sun 8313 these practices so strange to the white man seemed to be
sanctioned by the indian woman according to one observer it was
she even more than her husband who observed and enforced the
customs of the culture 81484114

interculturalinterintelcultural adaptation

during the nineteenth century indian society began a rapid
change which required indian women to find new ways to fill their
customary role with the white occupation preempting their old
range and routines indian women increasingly forged a symbiosis
with the settlers they might glean the mormon fields do white
washing pick fruit perform housework and even deliver the mail 8581

while pioneer journals document each of these activities begging
was more common often the woman perhaps with a child on her
back would approach a door with an open gunny sack on other
occasions the process was more systematic and cooperative
in northern utah a group of shoshonishoshoneShoshoni women laid a receiving
blanket on the ground in front of a door and sang and danced to
encourage gifts they then proceeded to the next house until the
town was canvassed 86

while accounts of native americans begging were generally
neutral or sympathetic some were hostile we noticed yesterday a
number of squawssquads and bucks parading the streets cadging and
collaring all they could lay hands on and looking as dirty filthy
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and unintellectual as ever reported the salt lake tribune as one
begging foray went through the city when on second south street
they made a magnificent haul securing a half dozen bullocks
skin bones from a butchers shop which they busted between a
couple ofrocks and picked out the marrow and ate it in its raw state
we queried how long it would take to make them the equal of the
anglo saxon 1287111787

contact between the two cultures brought the usual variety of
human responses during times of want or war both the red and
white people reacted with cruelty and even strife but if the diaries
of white settlers are representative natives and settlers especially
the women treated each other with kindness one white girl used
to roaming barefoot was delighted by the gift of beaded moccasins
from her indian friend nancy another pioneer told of indian
ladies bringing their beadwork and spending the day with his
mother in turn the wife ofofbaptistebaptiste a ute medicine chief warned
her white friends of her husbands impending hostility A settler
living in the outskirts of salt lake city recalled indian women coming
to his home to borrow cooking utensils they were always strictly
honest with us he affirmed and we had no more fear of them than
we did of other people 118888

there were a kaleidoscope of such incidents in southern
utah a corpulent indian woman saved the settlers virgin canal by
placing her bulk in the rapidly deteriorating ditch until more help
arrived not farawayfar away onash creek a dixie herdsman lived isolated
from his friends and was fearful of indians yet a southern paiute
woman befriended him and taught him to wrap cedar sticks around
a spear to make a helpful portable fire brand in nephi an indian
woman begged food only to learn that the whites were more needy
than she she returned home cooked a meal ofvenison beans and
ground sunflower seeds and insisted a settler join her for dinner
similarly snow blocked the return of a panguitch pioneer to his
family for over six weeks with only unmilled wheat to sustain
herself his wife boiled fried baked and roasted the grain A neigh-
boring indian woman believing the white womanscomans health at risk
ground the wheat into more digestible flour with her crude grinding
device 8981 these events were not unusual along with the often
described violence of utahs native american frontier acts of com-
mon humanity also occurred as women reached past the barriers of
race and culture
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recreation

the indian womanscomans life was not devoid of amusements girls
competed to find the longest pieces oilauoipauofpau waaliwaapiwaapf a kind of grass
during winter they used rawhide to slide on the snow the older
women juggled if the participant walked while performing her art
two dried clay balls were used three balls were employed if she was
seated women also enjoyed a contest where players arranged in a
circle kicked at their opponents with their moccasin clad feet to see
who remained standing the contest of shinny was also popular
this was a soccer like game played on a two or three hundred foot
field with a four inch buckskin ball stuffed with deer hair two teams
ofoftenten to twentyfivetwenty five women competed each wielding a three and a
halfor four foot curved at the bottom hockey like stick the goal of
the game was to move the ball across the opponents goal line the
activity might consume an afternoon 90

no activity delighted the indian like sleight of hand one trick
involved perhaps two sets of pony bones one marked with dots or
stripes spectators guessedwhichguessed which setwassettasset was concealed in a moccasin 91

but the game that most compelled indian women and men was
hand sometimes called stick mormon pioneer william B

ashworth recalled one version

they would sit around in a group withawith a small piece of bone
about three inches long tapered down to a point at each end one of
the players would throw the bone up in front of him then catch it

in one hand then he put both hands behind him brought them
forward and crossed arms when each hand was under the opposite
arm pit he rocked the arms up and down singing a kind of ditty like
ha ha ha his opponent would spat spit into his own hands

then swing his right hand to the hand he thought the bone was in if
he guessed right the bone would be passed over to him and he would
go through the procedure 9212

there were many variations sometimes the game was played
with elk teeth with an elaborate counting system of twenty sticks or
markers passing from one side to another on other occasions the
single concealed object became two a true bone that was unmarked
and its false engraved counterpart sometimes the contest in-
volved two players sometimes four and often larger groups what-
ever the number the game was usually characterized by a
continuous swayingmotionswayingmotionmotlon nasal humming byparticipants andtheand the
repeated pounding cadence of a stick being hit against the ground 9391



recreational gambling these native americans are probably kaibab paiute
indians photographed byjohnbyjohn hiller in 1872 their clothes were possibly introduced
from the utes or were brought by the photographer his account mentions a trunk
of clothing that he had had manufactured by ellen thompson john wesley powells
sister or had collected from the white river utes with whom he had spent the
previous winter
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the tribes ofutah are passionately fond ofit recounted a nemnewanewanem

york times reporter after visiting some shoshonishoshoneShoshoni andutebandsand ute bands playing
stick he recalled the circled squawssquads most with infants strapped

to their backs the babies black eyes peering over the mothers
shoulder so completely absorbed as scarcely to be conscious
of the approach of strangers elsewhere george smith bailey an
eastern utah freighter reported that for several days one chief tried
to get his people to decamp but their game proved too engrossing 9414

what made these games so exciting was the indians willing-
ness to gamble everything he or she had on the outcome trinkets
animals skins buffalo robes lodges horses even clothing might be
risked players could end a long wintertime session of games with
nothing but the skimpiestskimpiest clothing and the prospect of beggary 9591

the puritanical saints saw nothing good in the practice and labeled
it a main cause of indian decline but betting was an ingrained part
of indian culture long before its members showed signs of social
disintegration being common during the mountain man era and
perhaps having roots in aboriginal society as well 96 moreover
gambling had its advantages for the indian woman it was one of the
few activities that allowed her social equality in a game she
competed on an equal footing with men and ifsuccessful sheshegainedgained
status by advancing the familysfamilys fortunes 9717

female status

prestige and status were important to the indian woman
thomas D browns missionary journal showed how ingrained such
values were among the southern paiutesPaiutes

when we awokejawoke we found eight ladies and many children had
already arrived these stayed during our morning devotions and
always keep a retired and modest distance unless especially invited
forward towards the fire which we sometimes did for the men have
always kept them in the rear and seemed to esteem them as ofbut little
account yet among them there is caste order and rank the captains
2 squawssquads sat some 2 rods before the others and the humble behind
looked forward to them as if in deference they said these are our
leaders wives when did rank pride and aristocracy begin98begin91begin 9891

whileVA llie the social and economic position ofher mother or father
could initially be important in giving inheritance and prestige a
womanscomans station was ultimately set by other things union with
a ranking male was important though the womanscomanswomans role within the
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marriage was also vital if the family was advanced by her craft
making food gathering or gambling she rose in position age also
played a role A woman as young as thirty or forty gained status by
becoming a grandmother which also meant she became as we have
already seen family disciplinarian instructor chaperon and mid-
wife unfortunately widowhood in old age left her unprotected and
possibly deposed 91

kin ties marriage personal skills and age were not the only
determinants of female status in the indian world of supernatural
power a woman with shamanistic power won respect and the right
to engage in such otherwise male monopolies as smoking 100 current
authorities differ on whether uto aztecan culture split the shamansseamansshamans
vocation equallybetweenequally between the sexes but female medicine practitio-
ners were common and had powers similar to those of their male
counterparts though the control of weather was usually a mans
domain 101 curing involved two kinds of diagnosis if the patient had
pain they believed a foreign object or spirit had intruded itself into
the body this condition required the shaman to suck blow orbrush
the diseased area often to the accompaniment of chants and the
brandishing of fetishes on the other hand if a sick person was
delirious the delirium was judged the result of soul loss to cure such
an illness the shaman entered a trance which allowed the doctors
soul to track the fugitive spirit if captured or controlled the spirit
could be restored to the body 102

how a woman came to act as a shaman varied she might be the
daughter of a practicing doctor inheriting the powers and tech-
niques she might seek the vocation through a vision quest or
perhaps another shaman might select her as a candidate during a
cure but in all cases an acolyte was expected to have empowering
dreams or visions which usually came in adolescence during such
visions the young woman was shown the chants and charms that
would be personally useful to her she was also told of the diseases
over which she might have power 105103

the earliest white settlers noted these practices sometimes
quizzically during the 1849 exploration ofsouthern utah by parley P
pratts company an indian guide ammon rebuffed white mans
cures for those of medicine squaw 1042104 john mcewan a member of
the elkmountain mission described how the eastern utes combined
mormon and traditional healing quitsubsocits a local chieftain who
was very illiiilii 2 first requested mormon prayer healing by the laying
on ofhands shortly after however mcewan saw an indian woman
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doctoring the chief joined by two other chanting indians finally a
young dancing indian fired a gun to ward away the afflicting spirit
while mcewan thought the indian ceremony had a good many
curious maneuvers and actions he could not dispute the result
returning to the chiefschiefchiets wickiup later he found the chief sitting up
apparently cured 105101

if indians believed a shaman fraudulent or evil she paid dearly
monticello settlers rescued an abandoned ute girl who was almost
frozen members of her band reacted with ferocity on learning she
still lived first they demanded the girl andwhen the settlers refused
they abducted her and threw the child from a cliff as marksmen filled
the body with arrows an indian later explained her shamanistic
mother had earlier been judged bewitched and was therefore killed
fearing her evil might pass to the daughter who might seek retribu-
tion the band killed the child in self protection 106

death rites

shamanism was not the womanscomans only spiritual function with
indian culture instructing men to stoically control their emotions
the public functions ofmourning andobsequyand obsequy lay especially with the
female 107 the first signs of death brought their wailing which then
expanded into more stylized forms of lamentation for example
some southern paiutes laid the newly dead body on a blanket in
front of its wickiup as members of the band squatted around the
bodybodyinboddin in a twenty foot circle with the men remaining composed the
women began three days of periodic death songs and loud weeping
prior to burial 108

mourning was often strenuous ute ladies might crop their hair
sometimes they also cut their bodies particularly about the ears so
that blood ran over the mourners causing a frightful spectacle 109101log

the women of a cache county band gashed three wounds on their
arms and three more on their legs they then began a dismal
wailing until the wounds healed 110iioilo even after the corpse was
buried the women continued their grieving during the daytime
the band might feast in a ritual wake but evenings once more
brought loud and piteous cries which could continue until dawn
during the mourning period which sometimes lasted several
months some women placed themselves on the grave or left food
there other women abstained from food or restricted their diet 111iiiili11

while muchofthisorthisofthis lamentation was genuine itcouldalso be ceremonial
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when one band learned that a white friend had died four years
earlier they dutifully had their women break into a mechanical
chant their act left the white men both amused and touched to hear
the squawssquads cry over an incident that had happened so long before 11112112

the womens funeral duties encompassed more than mourning
the ute women of central utah swaddled a dead infants body in a
blanket wrapped cradle and tied it to the forked branches of a tree
they could not bear to see their children interred 113 this type of
burial was not unknown for adults following a nighttime brawl

among tribesmen in draper utah settlers awoke the next morning
to find the body of a stabbed indian woman left in an orchard on a
quickly made burial platform as was the indian custom 11114114 some-
times bodies were cremated after a black hawk war militia fight
killed several native americans paiute women pled to be allowed to
bum the bodies 115

more commonly utah indians were buried when possible
near their nativity the sanpitchsanditchSanpitch utes trussed the bodysblodys knees to the
chest in the indian natural sleeping position so the departed could
lay and rest 116 to facilitate the spirits afterlife an individuals

possessions were also buried for a woman usually her cooking
utensils were buried though the daughter of little soldier a weber
county chief was buried with a horse 117 the place of burial was
often a crevice on which rocks and soil were piled other burial sites
included isolated pits or a graveyard after the burial the ground was
swept to ensure privacy and secrecy 118

though the record is only suggestive apparently women had
an active and perhaps a leading role in these acts at the death of
the ute warrior black hawk an indian woman led two heavily
packed horses to the interment she apparently had the duty of trans-
porting the noted warriors goods to the burial site 119 when the
spanish fork chief peteetneetPeteetneet died in 1862 he decreed that one of
his wives should go with him A woman of the band carried out the
instruction with an ax 120 there was no reciprocity in such matters
no record exists of a man being killed to join a departed wife 121

old age

not all utah indians received a formal bburnalburialurial if burdensome or
incapacitated the aged were abandoned when moving to a new
location the band simply made no effort to assist them later settlers
might find a withered form lying pitifully beneath a bush 122 however
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groups were not always so laissez faire one paiute woman was
buried alive except for her face in another case indians in sanpete
county commissioned several mormon youth to dig a grave discov-
ering the corpse to be still alive the boys refused further work
however in their absence the band entombed her after placing a
restraining board over her body in still another case an elderly
woman was abandoned but to hasten her death tribesmen shot and
wounded her twice 123

even wakaraskakarasWakaras mother was not free from this stark tradition
according to sanpete lore the chief believing his mothers time was
past first attempted to kill her with a butcher knife after she
escaped the manti colonists nursed her to health and then returned
her to her band another party ofmormonscormons next saw her in the early
winter of 1849 near coal creek abandoned walkers mother lay
there sick recorded a journal being old she had been left to die 11124124

conclusion

thus the life cycle of the utah native american woman ended on
a gritty note I1 have examined her birth childhood education
courtship and marriage sexuality and vocational roles I1 have also
suggested her part in intercultural adaptation recreation the achieve-
ment of status healing and death rites from a modern perspective
her life was difficult though participants probably had no such notion
their punishment and discipline at times seemed cruel and inhu-

man by our standards recalls someone who knew them well but to
them it was law and was carried out according to their beliefs 11121125

clearly women played a key role in utah native american
society they excelled as workers and bore a heavy and perhaps
unequal burden in day to day tasks their role in nurturing the young
glued together their utterly individualistic bands lending stability to
an otherwise thoroughly unstable community iftheir culture recog-
nized this contribution by its structure it was a matrilinealmatrilinealismmatrilinearismism that
allowed the harsh subjugation of women and gave scant attention to
a womanscomanswomans personal being or to her life itself no doubt the burdens
of the native american women were tempered by the time allowed
them in the menstrual hut by their several diversions and by the
limited healing and ceremonial functions allowed them hopefully
as women lived out their lives with their husbands children and
grandchildren there was a leavening kindness and respect that
ethnography and history only faintly suggest



kaibab paiute wickiupswickiups the women were responsible for building these brush
shelters apparently these were the paiutesPaiutes homes for some time after their first
exposure to the white man in 1860 photographed byjohn hillerhiller126126116 in 1872
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such was the life of utahs early native americans I1 have noted
that when aged and no longer productive a woman was simply left
behind there is a parallel historical writing has also left her
abandoned despite her important role in the history of utah and
the west she hardly occupies a page in the detailing of the past it is
time to reach back into time to reclaim her and to restore her to her
rightful role and importance
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child in heart throbs of the west 9 1948 424 25 also see chapoose oral
interview august 13 1960i9601212

107117 hoy history of browns hole 148
108 alva matheson oral history 4 5
109joseph holbrook reminiscences 167 LDS archives
110llolio an early history of cache county 4
111ililii grant borg an indian funeral august 16 1938 1 2 works progress

administration papers 1 2 garland hurt indians of utah in simpson report
of explorations across the great basin appendix 0 5 6 and holbrook
reminiscences 167

112 grant borg horse racing with the indians august 8 1938 works
progress administration papers

113 borg an indian funeral 2
1 I glenna B crookston stolen fruit in indian tribes and their dealings

with the mormonscormonsMormons in treasures ofpioneerof pioneer history 4 1955 371 72
115james115james G bleak to george A smith in journal history january 26 1866
116ilg grant borg untitled memoranda august 8819381938 works progress admin-

istration papers no 1

117 deseret news may 441861801861 80
johnt118johnT beatty interview in kattie webb interviews with living pioneers

1935 LDS archives holbrook reminiscences 167 and alva matheson oral
interview 4 5 10

119 deseret evening news september 20 1919
120 they came in 1862 in our pioneer heritage 6 1963 7
121 alva matheson oral interview 10

life story of anna hafen 141514 15 34
aivaalva matheson oral interview 19 william seeley andjamesandjames H tidwell to

george A smith and robert L campbell in journalinjournal history november 3 1860 and
margaret eliza utley tolmon my heritage of faith 7 8 LDS archives

124121 mina hamilton oral interviewby orville C day septemberseptember231967231967251967 duke
collection 11 12 and minutes of the southern exploration company in journal
history december 8818491849

12alva125 alvaaiva matheson oral interview 10
126 john hiller was employed by major john wesley powell in may 1871 as

a boatman on a scientific and topographic expeditionexpeap edition of the colorado river hiller
born in germany 1843 had fought in the civil war and sustained a permanent
back injury hiller became interested in photography and volunteered to assist
E 0 beaman with packing his equipment when beaman and powell had a falling
out powell employed james fennemore to take over the photography
fennemore instructed hiller in technique and style but fell sick and returned to
salt lake city so powell placed hiller in charge of the photographic equipment
in the fall of 1872 they returned to their winter camp near kanabcanab utah hillers
photographic interest turned to the nearby kaibab indians among the last indian
groups in this region to have sustained contact with the settlers



the historianshistorians99 corner

ronald W walker with dean C jessee

this issue of the historianscornerHistorianhistorians cornersCorner prints three documents which
shed lightfighthight on the first relations between the latter day saints and the
native americans in the great basin

the first document reports the conversation of dimick B

huntington with the legendary ute chief walker the second is a
letter from president brigham young answering walkers request
for communication and the third records the resulting council that
took place between the mormon and ute leaders together these
documents introduce the reader to the personalities and themes that
dominated mormon indian relations during the first years of the
pioneer period

when the mormonscormons entered utah in july 1847 they chose to
make their first colonies on the southeast rim of the great salt lake
fifty miles north of the most prized land the fertile shoreline of the
freshwaterfresh water fish laden utah or timpanogosTimpanogos lake the mormonscormons
wisely shunned this land fearing the ute indians there known
variously as the timpanogosTimpanogos timpany or timpanawach bands
these native americans had a reputation for aggressiveness with the
white people who had preceded the mormonscormons into the region

within two years of the mormonscormonsMormons arrival in the great basin a
timpanogosTimpanogos band under the leadership of kone also known as
roman nose caused serious trouble kone and his family had found
the mormon cattle grazing at the southern end ofthe salt lake valley
to be an irresistible lure afterrepeatedrepeatedwamingswarnings hadhadfailedtofailed to halt the
bands thievery the white men took action with the aid of other
timpanogosTimpanogos indians the mormonscormons attacked and killed most of
kones band at battle creek now pleasant grove utah in march
1849 but big elk or parriatsParriats who was a member of the kone family

ronaldRonalronaidWwwalkermwalkerWWwalkerwaikeralker is professor ofhistory andsenior research historian of thejosephejosephth
fielding institute for church history research dean CjcresseeC cjesseejesseeessee is research professor
of church history and senior research historian ofththe josephejoseph fielding institute for
church history research dr jessee transcribed the documents

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 no 4 1992
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and perhaps the most pugnacious warrior of the southerly clans
remained at large

A few weeks after the battle creek affair a mormon colony was
dispatched from salt lake city to utahvalleyutahvalleyvailey in part to conciliate and
stabilize the timpanogosTimpanogos dimick huntington who was a member of
the settlement would soon become the mormonscormonsMormons chief indian inter-
preter and liaison it was within this context that huntington made
his oral report of conditions in utah valleywhichvalleyvailey which church secretary
thomas bullock recorded in his customary abbreviated manner

bomborn in 1808 in jefferson county new york huntington was
first drawn to indian affairs as a result ofhis religious profession god
has shown to me that you have got to go among the lamanitesLamanites
joseph smith had solemnly told him in 1839 1 arriving in utah eight
years later huntington began to trade with the indians and gained
enough fluency in the ute and shoshonishoshoneSho shoni dialects to speak with the
native americans

the documents also introduce walker the leading timpanogosTimpanogos
ute of his time born about 1815 near the mouth of spanish fork
river walker knew firsthand ofhis peoples civil turmoil his father
had been murdered during one of the timpanogosTimpanogos civil struggles
shot in the back while smoking near his tent after taking revenge on
the killers walker fled to the sanpete valley fifty miles to the south
there the chieftain established one of his headquarters and gained
ascendancy over his rivals by slave trading raids on ranchero
livestock in california and claims of suzerainty over the growing
commerce of the southern california trail for all this walkers
timpanogosTimpanogos enemies remained a troubling thorn in his side and he
clearly welcomed the mormonscormons as a possible means of permanently
ridding himself of them

report of dimick huntington
on his meeting with chiefwalker

written in the hand of thomas bullock located in brigham young
papers LDS archives

may 14 1849 9 am
dimickhuntington sd onthursdaylastonthursdaylast2 walkerwithWalkerwith 20 lodges

came to utah valley 20 lodges3 oftimpanyutes pulled up stakes
in this utah valleyvailey walkerwaiker shook hands with me his heart was
warm his brobrotherther 41 came in sunday previous we smoked togrtoga
together he made a medicine pile5 told me his brobrotherther was
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coming walker came & sat down in my house we smoked all
round then made apudapuding6apudinglingl theyweretheywere satisfied he traded a horseahorse

foraflintgunfor afaintaflint guningun in evening theyfelttheyfeltfeithappy sung round the fort7forta they
slept round the fire walker lay in my arms at night we talked he
said I1 am their friend he said their were lots of indians coming8comingo
as the mormonscormons were friendly to them he wants them to stop

fightingfighting99 walker is a smart sensible man I11 told them ofthe book
ofmormon they must be our friends & we yours they said tou
done after walker left elk10 came four of the indian boys

helped to drive the cattle down to the fort old elk came with
a pistol in belt bowie knife in case & gun on hand we smoked
mrs orr hit old elk a blow with her fist & reeled him walker

wanted his boy to learn our languageourlanguage &wants& wants B bighamrighamrigham youngY oung
to write him a ireare1re letter what to dodolz walker sd it was good to
kill the timpany utesutes1313 & we ought to kill some more walker
wants us to &settle a co companycompanyuCompanyu in his valley 200 miles south
of this15tws15 isdbsd1 sd if a few mormonsmonnonsmormans go there wont the piutesaiutes steal our
cattle he sdsdnoadnono hewillwatchwill watch them the wood thewater&soilthe water & soilsollsoli
is good there is a mountain of salt & a spring of blown salt

the very day dimick huntington reported on utah valley condi-
tions the mormon leadership met in council present were brigham
young and heber C kimball members of the first presidency newell
K whitney presiding bishop daniel H wells soon to be appointed
major general of the nauvoo legion the mormon militia and several
other leading churchmen obviously huntingtonsHunting tons reportwwasas viewed
as an important matter requiring immediate discussion and action 16

during the meeting president young directed that walkers
request for a letter be acted on at once the letter was perhaps
dictated bywellsbywellsweilswelis who increasingly assumed charge ofthe day to day
operations of indian matters

letter from brigham young to chief walker
brigham young to walker may 14 1849 Ms in hand of thomas

bullock located in brigham young papers LDS archives

great salt lake city
may 14184914 1849
mr walker utah chief

we have heard from you this morning by dimic huntington
interpreter ofyour desire to have our friendly feelings and to be
at peace with us and to have a letter17letterietter17 from me when you see
this you will learn thatwethatjethat we want to be friends to you andwillangwilland will not
do you oryourpeopleoryourpeople anyhurtanyhurt we are the friends of the indians
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and we want them to be at peace with us ifyou hear any thing
from any mountaineers18mountaineers18 bad news you go straight to dimic
huntington and he will always tell you the truth when our
people come in this fall19fall9falla we will tradetrade20 with you if you and a
few of your men will come down to this place we have told
huntington all our feelings and he will tell you what they are

ifyouisyouifyou want we will send a company ofour men down to your
valley21valley21 to make a settlement and raise grain as soon as weV eancanaliall
perhaps sell you cattle supply you with seed and perhaps
some clothing it may be this fall if not it will be as soon as we
can but before we do so we want to know from you that you
and your people will not attempt to molest them or do them any
injury we want to make peace and a good peace that will last
for ever and we will do you
good

we have butveryhttlebutvery little ammunition butmr huntingtonwillhuntingtonwillwiil sell
you a little thatyoumay hunt and live till fall and thenwe may sell
you more when the companies come in or sell you grain for
horses

I1 am your friend
brigham young

A month after young wrote walker the two men along with
their respective advisors met in what would become the center of
salt lake city the minutes of meeting indicate that they met near
the council house a two story forty five foot square building that

was located on the southwest cornercomer of main and south temple
streets the mormon indian council likely took place across the
streettostreetstreettystreettoto the northwest on the land now occupied by templebytempletempie square

the account of the transaction provides an important view of
the first phase of mormon ute relations it tells much of the planned
mormon indian cooperation as well as providing a look into native
american ways and concerns

1849 meeting between mormon leaders
and chief walker

brigham young report of meeting with walker june 14 1849
located in brigham young papers LDS archives

june 14 1849 4 PM
council met near council house present were brigham

youngheberlyoung Heberlheber ckimballckirnballmckimball willard richards dohnjohn smithjohnsmithSmit hJohnjohn
taylor N K whitneyjedediahWhitney Jedediahjedediahl M grant isaac morley
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Ddimickimick B huntington22huntington22 walker utah chief & 12 of his tribe
walker asked for tobacco which young gave

D B huntington walker wanted us to go down to his
land & make settle men t he wanted to no how many moons
bennbeffbeforeore we go & build at his place & he will do whatwe want
him to do coming down yesterday by american forkfork2323 he said
the piedes24piedesbiedes sd that americans & mormonscormons wod come in their
midst walker manifests a very friendly feeling towards us & his
people they haabhaav more idea of god than I1 was aware of
their tradition is god cut a man in two the upper partwas man
the lower part made woman 2521

when walker had filled his pipe they offered the lord the
first smoke pointing the pipe staf towards the sunsun2626 he then
smoked it & passed it round by the right hand round the ring
to heber C kimball who smoked then passed by the left
& to brigham young willard richards john smith
danielD aniel hwellsdwellsHWH wellsweilswelisellseliseils isaac morley jedediah M grant newel
kwhitneykv7hitney george D grant D spencer lorenzo snow
jjohnohn taylor Ddimickimick B huntington & on to indians 27

walker says he is now friendly with the snakes 28128211 they r at
peace ahe&he& he can go among themthemaafewofa few ofthe snakes &timpenny
utes wont hear29 he never killed a white man & sd he was
always friendly with the mormonscormons he hearswhat the mormonscormons
say & he remremembersem bers it it is good to live wt mormonscormons & their
chil dren he dont care about the land but wants the mormonscormons
to go & settle it

byoung we shall want some of his men to come & pilot
thro some of our men to his place this fall we will school his
children here30here30 in 6 moons we will go to his place with a co 31

we av our understanding with goshipgodship & wanshipmanship about this
place 12 its not good to fight the indians & tell his indians not
to stealsteal33 we want to be friendly with him we r poor now but
in a few years we shall be rich we will trade cattle with him

walker thats good
BY well build a house for him & teach him to build houses

themselves he can pay us his own pay 3411

walker his land is good no stones big hi timber & plenty
ofofitmofitit

B Y well raise grain for him till they raise well find them
ammunitn to hunt till they raise grain will take sheep & teach
his women how to make blankets we want some of them to
learn to read the book of mormmormonon that they ma know of
their forefathers

walker all the utes want the mormonscormons to go among them
they all love them but a few herehere35 here there is lots of snow
but there he it white 36 but 37once saw they av no game now
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BY they must raise cattle for game
D B huntington they live on thistle tops now 38

BY they must raise all they want in cattle sheep & hogs we
will teach them that in a few yrsars they can av plenty

walker do you want to trade cattle for horses now
BY I1 wod give him a bull if his was not alive
walker it his is alive & does good busbusinessiness 39

B Y in 6 moons well send men to look out the ground
probably 3 or 4 moons we want to go where there is no snow

walker that does me good
BY enquired about the gulf & country 40

walker he has been to calcaicaliforniaifornia if you go Ssouth there
is no grass it is best abt the salt mountain41mountain41 from my house not
a stalk

B Y we want to settle by little salt lakelake4241

walker beyond the mountain plenty of streams from salt
spring13spring43Spring4313 over a mountain lots of timber then next sleep good
land plenty of timber & good grass all his land clear the
timpennywimpennyTimpenny utes killed his fatrfaar 4 yrsars agoago4414 he wants the
mormonscormons to go down where there is no snow he hates to have
us stay on this land if they come on my land they shall not steal
your cattle nor whip them & wants the mormon chilchiichildrendren to
be with his he hates us to be on such poor land when
passawittPassawitt heard the mormonscormons killed his bro45br045 he had told them
to stop he is not mad but gladgiadglad4616 it is not good to fight makes
women & chil cry but let women & chil play togrtoga he told the
piedesbiedes a great while ago to stop fighting & stealing but they av

47no ears
they passed the pipe again
W one of these days sowiet48sowietsoviet his is coming he wants the

mormonscormons to go among them 49

B Y I1 want him to come I11 dont want to kill anotranstr indian
but they dared us to do it 5051

W he want you to hunt passanettsPassanetts wife 51

B Y I1 wrote to wanshipmanship & smith 52 both of them
W wants the brethren to give 40 charges for a heavy

buck skin 53

B Y grant54grant14 has given 10 or 12 bridger to 25 30 is enough
as scarce as it ammunition is here now

W from 10 to 12 then big heavy ones up to 30 & 40
B Y we shod make most by giving 10 for small 15 & 20

larger 30 for good ones & 40 for big bucks skins
B Y we will give for the biggest & 10 to 15 for small ones
W good
B Y we ought to buy all do they want hats 55

W they all want hats
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B Y when they r ready to go peace a good peace go with
them if we settle the land we want good peace that our
chilchiichildrendren can play togrtoga

W good
they then adjourned B Y went & gave them half an ox

NOTES

documents and sources located in the archives division church historical
department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah are
used by permission

1 oliver boardman huntington diary and reminiscences 129 library
archives historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS archives

22onaonon thursday last may 101018491849
3205203 20 lodges counting adults and children a ute lodge usually consisted of

about four or five people thus walkers entourage probably totaled eighty to one
hundred native americans

I41 walkers brother is not identified but likely was arapeenaraleenArapeen his closest
advisor and war chief

aa5a5 a medicine pile according to huntingtonsHunting tons brother oliver another
timpanogosTimpanogos warrior commonly fashioned dirt between his legs into a small round
pyramid as part of his ceremonial smoking this he does to shield him from the
shots of his enemies and that he may always have good luck whenever he shoots
called making good medicine for himself huntington diary and reminis-
cences 51

6apuding perhaps another ceremonial pyramid
77sungasungsung around the fort A native american atonal chant performed outside or

around the mormon fort utah bastion brighamyoung required each new colony
to build a rectangular high walled fort which was supposed to serve both fordefense
and living quarters for the settlers during their first years in a new land

8 lots of indians coming As the mormonscormons were considered friendly their
presence was not expected to hinder the annualgathering ofnative americans for
the prodigious fish run from utah lake said one settler we soon found out that
the provo river region was the great place ofgathering of all ute tribes of central

utahvalleysutah valleys too on account ofthe wonderful supply of fish moving up the stream
from the lake to their spawning grounds every spring george W bean autobi-
ography ofofgoagG W bean a utah pioneer of 1847 salt lake city utah printing
1845 5511 four days after making his oral report huntington now back in utah
valley wrote to president young confirming the native americans in the valley
were very numerous as they were coming in from all quarters history of
brigham young may 18 1849 78 LDS archives

9 he wants them to stop fighting walker expressed the hope that the
timpanogosTimpanogos strife might come to an end

10elkerkelk during the bestofbestifbest oftimes the heavilyarmedbigheavily armed big elk orparriats was feared
and mistrusted by white and red men alike and at the time his temper must have
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been set on edge by the widespread disease raging among his people likely white
mans measles or perhaps smallpox

I1 I1 mrs orr hit old elk a blow apparently disarmed and allowed in the fort
big elk soon earned himself a doughty womanscomans rebuke

11 during their first meeting in the fall 1848 president young and chief
walker likelyagreedlikely agreed to meet the followingyearfollowing year walker now seeks information on
when and where they should meet

13 good to kill the timpany utes walker no doubt wished the killing of his
timpanogosTimpanogos enemies

14settle14settle a co company the chiefhoped to prosperfromprosper from the mormon trade
while at the same time learn mormon whitemanwhite man ways

15 in his valley 200 miles south of this the nomadic walker had various
valleys or annually used campsites most likely his invitation was to the little salt

lakevalley in present day iron countywherecounty where the chiefsometimes wintered the area
became the first mormon settlement built in southern utah occupied by the white
men in january 18511851 southern paiute bands had long lived on these lands though
walker now assertedassertedhishis ownership on the basis of his superior arms and culture

16journal history of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints may 14
1849 LDS archives hereafter cited as journalasjournalaljournal history

17 once this letter was delivered to walker the chief and his tribesmen
carefully preserved it presumably as evidence of their good standing with the
mormonscormonsMormons when the mormonscormons made their iron county settlement walker
brandishedbrandishesbrandished it before them george A smith to walker march 18511851 george A

smith papers LDS archives
18 mountaineers nineteenth century usage for mountain men brigham

young had received a report that these men were trying to stir up the native
americans against the mormonscormonsMormons apparently in the hope of maintaining their old
trading monopoly louis vasques to brigham young may 8 1849 incoming
correspondence brigham young papers LDSIDSirs archives

19 when ourpeopleoutpeopleourouf people come in thisfalltoisthisralifallrail mormon emigrants due to arrive during
the late summer and early fall will replenish the saints supplies and permit trade

201120tradetrudetrade there were still other items in huntingtonsHuntingtons report that were not
placed in the written summary president young reveals here that chief walker
wants to trade with the mormonscormonsMormons probably for hard to get guns and ammunition

jim bridger and others had told brigham young ofthe advantages of settling
in the little salt lake valley situated in present day iron county utah and the
mormon leader clearly wished to pursue this option

those mormon leaders attending the negotiation some of whom are not
here listed included heber C kimball and willard richards president youngs
counselors in the first presidency newell K whitney the churchschurche presiding
bishop john taylor a member of the quorum of twelve apostles jedediah M
grant one of the seven presidents of the seventy later salt lake cityscites mayor and
a member of the first presidency john smith presiding patriarch of the church
and finally early mormon convert isaac morley soon to be charged with the
leadership of the sanpete county settlements

23 coming down yesterday by american fork traveling to salt lake city
walker apparently followed the american fork river through the wasatch moun-
tains later the mormonscormons built a community by the same name in the area
huntington accompanied walker on at least the last leg of the journey and now
relates some of their conversation
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biedespiedesPiedes generally the word designated in a general way the southern paiutesPaiutes
who lived in southwest utah however sometimes the settlers used the term to mean
a particular subband ofthe several southern paiute ppeoples walker appears to suggest
that the piedesbiedes acquiesced or at least expected a mormon settlement

2515 why huntington should view this concept as similar to mormon or christian
thought is unclear perhaps he saw it as a variation ofthe adam and eve rib account

26 the sun or tarp was seen by many of the great basin tribesmen as
embodying orperhapsperhapsor personifying the great spirit manymodernmany modern commentators
have claimed the utes lacked religious ceremonialism but walker here clearly
observes proper native american ritual and reveals a religious feeling

I271 still othermormon leaderswholeaders who were presentforthepresent fortheforgor the occasion are identified
george D grantjedediahsgrant jedediahs brother was a prominent mormon lawman militiaman
and legislator daniel spencer was called as salt lake stake president in 1849 and
presided over the local congregations of the city lorenzo snow and john taylor
were members of the twelve apostles and future church presidents

2821 the snakes or shoshonishoshoneShoshoni indians roamed to the north and northwestnorth west of
present day salt lake city and were walkers inveterate enemies

2929aafewtewfewtem odtheoftheof rhethe snakes & wimpennytimpennyTimpenny utes wont benrhearbearbeur the mormonscormons urged the
native americans to be at peace with one another and perhaps walker wishes to
ingratiate himself by declaring his conciliation with the shoshonishoshoneShoshoni despite some
natives among both groups who he says will not hear the message of peace
if walker achieved a temporary truce it was not long lasting

3brighambrigham declares his willingness to organize a school for theyouth ofofwalkerswalkers
band in salt lake city brighamsBrighams plan was twofold while domesticating the young
native americans towhitewayswhitewhit ewaysways he couldat the same time supervise and control them

31 president young promises that the white men will settle on walkers land
in six months or shortly after the harvesting of crops and the arrival of the expected
tide of new emigrants

32 goshipgodship and wanshipmanship were timpanogosTimpanogos indians who left their utah lake
homeland for the salt lake valley where they assumed the leadership of several
shoshonishoshoneShoshoni bands president young informs chief walker that the mormonscormons have
made an accommodation with each though he provides no details when first
arriving in the basin the white men had explicitly refused to treat for native
american land their informal agreement with goshipgodship and wanshipmanship probably
offered surplus food and commodities in exchange for the natives willingness to
tolerate the newcomers

33 for his part president young disclaims any desire to fight the native
americans in return he asks chief walker to prevent the stealing of the whites
livestock

31thethe new colonywillcolony will build a house forwalkerforwalterforwalker and teach walkers band white
mans domestication

35 but afewa rewfewrem here only a few of timpanogosTimpanogos perhaps the remnants of the
kone band have antipathy for the white men

36 once saw itwhite walker continues his ftilsomeviewfulsome view ofhis southern lands
saying he has only once seen the ground covered with snow he employs the
exaggeration of a nineteenth century land agent

37 they av no game now even prior to widespread white settlement the
native americans repeatedly complained of the passing of their game resources
several factors may have played a role in this diminution including the possibility
of recent climate change new european introduced animal microbesmicrobes the ecological
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devastation brought about by the white trapper and even more likely the deadly
efficiencyefficiencyof ofthe nativesnewNativesnew horse andgunhandgun culture which made the killing of large
animals much easier whatever the cause the indian met the white settler with
continual complaints of hunger and poverty

31live38 live on thistle tops now the native american had skillfully adapted to the
great basin environment learning to prepare and eat what natures limited bounty
provided but with very few exceptions the white man wanted none of it here
huntington disparages a native traditional staple suggesting only hunger could
drive a man or woman to eat it

39does39 does good business brigham has heard of walkers bull and the latter
confirms its existence and productivity unlike most of the great basin native
americans whose condition could only be described as marginal walker had
prospered as his performing bull evidenced the chiefschiefs entourage was often
considerable one pioneer counting in his train 23 men and about 25 squawssquads
120120headofhorseshead of horses J somesomesheepsheep J some cows & oxen about 20 head of cattlercattlejcattlecattie
& some goats see john steele to george A smith november 71854 george A
smith papers LDS archives

4011 guifgulfgurgug & country the president seeks information about country lying west
including the california gulf at some point perhaps as early as this conversation
brigham hoped to bring goods via the gulf and the colorado river to his budding
inland empire walker knew this country well several california travelers testified
of his knowledge and assistance during their journeys west see for instancewilliam
lewis manley death valley inin4949 sanjosesanjose calif pacific tree and vine company
1894 reprint ann arbor mich university microfilms 1966 86

41 an unidentified peak salt mountain may have been near present day salt
creek canyon about three miles northwest of cedar city utah

4linle42 littfelittle saltlakesaltsait lake A small seasonal sink lying north of present day parowancarowanParowan
utah the southern paiutes called it paragoonParagoon meaning vile water later genera-
tions have identified it as parowancarowan lake little salt lake was in contradistinction
to the larger body of water near the mormonscormonsMormons first settlement

43saltspring this spring was probably located in todays iron county utah
44 in the middle of speaking about other matters walker strangely interposes

details ofthe death of his father byhand ofhis timpanogosTimpanogos neighbors obviously the
matter weighed on him

15passawinheardpassawittheardthemormonskilledhisbrothemormons killedhiskilled bishis brodro walkers likelyreferencelikely reference is to
timpanogosTimpanogos indian patsowietPatsowiet patsowiets brotherapparentlyhad been killed in the
battle creek engagement spawning the surviving siblings enduring enmity for the
mormonscormonsMormons patsowietPatsowiet played a leading role in the fort utah battle in february 1850
and after escaping capture by the militia continued his depredations during the
following spring captured while visiting brigham youngs salt lake city office he
was given a summary trial and was executed on the outskirts of the city Seejuanita
brooks ed on the mormon Fronfrontiertiehtien the diary of hosea stout 1844 1861
2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964 2368

walker claims to have told members of the kone or roman nose band
to stop their thievery of mormon cattle he is not mad about their suppression
but glad

4741 walker shifts the discussion to the paiutes of southern utah he claims that
they like the timpanogosTimpanogos do their share of fighting & stealing some of these
bands had been outraged by their treatment byjohnbyjohn C fr6montsfremontsfremonteFremonts troops duringduringthethe
pathfindersPathfinders 1844 exploration believing the white men to be their enemies they
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proved a continual scourge to travelers on the old spanish trail to california for
conflicting views of the raiding paiutesPaiutes see georgegeorgea A smith historyhistoryofof the settling
of southern utah october 17 18611861 journal history charles preuss exploring
with fremont the private diaries of charles preuss ed and trans erwin G and
elisabeth K gudde norman university of oklahoma press 1958 130 andjohnandyjohnand john
C fremont report odtheof the exploring expedition to the rockymountainsrocky mountains readexreadel
microprint corporation 1966 267

sovietsowietSowiet while walkers exploits on the old spanish trail and in california
earned him considerable notoriety in the american and english press among the
native americans themselves no utah ute rivaled the prestige of uintah chief
sowietteSowiette esteemed for his good judgment good nature and high principles
sowietteSowiette was already an old man when the first white settlers came into the region
in 1868 he declared himself to be 132 years old see F H head office of
superintendent of indians affairs utah salt lake city september 16 1868 in
report of the commissioner ofindianof indian affairs 1868 washington government
printing office 18696101869 610glogio sowietteSowiette hadvisitedhadvisited the saintssaltsaints saltsait lake citysettlementcitysettlement
with walker the year before

4919 to go among them like walker sowietteSowiette wants the mormonscormons to expand
their settlements into his high country uintah domain

roeyroer50tbeythey dared us to do it brigham justifies the mormon battle creek expedi-
tion the kone or roman nose clan were warned several times to stop their
depredations but apparently believed their concealed camp gave them protection
from mormon retribution

5111 he want you to hunt passanettsPassanetts wife chief walker wants president
young to use his good offices to secure the missing timpanogosTimpanogos wives
including patsowiets

52 manshipwanship & smith no copy of either of these letters survives however
president youngs office journal documents that a letter was issued may 141418491849
to thomas L smith a friendly mountain man then living in the bear river valley
asking him to hunt up patsowettsPatsowetts squaw see journal history may 141418491849

534053 40 chargesforchargesrorfor a heavy buck skin A consummate trader walker begins his
bartering with a high bid he seeks forty ammunition charges for a prime buckskin
young himselfno novice at such transactions responds bynotingbynoting that other traders
such as grant and bridger are reportedly offering no more than twentyfivetwenty five charges
he counters with a bid of thirty and offers less for smaller and lesser grades of skins

14 possibly mountain man richard grant
55 brigham young offers to buy all the skins that walkers clan can secure and

ends the negotiation by giving the native americans some hats which he promises
will be ready when the natives leave their camp



oh how our world needs statesmen and we ask
again with george bernard shaw why nornotnotwenotaewe have the
raw material we have the facilities we can excel in
training we have the spiritual climate we must train
statesmen not demagogues men of integrity not weak
lings mhowhoubowboforfor a mess ofpottageof pottageportage will sell their birthright
we must develop rhesethesethesepreciousyouthprecious youth to know the art of
statesmanship to knowpeopleknow people and conditions to know
situations andproblemsandproblems butmen who willbe trainedtrainedsoso

thoroughly in the arts of theirtheirfuturefuture work and in the
basic honestieshonesties and integrities and spiritual concepts
that there will be no compromise of principleofprinciple

for years I1 have been waitingwaitingforrorforrot someone to do

justice in recording in song and story andpaintingand painting and
sculpture the story of the restoration the reestablish
ment of the kingdom of god on earth the struggles and
frustrations the apostasiesapostasies and inner revolutions and
counter revolutions of rhosethosethosefirstfirst decades of the exodus

of the counter reactions of the transitions of rhethethepersecupersecu-
tion days of the miracle manmanjosephjoseph smith of whom we
sing oh what rapturerapturefilledfilled his bosom for he saw the
living godhymnsgod hymns no 131366 and of the giant colonizer
and builder brigham young

spencer Wwkimballkimbachkimbah

ensign 7 july 1977 5



the eliEHelleil H peirce
CocollectionRection of mormon americana

at harvard university

alan K parrish

some of the controversial saga surrounding harvardsHarvards acquisition
of the heart of its mormon collection has been published however
no attempt has been made to evaluate the content and significance
of the materials harvard acquired 1 likewise no attempt has been
made to answer some of the unresolved questions concerning the
collector eli H peirce and certain details of the negotiations this
article endeavors to resolve some ofthose controversies about peirce
and to provide some analysis of the large collection harvard purchased
from him in 1914

bomborn in saitlakesaltSaIt lake cityoncitroncity on september 271850 eli harvey peircejrpeirce jr
was the son of utahs 1847 pioneers they had bedhedfled the east and
crossed the plains to escape religious persecution from eastern
neighbors who would not tolerate a belief ininjosephjoseph smith the religious
ideas he taught or the devoted life required by his teachings his father
was bishop of the brigham city ward and was sent on a church
mission while eli was just a boy the elder peirce died from an illness
he contracted on that mission many years later eli served a similar
mission a mission that altered the course ofhis life his adherence to the
church developed as a result of that service following his mission eli
became an ardent defender of the faith and began to collect books
and pamphlets about the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
and its people

fromfromitsits earliest days much hadbeenwrittenhadbeenwrittenforandagainstforvor and against the
church nine months prior to his own sudden illness and death on
february 101019151915 eli sold his valuable collection to harvard university
some of harvardsHarvards top officials were drawn into the purchase

alan K parrish is associate professor of ancient scriptures at brigham young
university

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 no 4 1992
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negotiationsbythebytherenownedhistorianoftheamericanwestrenowned historian oftheamericanwest frederick
jackson turner whose driving interest set the whole effort in motion
turner considered the collection a vital library resource to support the
program of studies on the american west he was developing

life story of the collectorcorector
though born ofmormon pioneer stock and raised in protected

mormon communities eli grew up quite outside the religious life one
would expect his assessment ofhis first twenty sixyears to the time
of his first mission call indicates his lack of devotion

mymindmygindmy mind to that time had been entirely given up to temporalitiestemporalities I1 had
never read to exceed a dozen chapters of the bible in my life and little
more than that from either the book of mormon or doctrine and
covenants and concerning church history was entirely ignorant
had never made but one attempt to address a public audience large
or small and that effort was no credit to me had been engaged in the
railroad business for a number of years and this occupation would
have deprived me of meetings and religious services even had my
inclinations led in that direction which I1 frankly confess they did not
I1 had become almost an inveterate smoker and bought cigars by the
wholesale a thousand at a time was addicted to the use of language
which if not profane was at least vulgar and reprehensible fre-
quently visited saloons but was not a habitual drinker was not
proficient in billiards but squandered considerable money in acquir-
ing what little knowledge I1 possessed of the game and pool fre-
quently cost me more for drinks than my board bill came to though
these indiscretions were common and frequent thanks to a mothers
sagacious training they never led to grosser or more alluring ones

nature never endowed me with a superabundance of religious
sentiment or veneration my region of spirituality is not high but
below the average A phrenologist once said to me you are too level-
headed to ever make a sanctimonious church member with this list
of disqualifications which serious reflection helped to magnify is it
surprising that I1 marveled and wondered if the church were not
running short of missionary material 2

eli served in the eastern states mission from november 1875 to
september 1876 on his return he passed through council bluffs
iowa where he received another call to serve in iowa with elder
james A little in april 1877 eli was given a second honorable
release three days after returning home eli was called by president
brigham young speaking from the pulpit during general confer-
ence to accompany youngs son and elis cousin B morris young
on another mission this time to iowa washington DC and penn-
sylvania his departure was delayed four months but this mission
lastedfromlasted from august 1877 through august 1878 he calculated the



eli harvey peirce 185019151850 1915 avid collector of early printed materials about the
mormonscormonsMormons courtesy ofoflydialydia peirce salt lake city
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financial burden of his missions at 1320 and three years of lost
wages but he declared 1 I have never for one moment regretted the
sacrifice the experience gained more than compensated for time
labor and means while the knowledge acquired ofthe things ofgod
and the testimony ofjesusofjesus I1 hold as invaluable 3 his was a produc-
tive mission he became a preacher ofnoteofnote succeeded inbaptizing 108
people and he had many unusual experiences with healing the sick

in 1882 eli married lydia snow daughter ofmary elizabeth houtz
and lorenzo snow in 1888 he followed church teachings and entered
polygamy by marrying henrietta etta madsen eli and lydia had four
children before lydias death in 1898 eli and ettaalso hadfour children
the families resided in brigham city where he was a telegrapher for
eighteen years during these years he was a fully participating
church member his ecclesiastical responsibilities as an active member
of the fifty ninth quorum of the seventy included presiding over the
seventies in the town ofmantua he was also a successful local stage
actor and is credited with organizing the brigham dramatic associa-
tion he was also a prominent speaker and a popular figure

in 1890 eli began to devote his talents to the mormon tabernacle
choir at this time the family moved to salt lake city making their
permanent residence at 161igi C street elis church activity during the
major period of his life centered around the tabernacle choir in
addition to singing in the choir he served as its business manager for
a considerable time beyond his regular administrative duties he
compiled and published a volume containing printed news coverage of
six choir excursions between 1893 and 1909 41

in 1911 a lengthy letter from eli defending certain actions ofthe
tabernacle choir was carried in the deseret news 5 newspaper
accounts record elis defense of church members in brigham city
against charges from reverend R G mcniece 6 of ogden who in
addressing the citizens ofbrigham city challenged anyone to debate
him on the issues he raised in criticizing LDS beliefs on at least two
occasions eli defended the faith in major addresses from the pulpit
in the salt lake tabernacle 7

eli worked in the insurance business for many years first with
the heberjheberd grant company and later as a general agentwithagent with his own
office large advertisements for peirce independent underwriters
appeared regularly in the saltsaitsaltlakelake city directories from 1900 10 he
sold hisWs business a few years before his death the hard economic
times of the 1890s forced eli to enter into bankruptcy proceedings
in 1899 several personal items including his books were listed in
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ettas name lewis B mccomickmccornick a harvard educated salt lake city
bankerbankerwhowho assisted harvard in negotiations with eli wrote it appears
thatpeircewasthat peirce was dischargedfromdischargedfromthedischarged from the bankruptcy courtsometime ago and
prior to that time had made over into his wifescifes name a part of the
library 8 the collection survived the claims of creditors and its value
became a vital part of the familysfamilys financial security naturally the
harvard sale was a matter of great importance to etta and the family

harvardsHarvards efforts to purchase the collection faltered in 1911 but
were renewed in 1914 key figures involved in the acquisition seemed
less than enthusiastic about spending much money on mormon
materials and were determined to pay the bare minimum to acquire the
peirce collection these same officials made considerable efforts to
avoid paying commissions to the torch press book store and the
shepard book company with whom they had corresponded in
discovering the collection they even sent their own agent to salt
lake city to deal directly with eli though to have a staff examination
of such a large purchase may have been standard procedure roger
pierce replaced E H wells as secretary of the harvard alumni
association and the harvard commission of western history and
thus became harvardsHarvards major representative in acquiring the collec-
tion assisting roger pierce with the final arrangements were david
heald a member of the library staff and lewis B mccomickmccornick a 1902
harvard graduate living in salt lake city

despite their own shrewd behavior and subsequent refusals to
pay the commissions harvard negotiatorsnegotiatory criticized the business
behavior and moral character ofeli joseph smith and the people of
utah after reading the accounts of his emissaries in the final
negotiations roger pierce wrote the following to mccomickmccornick

I1 might have known that he was shifty on his feet from the indignation
he worked up at my request that there should be something written
in the option evidently there is considerable in the religion of the
satterdaylatterdayLattlattererDayday saints not found in the book of the mormon I1 should say
thatjosephthatjoseph smith had very little on him I1 suppose that this is nothing
new however to you who live in the atmosphere all the time 9

published accounts of harvardsHarvards negotiations with eli raised ques-
tions about his church standing and marriage 10 mccomickmccornick sent
word east that ifeli sold the collection to gentiles at harvard there
would be church disciplinary action leading to his excommunica-
tion heald reported that etta peirce insisted on receiving half of the
proceeds from the sale while eli attempted to make private arrange-
ments to prevent it careful study of his life has failed to yield any
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evidence to support these assertions available information indicates
that his was a happy marriage and that he was highly regarded by
neighbors business associates and church leaders

less than nine months after the sale to harvard eli H peirce
died A paragraph from one of the obituaries reads

eli harvey peirce actor of note during the early days of utah collector
of rarevolumes and singer of ability who hadbeen associated with the
salt lake tabernacle choir for years as business manager and successful
insurance man died at LDS hospital at 240 oclock yesterday after-
noon peritonitis wasthe cause ofdeathwhichdeath which came anterafteranneraftergutafterbutbut fourdays
of illness he was 64 years of age

probate records list among his assets a library of 1500 volumes
the records further indicate receipts for 2250002250.00225000 from the sale of
approximately twelve hundred of these volumes 12

funeral services for eli H peirce jr were held on february 12
1915 in the LDS salt lake eighteenth ward chapel the services
began with prayer offered by his longtime friend charles W nibley
the presiding bishop of the church A special chorus of forty members
from the tabernacle choir performed several selections in memory
of their friend and colleague rudger clawson and orson F VAwhitneylitney
members of the quorum of the twelve apostles spoke both had
been associated with eli for the twentyfivetwenty five years he had lived in salt
lake city and elder woiVAiwolwhitneyitney had been his bishop they commended
elis exemplary role of devotion and church activity elder clawson
said he could unhesitatingly place eli peirce in the first resurrection
among those faithful to gospel principles they both spoke highly of
his integrity in every capacity 13

harvardsHarvards quest for the peirce collection

frederick jackson turners arrival at harvard in the autumn of
1910 drew the attention of alice forbes perkins hooper she was
interested in creating a memorial in honor ofher father charles eliot
perkins who had been instrumental in establishing railroads in the
western united states while residing most of the time in burlington
iowa she expressed her desire to E H wells secretary of the
harvard alumni association shortly thereafter he presented her
with a recommendation that she

lend a hand in assisting the harvard library to build up a collection on
the history of the west which would enable professor turner to carry
on his historical work more easily As you probably know professor
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turner had at his command at madison in the library of the state
historical society the most complete collection on the history and
development of the west that has ever been brought together 14

alice hooperbecame an ardent supporter ofturners efforts to
establish a strong program ofstudy on theamerican west and agreed
to contribute a thousand dollars a year as a memorial foundation in
her fathers name to build a library collection of valuable items
according to the judgment of professor turner 15 on november 8
1910 hooper sent to the president and fellows of harvard her
written answer which in part stated

in talking with mr turner lately called to the chairofhistory at harvard
university I1 find that the collection of material bearing on the history &
development of that part ofofamericaamerica which liesfieslles beyond the alleghaniesaueghaniesalleghenies
is incomplete and I1 write to offer to the harvard college library the sum
of one thousand dollars a year as long as I1 am able to give it for the
purchase of books and material for the above collection 16

turner who had been accustomed to the splendid collections
at the university of wisconsin had been invited to harvard to
establish a similar program following a brief acquaintance with and
limited discussion ofhoopers interests turner wrote her an expres-
sion of his gratitude

I1 am sure that it is possible to make your gift in honor ofyour father the
means of making harvard a unique center in important respects for
understanding how the west was built up students of later genera-
tions not only those of the present will appreciate it and will be
obliged I1 hope to come to harvard for important sources of their
countryscountrys history 17

through the harvard library the harvard commission on
western history and the alumni offices a campaign to collect library
material was launched on february 2 1911 alfred C potter
assistant librarian ofharvard university requested information on a
mormon library offered for sale bytheby the shepard book company ofsalt
lake city in their response the shepard book company described
the collection

it consists of about 1400 volumes all books abtainableobtainable sic pro and
con on the subject of utah and mormonism many of the pamphlets on
thethesubjecthavebeenboundupinsubject have been bound up in volumesinvolumes 47147 ofsay 500 to 600 pages
eachyeteachyetwhenboundarecountedasonevolumewhen bound are counted as onevolumeonevolume there are only five
collections of mormonism in this country viz the one in congres-
sional library one the berrian collection in NY public library one
in wisconsin library at madison the church mormon library here
and the one we offer for sale
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we can assure you that its like cannot at this day be duplicated
at all while many ofthe volumes could be yet there are many rare ones
that can not be at all procured 18

the cost ofthe collection 6000 was far in excess of the funds
mrs hooper had offered yet when no other sources were forthcom-
ing turner attempted to convince her to make the purchase anyway
enclosing a copy of the shepard letter turner described to her the
value of mormon material to a library on the american west

mormonism touches not onlyutahonlyutah but the characteristics ofa vast area
about utah where mormonscormons are living and it touches some pretty
important matters of national legislation as well so such a library has
a value beyond local history perhaps in the long run its greatest value
will lie however in the fieldofthe history of religions here was a native
growth under the eyes ofthe american ofthe nineteenth century of a
religion that colonized an area equal to that ofa great european nation
and built up an industrial empire at the same time I1 wish we could get
a donor and I1 am sending you the letter remembering your desire to
know when such things appeared 19

hoopers response may have reflected the national view of the
church in 1911 that year cosmopolitan magazine a popular
family magazine ran a series of strongly critical articles about the
church that gave the impression that it was made up of strange
notions and strange people her answer to turner stated

ofcourse im too poorpoortopoirtoto give this particular collection on mormonism
and while it must be of value have we not other things now which we
need more than this kind of a collection there can be no doubt about
the mormonscormonsMormons part in our western country from nauvoo on and if we
were very rich it would seem a pity to allow this to get away from us
but I1 dont know of anyone whom I1 could induce to bury 4500 with
the Mormormons20mormonscormonsmons

efforts to acquire the collection having failed for want of
capital remained dormant for three years until notice of a larger
collection was announced by the torch press book shop investiga-
tions soon revealed that this was in fact the same collection though
substantially larger through elis continuous collecting efforts
greater efforts were made this time by harvard alumni officials
library staff professor turner and even harvard president charles
W eliot ultimately harvard bypassed both the torch press book
shop and the shepard book company and dealt directly with eli in
arranging the purchase on march 53 1914 a document labeled
classified schedule mormon library of E H peirce became the

basis of a thirty day option to purchase which was granted to
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harvard handwritten on the face of this document over the signa-
tures ofofeE H peirce and roger pierce is the statement this option
to hold goodforthirtygoodforvor thirty days after submission ofcomplete schedule 1 I21

As soon as the complete schedule arrived university officials assidu-
ously sought to determine the value of the collection and the extent
of duplication in their current holdings

noteworthy opinions of the peirce collection are contained in
the correspondence file of the harvard commission on western
history roger pierce recorded that

the history department at the university is of the opinion from
information which they have at hand that this is an exceedingly
valuable collection and that future investigation will prove that it would
be a great addition to the harvard university library 22

lewis B mccornick had been asked to check into the value of
the collection he reported

there is no question about this library being complete and valuable but
that valuecanvalue can be best determined by the need of the university it is
perfectlysafeperfectly safe to say that no such library could be again accumulated for
thrice the asked price 2313

worthington C ford of the massachusetts historical society
wrote professor turner

the newspapers pamphlets and books of local utah imprint would
bythemselvesbythemselves be worth fourorfive thousand dollars and in the auction
room might bring more assuming them worth that much in money
they are worth more to the harvard library where the possible utility
of the material must count rather than the moneyvaluemoneyvalue it is an unusual
opportunity and all the more unusual as representing so remote a
region for few if any eastern collections would give attention to the
subject taking the list as it stands and the little prospect of having as
good an opportunity to obtainwhatobtain what the college libraryneedslibrary needs I1 consider
the price not only fair but on the whole moderate what is difficult to
obtain in the collection is worth to the library what must be paid for the
whole collection the sale of duplicates will be so much gain 24

in a letter to his distinguished grandfather charles W eliot
former president of harvard roger pierce stated that

from such expert opinion as I1 obtained there salt lake city and have
since obtained it is the second most valuable collection of mormon
material in existence the most valuable one is in the possession ofthe
mormon church

the history department is extremely desirous of obtaining this for the
harvard library 2515



charles william eliot 1834 1926 eliot who served as president of harvard
university from 1869 to 1909 encouraged the purchase of the eli peirce collection
of mormon americana for the universitys archives photographed about 1910
courtesy of the harvard university archives
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president eliotseliote response as an assessment ofofmormonismmormonism is
of interest and significance to the church because eliot in his day
was the foremost citizen of the country in many peoples estimation
and certainly the foremost educator

I1 cannot think at this moment ofany person who would be likely to give
the money to obtain thatthatmormonmormon collection nevertheless IverylveryiverymuchI1 very much
hope thatthatyouyou will ultimately succeed in buying it forthirtyyearsthirtyyears hence
itmaybeit may be possible for some impartial scholar to write a very interesting
account of the whole mormon movement it had many quite extraor-
dinary merits in the way of exploration pioneering colonizing and
cooperation in fundamental industries 26

david heald the harvard librarian who went to salt lake city
to finalize the purchase examined and packed each volume in the
collection arranged for the shipping and insurance and supervised
loading the cartons on the train by the time he left salt lake city he
had developed considerable competence on mormon library materi-
als in a letter from roger pierce to mrs hooper is the following
important evaluation ofofelisofeliaeliseils collection mr heald onhis return trip
visited the university of wisconsin and saw the collection of
mormon material which they have in his estimation it is not nearly
so valuable or complete as ours 1227112727

after roger pierce obtained for harvard a thirty day option to
purchase the collection news ofthe transaction leaked to the press and
the saltlakesaltsait lake herald published an announcement from information in
letters from lewis B mccomickmccornick to roger pierce it appears that the
university of utah the governor of utah and the church were quite
opposed to the sale and that serious efforts to prevent itwoulditwouldatwould be made
mccomickmccornick even suggested that eli peircespeirceyPeirces actions would likelyresultlikely resultresuit in
his excommunication from the church

from the beginning I1 have suspected mr pierces sic intentions in this
sale as he is directly under the influence of the mormon church and
the church has often forbidden him to sell the collection the church
exercises such an influence by giving counsel and this mild form of
threatened excommunication is seldom broken 28

david heald indicated to alfred potter assistant librarian over the
purchasing department that eli had received a letter from the prophet
urging himnot to sell saying thatwould be a sin for the library to get into
the hands of the enemies of the faith 112929

elis letters imply that someone from the church had been in
contact with him because he indicated to harvard that the church
was interested in purchasing approximately five hundred items from
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the collection mccomickmccornick became alarmed and turner and the others
atatharvardsentdavidhealdtoHarvard sent davidhealdto saltlakeSalt Lake cityto oversee the exchange and
prevent church state or university officials from interfering with
the acquisition or commandeering the collection while eli may have
wished to duck out of the sale to harvard in favor of an arrangement
with the church or another purchaser such a conclusion finds no
support in the available records

in the final negotiations in salt lake city the shepard book
company insisted on its commission eli agreed theyweretheywere entitled to
it even though their contract had expired heald refused and tempers
flared finally it was agreed that eli would pay seventy five percent
and harvard twentyfivetwenty five percent of the commission on may 18
1914 heald wrote to potter with a sense of relief

I1 lived up to my telegram ofyesterday and shipped the books early this
afternoon by freight they are in twenty six cases total weight up-
wards of 5200 pounds and at three dollars and some odd cents per
hundred weight the freight charges come to the tidy sum of igl161igisigkig161
I1 have sent you by registered mail the following documents

1 receipt for 6562506562.50656250 payment in full signed by both the
peirceypeirces

2 receipt for 100 from shepard book co

3 bill of lading for books

4 insurance policy 25125 for shipment 3031

harvardsHarvards total costs exclusive ofofhealdshealdsfealds personal expenses
were 6848506848.50684850 having been persuaded by turner alice hooper
agreed to pay 6000 the remainder came from harvard library
funds hoopers enthusiasm over the purchase had grown through
the period of negotiations as indicated in a letter to roger pierce

my dear fellow far from thinking you pressuring I1 like your keen
interest & the expression of it if we catch those mormonscormons I1 shall be
glad of it paying the piper is a good deal more than I1 can do without
some sacrifice but so thoroughly do I1 believe in the gamble ofthe thing
as an important asset for our purpose that I1 undertake to finance the
venture in so doing I1 am pleasing myself & it therefore seems to me as
being hardly a matter for praise but pleasure & satisfaction on the part
ofmanmakingfornicemaking fornicevornicefor nice collection ofamericanhistofamerican hist is certainly legitimate

I1 am but a passenger paying my fare & being carried along by those
in command who know far more than I1 may ever dream of knowing 31

Aafewfew days lateralicelateralizelateraliceallceaiice hooper again wrote roger pierce express-
ing her pleasure in the acquisition and significant praise for the
efforts of those involved in carrying out the plan
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I1 have read the enclosed letters in regard to the purchase of the
mormonscormons with a arealreal thrill you mr turner &mr coolidge showed great
wisdom in speeding mr heald to salt lake when you did & I1 owe you
each & all a debt of gratitude certainly because my satisfaction is great
in this acquisition & I1 feel sure this collection adds a value & an
importance to the charles elliot perkins collection which will mean
something for always 3231

on june 12 1914 the day the shipment arrived at harvard
hooper sent rogerpierce a long awaited letter 1 I thinkyour plans for
the mormonscormons excellent & herewith enclose my checque sic for six
thousand dollars the cost of the mormon library belonging to your
utah namesake I1 hoped to be able to supply an extra five hundred
at some future date 113333

the peirce CocollectionRection
after many failed attempts to find it the detailed schedule eli

submitted to harvard officials listing the actual contents of his
collection finally surfaced in the library order department records
for the relevant years was a large crumbling gray envelope labeled
mormon library on fifty one single spaced typed pages is a list of

the volumes in the collection including the name of the publication
the number of volumes the author or publisher the place of
publication year ofpublicationofpublication approximate value and notes in the
margins are numerous notations in elis familiar handwriting also in
the envelope were four half sized pages of blue hotel utah statio-
nery on two of these heald had begun letters to potter dated may
17 1914 on the back of these pages is a list from 1 to 51 and a
number matching the number ofvolumesofvolumes listed at the bottom ofeach
of those fifty one pages the total for the fifty one pages and the
purchase price shown is 2612 2502.50250 per vol 6530 on the
last page centered at the top appears the following note E H
peirce library count of sheets by bound volsVOIS 1154113434 A legal sized sheet
at the back apparently made up after the books were sorted and
packed showed unlisted and missing volumes which changed the
total to 2622 volumes and the price to 6562506562.50656250

A review ofthe inventory ofthe peirce library shows that eliwas
a thorough collector the very detail with which the list is made out
is an indication of the meticulous attention he gave to such things As
the whole collection is best measured by the sum of its many parts
a brief review of those major parts will help determine the contribu-
tion the collection makes to the harvard library
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LDS church periodicals

the first eight pages in the schedule list the church periodicals
that were included they are listed chronologically by date of
publication see table 11.

LDS church scriptures

the LDS scriptures in the collection included twenty copies of
the book of mormon among them were copies of the first second
and third american editions the first second third and fourth
european editions a deseret alphabet edition a copy of an edition
published in chicago by the northern states mission in 1907 an
early bound triple combination volume of the book of mormon
doctrine and covenants and pearl ofgreat price and a copy ofearly
editions in ten foreign languages there were seven copies of the
doctrine and covenants including the first second third and fourth
american editions the first european edition one bound in the triple
combination volume and two foreign language editions there was
also an 1888 salt lake city edition of the pearl of great price

pamphlets

perhaps the most unique part of the peirce collection is the
pamphlet collection the pamphlets were bound into 47 volumes of
about 800 pages each eli peirce prepared a directory of all of the
pamphlets arranged in alphabetical order by titles including authors
dates ofpublication total pages and estimated values the number of
pages listed in the directory is 37846 from a total of 1016 individual
publications harvard has made microfilm copies of this collection for
research and for purchase by other libraries

the pamphlets were organized by peirce into twelve classifica-
tions and were cut and bound together in an attractive binding with
a red and black spine the bindings have deteriorated badly and
harvard haswiselyplacedhas wisely placed restrictions ontheiruseon theiruse it appears that the
pages however are in excellent condition they had been cut for
uniform binding excepting those ofsmaller size and the edges have
beenpaintedbeenpainted to give them a green andwhiteanand dwhitewhite finished appearance all
forty seven volumes would occupy approximately fourteen feet of
bookshelf space

the description at the top ofthe index written inelis handwrit-
ing reads A collection of pamphlets for and against the church of
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table 1 peirce collection periodicals

periodical years vols

evening and morning star 1832 33 2
messenger and advocate 1834 35 2

eldersjoumalelderseiders journal 1837 38 1

times and seasons 1839 46 6
millennial star 1840 1913 75
gospel reflector 1841 1

the prophet 1844 1

frontier guardian 1849 51 3
guardian and sentinel 1852 1

udgomudgorn selonscion welsh 1849 55 8
deseret news 1850 63 13
etoile du deseret french 1851 1

the seer 1853 54 2

zions watchman 1843 441855 56 2

skandinaviens stjemesteeme danish 1853 89 33
le reflecteurr6flecteurReflecteur french 1853 1

journal of discourses 1854 86 26
the mormon 1855 57 3

der darstellermarstellerDarsteller german 1855 57 3

the western standard 1856 1

die reform german 1862 1

womanscomans exponent 1872 1905 34
juvenile instructor 1866 1906 41
nordstjernannordstjeman swedish 1877 80 4
ungdommens raadgiverRaadgiver danDardanishlishtish 1880 86 4
the contributor 1880 96 17
morgenstjemen danish &

historical record 1882 9
deseret home 1882 83 2

deseret weekly 1888 92 8
zions home monthly magazine 1888-

1894
94 3

der sternstem german 1

de ster dutch 1896 1904 9
improvement era 1897 1908 11

the childrens friend 1902 13 10
young womanscomans journal 1889 1910 21
elders journal 1903 07 4
liahona 1906 08 2
utah genealogical & historical magazine 1910 12 3

southern star 1899 1900 2

conference reports 1897-

90

1912 8
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jesus christ of latter day saints almost a hundred items in the
pamphlet collection exceed 100 pages in length and several exceed
200 pages the pamphlets cover numerous topics of historical
interest about the church its people and practices the railroad
legislative and legal topics indians the university of utah church
manuals and much more there are numerous items listed as
reorganitereorganize josephite strangitestrengiteStrangite the mission tract society

the tribune and the utah gospel mission it is evident that eli
sought everything he could obtain about the LDS church both pro
and con this breadth made his collection more valuable

the pamphlets span nine decades from the 1820s through
1912 no date is given for many of them but table 2 shows the
distribution by decade of those that are dated of the 83 pamphlets
from the 1830s 1840s many are by prominent church leaders as
indicated in table 3 the pamphlets are bound and categorized by
topic and each is identified by a label printed on its spine as shown
in table 4

A mormon bibliography 18318301930183001930 19301930 edited by chad J flake
of the harold B lee library at brigham young university is the
authoritative bibliographical listing of publications on mormonism
in its first century considerable efforts were made to locate in flakes
bibliography each pamphlet named in the peirce index but about
250 items were not found evidently peirce had a wider focus than
that covered in the bibliography

mormon magazine miscellany

A unique part of the collection is a set offifteen volumes labeled
mormon magazine miscellany and listedfistedhisted as magazine articles for &

against the church above the listing in elis handwriting is the
notation chiefly anti mormon the inventory list indicates that
these fifteen volumes contain 350 articles spread across a total of
6052 pages

legal and legislative

in the collection is a substantial legal and legislative section with
a nearly complete set of the acts resolutions and laws from the utah
territorial and state legislative sessions beginning in 1855 and run-
ning through 1909 there are also numerous copies ofthe house and
senate journals of the state ofutah a copy of the proceedings of the
utah state constitutional convention dated 1898 and the charter
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table 2 chronological
distribution of 1830401830 40

documents
no of

decade pamphlets

1820s I11

1830s 8
1844s 75
1850s 83
1860s 19
1870s 76
1880s 200 table 3 distribution by author
1890s 117 no of
1900s 106 authors pamphlets

parley P pratt 6

john taylor 5

orson hyde 3

joseph smith 2

orson spencer 2

brighamyoungBrighabrigham youngmYoung I1
john P greene 1

thomas ward I1

john E page I1

lorenzo snow 1

benjamin winchester I1

table 4 topical breakdown
labels volumes

doctrinal 1 3

historical 4 6
ecclesiastical 7
biographical 8
constitutional 9
governmental 10
poetical 11

educational 12
statistical 13
apostatical 14
antagonistical 15
supplemental 16 47
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relating to the early organization of salt lake city another volume
contains the proceedings ofthe state barassociationbarassociation for 1894 1905
sixteen volumes ofthe utah reports contain the state supreme court
cases for 1872 91

church history and teachings

the collection appears to be substantially complete in books on
the doctrinal teachings and church history written mostly by LDS

authors and used widely within the church in its first century there
are also copies ofnumerous hymnals used overmanyyearsmanymans years in church
worship services

publications of dissenting factions

A section labeled publications of dissenting factions is made
up primarily ofmaterial from the reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latter day saints RLDS there are copies of an 1858 and 1874
edition of the book of mormon published by the RLDS church and
copies of their first second and third editions of the doctrine and
covenants there is a copy of the 1867 edition of the RLDS

retranslation scriptures the first published edition of the joseph
smith translation of the bible there are approximately thirty other
volumes on miscellaneous subjects

assorted publications

mormon publications in foreign languages consist of about 35
volumes almost 20 volumes are aboututahabout utah historybeforehistory before the arrival
of the mormon pioneers another section of about 150 volumes is
labeled antiquitieantiquities indian tradition etc confirming book of
mormon history more than 100 volumes are listed under the label
other sects creeds and denominations

utah publications and authors
A large section about 225 volumes under the label utah

publications & utah authors includes a wide assortment of local
histories and literary expressions about utah the lifefifeilfefivehive of its people its
geology fauna flora mining agriculture locally produced maga-
zines business and university directories volumes of the proceed-
ings of local lodges of the masons and other fraternal orders and
publications of various local clubs
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anti mormon publications

there is a large section of anti mormon publications of local
national and international origin under a separate heading yet also
largely anti mormon is a 75 volume section labeled doctrinal
published outside the church these volumes and the large num-
bers ofantiefantiofantiantl mormon publications in both thepamphlet and magazine
article collection gave rise to the rumors that the church opposed the
sale to harvard some have wondered if its existence indicated that
eli peirce himself was skeptical abouttheabout the church As noted above
such conclusions are not founded in fact and elis faithfulness is a
matter of record

mormon americana

further evidence that eli was an avid collector of anything
relating to utah or mormonism is seen in the americana section the
largest single part of his collection this section lists approximately
nine hundred volumes in seventeen pages of inventory and is
arranged alphabetically by author justification for the volumes in
this large collection is given in his handwriting as part of the heading
preceding this section americana treating of utah and or the
mormonscormons incidentally

conclusion

this paper does not attempt to assess harvardsHarvards total holdings on
mormonism harvard had gathered many materials before it acquired
the peirce collection and ithas since added many more including some
unique items for example between 1948 and 1955 the laboratory of
social relations at harvard supported by the rockefeller foundation
sponsored the comparative study of values in five cultures in the
rimrockrimrockareaarea ofwestern new mexico mormonscormonsMormons was one ofthe five
cultures studied manynotable social scientists participated in this study
and files of their research notes and field diaries are on file at harvard

in the single purchase of the eli H peirce collection however
harvard acquired one of the best collections of printed mormon
americana of the time it was acquired from a practicing and
believing mormon who was also a conscientious collector the
collection included all items obtainable for and against the mormonscormons
and their beliefs the most significant features of the collection are
the pamphlets and magazine materials purporting to deal with the



houghton library harvard university where the eli H peirce collection is housed
this exterior view was photographed about 1942 courtesy of the harvard univer-
sity archives
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subject or people associated with mormonism the collection sup-
ports the kind of scholarly research that frederick jackson turner
envisioned as part of his academic program on the history of the
american west through it harvard can boast of having one of the
finest collections of early printed materials treating the broad sub-
jects of mormonism and utah
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3 snow biography 424211
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16 alice forbes perkins hooper to the president and fellows of harvard
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17 billington dear lady 89
shepard book company to alfred C potter february 6 1911 harvard

archives
19 billington dear lady 94
20 billington dear lady 95
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32 alice hooper to roger pierce may 29 1914 miscellaneous correspon-
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the peirce mormon bibliography
at utah state university

ann buttars

in 1916 the board ofoftrusteestrustees ofthe agricultural college ofutahofutah in
logan purchased the eli H peirce library a collection of books dealing
with mormonmonnon and utah history this purchase generated a fair amount
ofconcern and a number ofproblemsofproblems however it also provided a solid
foundation upon which to build the special collections of utah state
university and one of utahs most robust mormon bibliographies

the biennial report of the board of trustees for the years 1915 16
reported the purchase this way

the pierce sic library of utah history was purchased by the
board of this institution the books have been classified and cataloged
with otherbooksother books ofthe library but shelved as a special collection this
pierce library consists of 680 volumes relating to the history of utah
and western united states the collection includes also many of the
publications of the latter day saints and much of the vast literature
which has been written on mormonism pro and con

many of the volumes are very rare and the entire collection is a
valuable and desirable addition to the library I11

this statement though short is an accurate description of the books
the library had just acquired and to which peirce had dedicated a
major portion of his life however this purchase had been neither
approved nor appreciated by the library staff

on july 5 1916 elizabeth church smith librarian at the
agricultural college wrote an irate letter to dr E G peterson newly
appointed president of the college questioning the appropriation of
library funds for this purchase and saying that the requisition for the
purchase ofthe pierce sic collection ofutah history books amounting

ann buttars is isassistantassistant curatorofcuratorCuratorofof the special collections andarchivesand archives department
at utah state university this article is a modified version ofa paper presented at the
mormon history associations twenty third annual conference may 7 1988 in
logan utah
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page 3 ofofzionsmessengerbyzions messenger by francis gladdengladdenbishopbishop publishedpublishedinpublishedinin council
bluffs iowa 1854 the only original copy known to exist is in the peirce
library courtesy of utah state university memllmerrillmeall library
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to 1299 is to be taken from the 1916 library fund of 1900 which
would leave practically nothing for the purchase of any new
books for the departments and none for magazines 2 she was
extremely concerned because no new books had been ordered for
the coming school year and the majority of the library budget had
been spent later that month she again wrote to peterson reempha-
sizing her concern andfrustrationwhile acknowledging the inherent
value of the collection

I1 wish that I1 might say to you unofficially that the pierce sic librarywas
not a library buy it was done entirely by the board and I1 feel that they
should arrange in someway by special appropriation to payforitpayforitfor it as itwasetwasitwas
fully expected would be done to be sure it is a splendid collection 3

smith had apparently not been included in making the arrangements
for the purchase of the peirce library although she had called it a
splendid collection she being a devout episcopalian probably did
not entirely approve of the acquisition of a mormon collection of
books let alone its consuming almost the entire library budget

after voicing her opinion in several letters on the handling of this
purchase smith left the matter in the hands of president peterson in
hopes that he would do something about this situation on september
8 1916 smith received a letter from the secretary to the president
informing her that an order for new library books had been sent off and
an additional appropriation had been made to cover all other requests 4

with her budgeting problems taken care of smith finally accepted the
purchase of eli peircespeirceyPeirces library and began making preparations for its
arrival in logan

eli harvey peirce was born in salt lake city february 272718501850
he received his early education in the salt lake city public schools
and later graduated with honors from deseret university now the
university ofutah in addition he graduated as a telegraph operator
from a school organized by president brigham young in 1870 for the
benefit ofthe utah northern railroad 5 after completing his training
he worked in brigham city for eighteen years as an agent for the utah
and northern branch of the union pacific railroad company as an
agent for the pacific express company as a coal agent and finally as
manager of the western union and deseret telegraph offices 6

during peircespeirceyPeirces tenure with the union pacific railroad company in
brigham city historian edward W tullidge aptly described him as

a young man of as much business capacity and push as any young man
inourterritoryin our territory we shouldoffer him to those who would investigate
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the meaning ofyoung utah as one of the best specimens of that class
concerning whom even our gentile brethren are prophetic with
great promises of the future doubtless it is the type of mormon
origin like eli H peirce that has suggested to the gentiles this idea
of young utah expounded the class signifies a host of young men
who have received a better education than their fathers conse-
quently are men of more culture yet who have sprang from that
hardy indomitable race of pioneers who have peopled and subdued
this mountainous country 7

while inbrigham city peirce displayeddisplayedhis his flairflairforculturefor culture byorganizingbyorganizing

the brigham dramatic association where he developed a great appre-
ciation for various literary and historical works there seemed to be
nothing that could stop him in his endeavors he was indeed a very
ambitious man and continued to be so throughout his entire life

upon leaving brigham city peirce moved to salt lake city
where he became associated in the insurance business with heberjheberd
grant future president of the LDS church and later operated his
own prosperous insurance business with offices in the templeton
building during this time he was an active member of the mormon
tabernacle choir which he also served as business manager he
played a prominent part in planning and organizing some of the
earliest trips taken by the choir 8 while living in salt lake city he
became well known as a singer actor and lover of rare books 9

throughout his active business career peirce found time to
collect what was reputed to be the most complete library of books
written for and against mormonism ever brought together 10 this
library was built painstakingly over many years despite peircespeirceyPeirces
modest means and large family 11 most of his book purchases were
handled through the shepard book company on south state street
in salt lake city 12 the company published imported bought and
sold old rare and new books it advertised

we carry the largest stock of MORMON and ANTI MORMON BOOKS
in the world ifyou are interested in this subject write or call on us and
wewillcewillwe will quoteyouquotequotyoueyou prices on anybookany book onmormonismonmormonism in or out ofprint 13

this company was later responsible for buying and selling many of
peircespeirceyPeirces books through a 1911 shepard book company advertise-
ment offering a major collection of books on mormonism for sale
harvard university became interested in peirce and his mormon
library news ofharvardsHarvards intent to buy the collection was leaked to
the salt lake city herald and peirce received extensive criticism
from friends and neighbors the community the governor and the
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advertisement for the shepard book company found in the back of the 1904 edition

ofofbrighamsbrigbamsbregBrigbams destroying angel this company was responsible for the buying and

selling of many of the eli H peirce books courtesy of utah state university menillmerrillmen illiliiii

library
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university ofutah it was even rumored that generalauthorities ofthe
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints strongly disapproved of the
sale and offered to purchase five hundred of the most outspoken anti
mormon books to prevent their leaving the state it was not until three
years later that harvard actually purchased 2653 books and pamphlets
fromfrompeircepeirce therarvardalumnibulletinharvard alumni bulletin announced the news ofthe
purchase and proudly listed its contents 14

shortly after the sale peirce began collecting another essen-
tially duplicate library beginning with a few copies ofworks he had
left from the harvard sale he was no longer working as an insurance
agent and had more time for book collecting he spent the rest ofhis
life reading and studying these books inside each volume making
notations which listed the page numbers where there was a refer-
ence to mormonscormonsMormons in 1914 just a few months prior to his death he
used a number of these books to write a series of three articles in the
deseret evening news arguing that the garden of eden was located in
the region of the country that now borders utah wyoming and
colorado 15 at the time ofhis death on february 9919151915 peirce owned
approximately seven hundred volumes mentioning mormonscormonsMormons

these volumes were the library that the agricultural college of
utah purchased from mrs peirce during the spring of 1916 when
the purchase was completed the books were moved to logan and
deposited in the library elizabeth smith shortly thereafter began
processing them for patron use she registered the books in the
accession records giving a complete description of each and assigning
it an accession number as well as a call number 16 under the
assumption that these mormon books were not that significant she
classified them according to the ninth edition of the dewey decimal
classification which placed books about mormonscormons in with non
christian religious groups 2899289.92899 17 the books were put there
whether mormonscormons considered themselves christian or not the rest
of the books were classified and placed in whatever category they
corresponded to in the dewey decimal system despite peirceypeircesPeirces nota-
tions about mentions of mormonscormonsMormons the books apparently were never
shelved in a separate special collection rather they were scattered
throughout the stacks of the entire library further therewere never
any book plates made to identify the books as belonging to the eli H
peirce library the only thing that identified the books as part of the
peirce library was the accession number stamped inside each vol-
ume when it came to the cataloging of the peirce books smith did
an exceptional job ofdescriptive cataloging but she did not take the



an example of eli peirceypeircesPeirces handwritten notes these notes are in the front of the
american quarterly register and magilinemagizineMagizine vol 2 located in the peirce librarycourtesy of utah state university menillmerrillmen illiii library
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time nor feel it appropriate to put mormon subject headings on all of
the books the original shelflist cards reveal that many of them were
cataloged under author and title only

thepeirce libraryalsolibraryalsoaiso includedincludedalargealarge collectionofpamphletsofpamphlets but
thesewerethethesesewerewere neverfallyprocessedfullyfallyprocessedbecause the policy ofthe library at that
time was not to process such items theywere simply laid on shelves in
the back of the library with the myriad of other too small to catalog
items waiting to be taken care oflater or bound in buckram as a book
that could be processed there is no way of knowing how many
pamphlets were in the peirce library but apparently there were quite
a few many pamphlets with notations about mormon material and
in the same handwriting as that in the peirce books have been trans-
ferred over the years to the special collections department from
other areas of the library

little did elizabeth smith know that the peirce library would be
not only the beginning of a mormon bibliography at utah state
university but also the foundation ofthe special collections depart-
ment of the utah state university merrill library although the 1915 16

biennial report ofthe board oftrustees stated that the peirce library
would be shelved as a special collection a department for doing so
was not established at utah state university until january 1965 in
announcing the creation of the merrill librarysLibrarys special collections
department dr milton C abrams university librarian indicated
that books acquired over a period of years by purchase gift and
university publication would be used as the foundation for the new
department 18 some of the books he referred to were those of the
peirce library

though many of the books from the peirce library were placed
in the newly established special collections department they were
not gathered into the originally promised special collection until
1971 under the direction of A J simmonds curator of special
collections at utah state university and with the aid of the library
accession records for 1916 the stacks of the merrill library were
searched to find the remaining books ofthe peirce library at last the
peirce books were gathered together and placed in the special
collections department as book collection 13

this time the actual content and value of the peirce library was
finally realized the books range in date from 18501830 to 1914 with
volume one of the millennial harbinger being the earliest pub-
lishedvolume in the collection thebooksthe books span the history ofthe LDSIDSins
church from its organization through 1914 the year prior to the
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I1 mwsaw another messenger flying throughthethrough the midstroidst of heaven having everlast-
ingin wibvibgood news to proclaim to thethae inhabitants of the earth even to every nation2jajand tribee and tongue and people saying with a loud voice fear god and
give glory to him for the hour of his judgments is come and worship him who
maderoademoade heaven and earth and sea and the fountainsofwatrfountains of water joasJOBSjonn

great is the truth and mighty above all things mandvillandvilland will prevail

prospectus
THIS work shall be devoted totd the destrudestradestructionebionetion dfseciariaofsectarianismnismcism infi-

delity and antichristian doctrine and practicepractiprackice lishalfhakreit shallshalishail have for its
object the developerdevelopementdevelopernentelopementdev nent and introduction of that political and religious0
order of society called tueTHEtur miiiksrmirmirllvw1n1uv which willwills be the consum-
mation of that ultimate amelioration of societyofsoci6ty proposed inthein the chris-
tiantianscripturesscriptures subservientsubservisubserventtotliiscomreh6nsivoobjebtthefolloito this comprehensiveP object the foifol low-
ing subjects shall be attendedattend to

1 the incompatibilitytheincompatibility of any sectarian establishmentestatlishmenf now knownknowknoyri
on earth with the genius of the glorious age to come

2 the inadequacy of all the present systems ofeducationof education literary
and moral to developedevelopeddevelope the powers of the human mindminmindandminianddandand to prepare
man for rational and social happiness

3 the disentandisendisentangleroenttan trlement of the holy scriptures from the perplexperplexitiesi fiesilesfips
of the commentators and system makers of the dark ages thisuliatiatls yillilliii
call for the analysis ofseveralbeveral books in the newrestamentnew testament anandd manymany
disquisitionsdisqtjisitions upon the appropriated sense of the leading terms and
phrasesphrase in the holy scriptures andinand in religious systems

4 the iiyustlcefnjfkc which yeyettremainsremains iin
b

a many of the politicalpoliticalrepoliticalreaireregu-
lations

ON
under the best political governments whenphen contrasted with

thejusticethe justice which christianity proposes and which the millennial orderordek
of society promises

h1 disquisitions upon the treatment ofor african slaves as pprepara-
tory to their emancipation and exaltation from their present degraded
condition

6 general religious news or regular details of the movements of
thathethareligieusrelirellreil aleus combinations acting under the influence of the proselyerosely
tini spirit of the age

7 0occasional notices of religious publications including reviews of
new works bearinghearingbeading upon any 0of11i the topics within our precinctprecincts

8 answers to interesting queries of general utilityandutility and notices ofot
all things of universaluniversalntrest4fit4rest to all engengagedgngedinin the proclamationproclamation6f of
thetho ancient gospel and a restorationestorarionalion of the ancient order of tjvingstldngs

9 Miscellamiscellanetimidccllnneanettnetiuett or religious moral and literary varieties
abich ofor thetho useful lc3rninglearning which has been sanctified to the eluci-

dationdationofof those intetestinintecslingandand subisublimeime topics of ehristianchristian expe6tatexpectationionlon
VOL 1 1

volume 1 number 1 of the millennial harbinger published in bethany
virginia january 4 1830 december 1833 this is the earliest publication in
the peirce library courtesy of utah state university menillmerrillmen illiii library
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peircespeirceyPeirces death they include everything from fact to fiction on such
subjects as history geography sociology anthropology archaeology
geology and of course religion even such general titles as travels
around the world men and manners in america and story of the
wild west are found in the library at first glance such books do not
appear to be overly concerned with mormonscormons and mormonism
however peircespeirceyPeirces notations concerning mormon content inside
eachvolume make it quite evident that the entire collection is indeed
relevant to the study of mormonism

interestingly when dale morgan visited the agricultural college
library in 1948 in a search for books to include in his mormon
bibliography he did not find a substantial number of books on that
subject 19 he was unable to locate many titles because the peirce
books did not have the subject headings under which he looked to
identify the books for his bibliography had morgan been able to find
and identify all ofthe books in the peirce library he would have found
a gold mine of mormon bibliography and probably would not have
thought utah to be quite as bibliographically naive as he indicated in
the introduction toAvoatoamormontoamormonbib1iogrqpbyMormon bibliography 1830 1930 2010 because of
the peirce library at the agricultural college of utah utah was not
the bibliographic desert that bernard devoto is thought to have
judged it to be

the peirce library consists of numerous significant titles in
mormon bibliography morgan included such titles as E D howes
history of mormonism and route from liverpool to great salt
lake other titles such as the latter day saints messenger and
advocate and voree herald are included in his bibliography but are
not shown as holdings of utah state university some hard to find
titles in his bibliography that are also in the peirce library include the
olive branch and lucy mack smiths biographical sketches of
joseph smith there are a few titles such as francis gladden bishops
zions messenger that are part of the peirce library but are not listedfistedhisted
in morgans bibliography

the purchase of the peirce library brought a wealth ofmormon
bibliography to the agricultural college of utah later called utah
state university in 1916 the board of trustees paid 1299 for the
peirce library making the average price per volume 1.98198198 a slightly
better price than harvard had been given today this collection is
virtually irreplaceable numerous articles theses dissertations and
books concerning utah and mormonscormonsMormons as peirce would have anno-
tated them21 have been written using the library what was a rather
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insignificant and troublesome purchase of library books for eliza-
beth church smith is today one of utah state universitys most
cherished and valuable library possessions as cherished as it once
was by eli H peirce
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above all things we must be original the holy
ghost is the genius of mormonliteraturemormon literature notjupiternot jupiter
nor mars minerva nor mercury no fabled gods and
goddesses nonomountdomountmount olympus nonosisterssisters nine nonobluenoblieblue
eyed maid of heaven no invoking of mythical muses
tharthatthatdiddid neuerneverneveryetletyet one mortal song inspire no pouring
ofnew wine into old bottles nopatterningnopatterning after the dead
forms of antiquityofantiquity our literature must live and breathe
for itselfitsey our mission is diversefromdiversedivers fromefrom all the others our
literature must also be the odes ofanacreonof Anacreon the satires
ofofhoracehorace andjuvenalandjuvenal the epics ofofhomerhomer virgil dante
and milton the sublime tragedies of shakespeareshakspearesbakspeareShakspeare sic
these are all excellent all well enough in their way but
we must not attempt to copy them they cannot be
reproduced we may read we may gather sweetsfromsmeetssweets from
all rhesethesetheseflowersflowers but we must build our own hive and
honeycomb after gods supreme design

orson F whitney
contributor 9 june 1888 300
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RICHARD E TURLEY JR victims the LDS church and the
mark hofmann case urbana and chicago university of
illinois press 1992 viii 519 PP illustrations index 279527.952795

reviewed by edward L kimball professor of law brigham young univer-
sity with an interest in evidence criminal law administration and profes-
sional responsibility

As I1 read victims I1 could not help thinking oirashomonrashomonofraoiRaofRashomon
a play and film in which the same incident is told repeatedly
each time from the perspective of a different participant the
hofmann case produced three earlier books the title of this
version rightly identifies turleyscurleysTurleys emphasis on the role of LDS

church leaders in the playing out of mark hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns deadly
game of forgery fraud and murder turley became the manag-
ing director of the church historical department toward the
end of the hofmann case and his position gave him unique
access to church records personal journals correspondence
and individual memories anyone who has tried to piece
together a controversial storyfromstory from contemporary sources must
stand amazed at what turley has accomplished his documen-
tation is thorough and includes as prominent sources journals
or other materials ofLDS leaders gordon B hinckley hugh W
pinnock and dallin H oaks as well as minutes of meetings of
the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve file memo-
randa telephone messages and interview notes turley re-
ceived the full cooperation ofsuch people because they trusted
him not to sensationalize nor to make one an offender for a
word isaisatsa 29212921 nornortoto take things out ofcontext his showing
them as good but fallible people lends his account credibility

ofall hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns forgeries and frauds only afewwouldfewwould have
had real significance for LDSIDS history 1 the alleged anthon
transcript of book of mormon characters would have confirmed
josephsmiths versionoftheodtheofthe incident likewise the letterpurport
edly written bybyjosephjoseph smiths mother in 1829 was favorable in
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that it referred to matters otherwise lost in the 116 pages of the
book of mormon manuscript 2 the joseph smith 111IIIili blessing
offeredsomeoffered some discomfort to the church becauseofthebecauseofthe expectation
that the RLDSRIDS church would use it as corlcoriconfirmingfirmingflrming their claim to be
joseph smiths rightful successors that blessings acceptability
was enhanced by a forged letter from thomas bullock to brigham
young that referred to the blessing 53 A letter fromjosephfromjoseph smith
to josiah stowell portrayed joseph as involved in folk magic
4 similar in effect but even more directly concerning the origins

of the church was the martin harris letter which attributed the
finding of the book of mormon to a spirit that took the form of a
white salamander A hymnal with writing purporting to be martin
harriss provided a basis for authenticating the handwriting in the
salamander letter

Turturleyleyss point is thatthe churchwaschurchwayChurchwas avictimavictirn not onlyinonly inmore
than 100000 in cash and trade items it gave hofmann for various
spurious documents but also in the shadows cast on church
origins by his forgeries particularly the salamander letter and
on the honesty ofchurch leaders by his planting false news stories
that they possessed an embarrassing document written by oliver
cowdery theirdenials only heightened the imputation ofdishon-
esty and the adverse publicity could never be wiped out by the
later disclosure of hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns frauds everything the church lead-
ers did was subjected to unfriendly interpretations 1

of the earlier books about the hofmann case two re-
ceived generally good reviews but one was so sensationalized
as to lack credibility victims is designed largely as a corrective
to the earlier books based on turleyscurleysTurleys access to information the
other authors did not have no one can affirmatively prove honest
character the best one can do is disprove alleged lies mormonscormons
give their leaders the assumption of honesty anti mormonscormons are
prone to assume the opposite turley cuts away many of the
grounds on which suspicions of dishonesty were based but
probably nothing can persuade those who have predetermined
that the church leaders acted dishonestly

turley repreportsorts almost hour byhour the involvement ofthe
church and its leaders and employees in crucial events the
documentation occupies 150 pages in the book of approxi-
mately 500 total pages that degree of detail would not be
necessary particularly when many of the sources are not
accessible to other researchers except for the authors need to
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share his data and to persuade his readers of his accuracy and
thoroughness his status as a church employee inevitably raises
a question about his bias and he seeks to compensate for that
by exhaustive documentation with respect to substantive mat-
ters that practice serves him well but occasionally footnotingfootnoting
becomes a fetish for example to illustrate how busy president
hinckley was during the five years of the hofmann case turley
cites twenty six articles in church publications telling of the
presidents attendance at new temple sites around the world
457 n 36 no one is likely to dispute turleyscurleysTurleys assertion on such

a point even without citations
the author sticks very close to his sources and does

relatively little interpreting this he leaves to his notes where
he elaborates his disagreement with some inferences drawn by
earlier authors indeed for readers already acquainted with the
case the discursive notes may be the books most interesting
and valuable contribution 2 in each of these instances some
earlier authors had cast a shadow on the integrity of church
leaders and turleyscurleysTurleys information provides a basis for making a
more favorable judgment

the body of the book is divided into three segments an
introduction containing a brief history of church beginnings
and a fascinating description ofmore than a dozen earlierfraudsearlier frauds

1 233 the hofmann frauds on the church 24 145 and the
bombings and their aftermath 149 345 the third part re-
peatspeats much that was discussed in the second part but that may
be inevitable

turley allows the story to unwind on its own and does not
generally reach ahead in time to answer every question as it
arises we are allowed ultimately to see miscommunication and
mistaken perceptions as the source of many problems and we
come to see fuller information as the best solution to such
problems for example alvin rusts frustration and anger at
president hinckleysHinckleys failure to respond to his letter dissolved
when he learned that hofmann had falsely told hinckley that
rusts problem was being taken care of 527327327483327485527485483485 n 80 police
supposition that church security personnel had been following
hofmann simply proved to be a mistaken assumption 213 286

As I1 read this retelling I1 stood again amazed and dismayed
at hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns ability to manipulate people it is not that they
were stupid or especially gullible but that he was skilled
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enough as a forger and conscienceless enough as a con man to
take full advantage of peoples trust and biases he played
various roles the generous friend the faithful church mem-
ber the mole inside the church organization and more while
he undoubtedly had mixed motives one to which he admitted
was wanting to change mormon history to conform to his own
lack of faith 316

byhindsight hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns claim to have found so many impor-
tant documents in such a short space of time sends up warning
flares but at the time his finds were plausible because no one else
had ever sought for such documents as ingeniously and diligently
as he didorpurportedtodid orpurportedpurportedor to do whowaswho was to saythatsaythat such documents
were not out there to be found historic documents are often in
private hands especially over so short a span as 150 years
especially if their significance is not obvious A generation earlier
wilford woods diligent search for mormon related artifacts had
filled a small private utah museum

the book illustrates how often a promise ofconfidentiality
is breached hofmann made such promises but gave them no
weight otherotherpeoplepeople from whom he extracted such promises
felt guilty at violating their promises yet on a number of
occasions they felt a need to tell someone else coupled with an
instruction not to tell that I1 told for example 57

among the lessons tobe learned from thehofmann case is the
futility oftrying to keep secrets in a large organization leaks from
various motivations are common of course we never know
about the secrets that are well ketkept but we do know that many
secrets come unraveled trying to control awkward information
about the church is understandable but ultimately undesirable
themountain meadows massacre would stillbe a basis ofofcriticismcriticism
had not the sore been exposed to the healing sunlight byjuanitabyjuanita
brookss work the joseph smith IIIin111ill blessing and even the
salamander letter did little harm the church is not to be derailed
by such things to modem sensitivities more corrosive than a
mistake or a wrong is an actual or purported cover up as recent
political history amply illustrates

the churchwaschurchwaychurch was accused in connectionwithconnection with the hofmann
frauds of engaging in hiding information about its origins in
some instances that was simply false as in the case of the
purported cowdery history in others there is a germ of truth
the church eagerly publicized the anthon transcript and the
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lucymack smith letter thathat t enhanced the church story but put
silently away for later decision the josiah stowell money
digging letter 75 and the bullock letter relating to ththe josepheJoseph
smith 111IIIlii blessing 62 75

it seems to me that confidentiality pending cautious ap-
praisal ofauthenticity and sufficient study to put the document
into full context is not only acceptable but desirable one
should expect nothing else that is essentially what happened
with the martin harris salamander letter the church ex-
pected it to be published by steve christensen but only after
authentication and study with respect to the dead sea scrolls
there was little complaint at first concerning the delay in
publication while the scrolls were being studied even though
that took years but complaints mounted when people felt that
the delay was selfishly motivated the time between the
churchschurche acquiring the stowell and bullock letters and its
publishing them because of the rumors hofmann floated was
not long enough to see what the outcome might have been but
the existence ofa separate firstpresidencyvaultpresidency vault to which almost
no one has access offers a basis for speculation and accusation

concerning mechanics the book is well printed and bound
the photographs reproduced on forty two pages add much to
the books interest I1 noted few errors 4 turley left the occa-
sional spelling errors in quotations without the signal sic but
there is something to be said for using the signal when the error
could as easily be in the transcribing or typesetting as in the
original 5 repetition is unavoidable but the story ofalvinogalvin rusts
letter to president hinckley is told in substantial detail four
times the index is reasonably good but it can make no claim
to completeness 6 obviously whether a reference is significant
enough to warrant inclusion in an index is a matter ofofjudgmentjudgment
but I1 believe that the discursive notes are underrepresented in
theindexthe index

A puzzling omission is any mention ofofdoadD michael quinn
early mormonism and the magic worldview and the work of
the foundation for ancient research and mormon studies
which relate directly to the discussion of the salamander letter
103 the obvious place for the citation is where president

hinckley is quoted on the subject rightly pointing out that
some superstition and symbolism is part of culture and not
inconsistent with receiving true revelation 103 419 n 64
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anyone who wondered about the imputations of church
leaders dishonesty found in other books concerning the
hofmann case especially the mormon murders will find this
book illuminating turley has by virtue of his unparalleled
access to the journals and files of living church leaders been
able in exhaustive and sometimes exhausting detail to explain
what the acts and statements that other writers have seen as
sinister meant to those personally involved

victims is not the book on the hofmann case nor does it
purport to be but this careftilworkcareful work tells many essential parts of
the whole story turleyprovides by far the most reliable source
on the ways the LDS church was victimized by the forgeries and
frauds of mark hofmann

NOTES

media distortions can make what is innocuous appear sinister
reference to hugh pinnockspinnicksPinnocks meeting mark hofmann in the churchechurchs
secure parking garage conjures up images of meetings with deep

throat in all the presidents men quite contrary to the brief exchange
when the men met by chance as one was arriving and the other leaving the
parking ramp the press indulged in scandalous insinuations 185 the
los angeles times stories about the churchschurche suppressing a supposed
cowdery history based sosolelylelyonon hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns storyasstorysstory as confidential source
was bad in itself but worse was the failure of the times to correct the
damaging imputation for most of two years 309 477 n 11

2 these argumentative notes concern the meaning of a cryptic nota-
tion concerning a phone call between steve christensen and gordon B

hinckley421hinckley 421 n 28 reasons for FBI involvement 437 n 52 cooperation
by church leaders in the murder investigation 438 n 1 440 n 3 441
nn 1313161716 17 444 n 18 445 n 36 446 n 38 447 n 585 8 the identity of an
oaks mentioned by christensen 449 n 4 whom kent jackson has sub-

sequently identified was actually keith oakes the number of contacts be-
tween christensen and hinckley 450 n 11 452 n 12 church involvement
in the bankbankloanloanioan to hofmann 452 n 22 christensensChristensens future role in acquiring
historical documents 459 n 54 hinckleysHinck leys record keeping practices 468
n 60 the amendment or dismissal of charges 469 n 61 the choice of
charges to which hofmann would plead guilty 478 n 23 the reasons for
plea bargaining 479 n 25 and the explanation to victims about the
proposed plea bargain 480 n 33

3 the3theathe listfisthist of frauds is not exhaustive another involved supposedly
ancient brass plates from south america offered to the church by bert fuchs
in 1976 frauds in religious history have abounded over the centuries see
curtis D macdougall hoaxes 2dad ed new york dover 1968 ch 14
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4 the last line on page 167 is repeated in the fourth line of note 80 on
page 483 the name rust should be bird

I51 for example on page 105 the words in and which are run together in
a quotation was it originally so or is the error in the typesetting similarly
summerhayforsummerhays 58 looks like a typo whereas negotiatenegociate 5511
is the kind of spelling error one would assume belonged to the writer of the
original memo

6foriforfor example although there are several page references in the index
to the rust letter it is also discussed significantly on pages 117 and 483
jerald and sandra tanners work is discussed also on page 397 george
smiths denial of having some photographs is buried in thenotesthe notes 142 and
433 n 100 and not mentioned in the index the jonathan dunham letter
132 is indexed underunderjonathanjonathan
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of the various tragedies resulting in and arising out of the
short but devastating career of mark hofmann antiquarian
book and document dealer forger and murderer perhaps the
least consequential is the failure of the trade and its clientele to
take to heart a number ofhard won lessons the inability of the
antiquarian book trade and the scholarly community to effec-
tively identify spurious documents has been manifested more
quietly in many other forgery cases before and since remind-
ing us again that we do not have an easy inexpensive and
infallible test for forgery and we are not likely to get one soon

mr turleyscurleysTurleys purpose in victims has been to carefully
document the hofmann affairfromaffairfrom the perspective ofthe major
corporate victim the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints his very focused account relies heavily on sources
unavailable to earlier chroniclers including the personal journals
of many of the church principals involved the result is a
necessary and welcome chronological exposition of the LDS

churchschurche dealings with hofmann which were neither error
free nor as many have supposed sinister readers of some of
the earlier accounts will discover that false conclusions and at
times bigotry have colored earlier interpretations of these
relations in fact the churchschurche representatives initially showed
a diligence and restraint seldom equaled in institutional and
private document collecting

prior to its acquisition the first major hofmann forgery
known as the anthon transcript was informally examined by
a variety ofknowledgeable persons and submitted for a written
report to deandeanjesseejessee the acknowledged expert on the hand-
writing of joseph smith jesseesjessesJessees chirographic expertise like
that of dealers collectors librarians and his fellow historians
is grounded in years offamiliarity with the material in question
not in formal training in forgery detection he arrived at the
wrong conclusion however so did sherman young a former
FBI handwriting analyst who examined the transcript on an
informal basis in light of subsequent failures of expertise one
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questions whether youngs unadopted recommendation to
formally retain a certified handwriting expert would have
resulted in convincing evidence of forgery

other efforts to ascertain the nature of the transcript
loaned to the church forexamination onapril 221980 andnotand not
actually acquired until october 13 included study by a team of
outside experts working from historical physical and textual
standpoints additionally the church made persistent efforts to
independently verify the documents provenance sophisticated
scientific ink and paper tests were considered and reasonably
rejectrejectededasas likely to be inconclusivebeinconclusive orordestructivedestructive oftheodtheofthe document
or both infrared and ultraviolet photographs revealed no anoma-
lies finally in negotiating for the acquisition ofthe document the
church effectively resisted the sellers inflated notion of value at
the risk of losing the document altogether

in the end the anthontranscript proved recalcitrant even
to the forensic team of george throckmorton and william
flynn whose groundbreakinggroundbreaking discoveries exposed many of the
hofmann fakes with the benefit ofan extended comparison of
a large group of hofmann creations with comparable but
authentic documents they found only relatively inconclusive
problems with the anthon transcript the handwriting was
too neat for joseph smith and the document looked as

though it had beenheatedheatedwithheatedwithwith an iron later throckmortonsThrockmortons
published forensic analysis mentioned the anachronistic solu-
bility of the transcripts ink a blue haze effect under ultraviolet
light that had either not been previously observed on this
document or was not interpreted as proof of forgery and a
bleed through effect that even these examiners admitted was
not very convincing as proof of forgery I11

the exigencies of the trade in antiquarian documents
usually preclude this sort of circumspection and leisurely
analysis major documents are frequently sold at auctions offers
to purchase and after successfulbidding decisions to authenticate
and keep are typically requiredwithin a period ofless than two
months in private acquisitions buyers rely almost exclusively
on the reputation of the seller rather than on outside opinion for
expertise integrity and solvency in the event of subsequent
unforeseen problems over authenticity or title in aword the type
ofintensiveofintensive independent scrutiny accordedtheanthontheanthontranscript
by the IDSLDS church is rare very rare
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the second forgery the joseph smith 111IIIliilil blessing was
scrupulously examined at the insistence of the RLDS church
two retired US postal inspection examiners determined it to
be in the handwriting of thomas bullock with an additional
annotation in the handwriting ofofjosephjoseph smith these examiners
based their conclusions on comparison with an unquestioned
bullock document and photographic negatives of several joseph
smith sigsignaturessignatursignaternatures the composition of the documents ink was
appropriately iron gallotannate the paper and its sizing were
analyzed by walter C mccrone associates of chicago and
found to be consistent with its ostensible date and origin the
LDS church obtained a notarized affidavit from the purported
source of the blesbiesblessingsing in return for an agreement not to contact
him a copy ofthis document was furnished to the RLDS church
with the proviso that it remain confidential

after this meticulous even wary beginning the churchschurche
authentication procedures became considerably more relaxed
the letter ofthomasofthomas bullock to brigham young the manuscript
white notes the letter of david whitmer to walter conrad and
the grandin contract were all acquired by the LDS church in the
apparent absence of independent verification with the benefit
of hindsight however the inefficacy of such procedures is
underscored by the fact that as late as january 1986 when
hofmann was a forgery and murder suspect the FBI reportedly
failed to find evidence of forgery in the grandin contract 2

A lenient approach in transactions with a regular and
familiar dealer is natural hofmann had effectively established
himself as a reliable occasionally generous and astonishingly
fruitful source of extremely interesting and apparently authentic
material more important than trust though as abarriertoabarnierbarrierbarnner to continu-
ing elaborate steps to independently authenticate the documents
was a fact suggested by deandeanjesseesjesseesjessesJessees observation during a news
conference announcing one of the sensational finds that it is

possible topayto pay a lot ofmoneytoofmoney to have someoneputsomeone put a stamp on
a document of which the authenticity is in question 68

the value of a stamp of approval of the sort jessee
referred to is indeed dubious if the effort occasionally resulted
in proof positive of forgery that result would of course justify
such a proceeding but evidently such a finding was never the
result of any formal independent examination of a hofmann
forgery offered to the church or to anyone else in the small
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world of historical document dealing and collecting there are
no certifying agencies ethics committees competency reviews
or examining boards to oversee the quality and validity of these
authentications which are not in any case tantamount to a
warranty opinions in such matters are no more valid than the
facts on which they are based and many of these certifications
are simple statements of unsubstantiated conclusion impos-
sible to evaluate and essentially useless

in retrospect the church did miss a couple of tricks
expert comparison of the forged high denomination deseret
currency association notes with authentic lower denomination
notes might have revealed conclusive problems with those
particular hofmann fakes similarly a set offour multicolored
printed scrip notes known as spanish fork cooperative notes
forged by hofmann were later easily demonstrated to have
been printed in carters brand ink for stamp pads thenotes are
not very significant from a historical standpoint however
although they had been accepted as genuine by the leading
expert in mormon currency furthermore the smaller value of
the spanish fork notes reflected in selling prices ranging from

200 to 2500 per set precluded as is so often the case the
expense of hiring outside expertise

one might expect that at least in this recent case of an
acknowledged confessed and still living forger the scholarly
and collecting communities would have the benefit of complete
identification of all the spurious items originating with
hofmann and an account of his known book and document
transactions sadly and ironically considering the criticism the
church has received for its secrecy in the business such candor
seems to be the case only with respect to transactions between
mark hofmann and the LDS church 3 many of the victims in the
vicinity ofsalt lake city cooperated fullywithfullywith the investigation
and their evidence is at least partially on the record in the form
oftheodthe twelve volume transcript ofhofmannsofhofmannshoffmannsHofmannspreliminary hearing
the witnesses responded only to the questions they were
asked however a proceeding which did not result in full
accounts of all of their transactions with hofmann leads to a
great many of the forgers out of state transactions were not
pursued and a number of dealers and private collectors who
regularly traded with hofmann have never or only fleetingly
been mentioned in connection with the case
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thus many documents and signed books associated with
hofmann remain privately held perhaps in the possession of
people who have no idea of the ultimate source of their
material the difficulty of identifying all these documents in
order that no future deceptive sales will take place is daunting
information is sketchy many of the persons involved are
uncooperative thepresent location oftheodtheofthe documents is unknown
and even ifthe owners were known and the suspect items made
available for examination the time and expense involved in
evaluating them appears to be prohibitive

two examples of these problems should suffice the first is
a small receipt for funds to purchase provisions for indian prison-
ers ostensiblysignedostensiblysigned bydanielbedanielbydanielboone and dated october 241787
its first known appearance is in a 1982 charles hamilton
auction catalogue where its price is estimated at 5000353000350030003500
A southern california collector purchased theboonethe boone receipt for

3500 and subsequently traded it to an experienced dealer
the dealer later stated in writing his conclusion that the item is
not genuine and is in fact probably a hofmann forgery hofmann
has verbally acknowledged forging a daniel boone autograph
letter and three other boone documents and boones name
appears in the listofforgerysubjectsofforgery subjects recovered from hisprison cell
the boone receipt in question was later offered at auction at
superior galleries october 151519911991iggi estimated at 5000 7000
it realized 2600 4

also suspect are two copies ofaofa documentknown as arewardadeward
ofmerit consisting of four printed lines enclosed in a decorative
border completed in manuscript the particular rewards of
merit in question are valuable because the instructor who
presented and signed them appears to be nathan hale
hofmann stated in april 1988 that he made his own plate for
a forged nathanhale reward ofmerit and produced two copies
he also stated in a letter dated june 29 1990 to this reviewer
that this item is indeed a forgery A nathan hale reward of
merit is illustrated in the charles hamilton sale 157 ofaugust 11

1983 estimated at 75009500 the present whereabouts is
unknown at present there is only mark hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns word as to
the identity ofthe dealer to whom he sold the other nathanhale
document that dealer has declined to comment al malpa the
author ofa forthcoming book on rewards ofmerit pointed out
on inspection ofa photocopy ofthis item that no unquestioned
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rewards ofmerit are known earlier than the 1790s nathan hale
died in 1776 no known examples bear a printed place and
date as this one does and the typography and layout of the
suspect example more closely resemble those from the 1810s
and 1820s than those of an earlier date

victims does much to advance our knowledge of what
happened in the trade of historical documents in utah circa
1980 85 in a broader context victims ought to make the
thoughtful reader aware that the limitation of expertise in
antiquarian documents is universal not restricted to the freakish
success of a uniquely talented forger taking advantage of very
special circumstances this larger usefulness would have been
enhanced had the full text of allAaliail the expert reports authenticating
the forgeries been provided more photographs of the docu-
ments together with the authentic examples with which they
were compared would also have been illuminating

the field of autograph collecting has experienced aston-
ishing and sensational growth in the past five years prices have
reached unprecedented levels and continue to rise many new
and inexperienced dealers have entered the field often attracting
fresh cocollectorsRectors with appeals based on investment potential
those who through their knowledge of the hofmann case are
painfully aware of the awful havoc wrought in utah by the
failure to recognize forged documents should view such develop-
ments with foreboding and alarm

NOTES

1 utah v mark hofmann reporters transcript of preliminary
hearing testimony of george throckmorton 1198 101 may 12 1986
george J throckmorton A forensic analysis of twenty one hofmann
documents in linda sillitoe and alienallenailen roberts salamander the story
of the mormon forgery murders salt lake city signature books 1988
53436538534 36538 39

2 david J whittaker the mark hofmann case A basic chronology
BYUbyustudiesstudies 29 winter 1989 96

3the librarians scholars scientists and dealers involved in the exami-
nation and attempted sale of hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns most expensive forgery the
oath of a freeman have participated in a valuable published account of
that endeavor james gilreath ed the judgmentthejudgment of experts essays and
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documents about the investigation of the forging of the oath of a free-
man worcester american antiquarian society 1991 except for dealers
justin schiller and raymond wapner however none of the contributors to
that account had a sustained business relationship with hofmann

4 4charlescharlesacharles hamilton galleries auction number 148 new york
august 12 1982 lot 41 superior galleries manuscript auction beverly
hills october 15 1991 lot 1030 private letters to this reviewer may 17
and 25 1990 robert lindsey sothebys says boone letter Is a fake
new york times august 141987 cig
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francis J beckwith and stephen E parrisisparrishsParrishs the mormon
concept ofgodof god contains five chapters chapter 1 is the classical
concept of god in it the authors give an overview of traditional
christian theism and brief arguments for what they take to be the
central claims of the classical view of god namely that god is
personal and disembodied that he is the creator and sustainer of
all contingent existence that he is omnipotent omniscient and
omnipresent that he is immutable and eternal that he is the
source of all values and perfectly good that he is able to
communicate with human beings and that he is the necessary
and only god chapter 2 mormon finitistic theism gives
what purports to be an overview of latter day saint beliefabout
the nature of god chapters 3 and 4 philosophical problems
with the mormon concept of god and design necessity and
the mormon god offer arguments against the positions that
beckwith and parrish attribute in chapter 2 to latter day saints
chapter 5 A biblical critique ofthe mormon concept of god
offers what its title suggests an attempt to use the bible to
criticize the latter day saint understanding of god

the mormon concept of god is an unusual book
beckwith and parrish are obviously conservative protestants
but they nonetheless attempt to give a reasoned and fair critique
of latter day saint beliefs they claim their critique centers on
showing that the LDS understanding of the universe is funda-
mentally irrational 53 and that the LDS understanding ofgod
is nonbiblicalnonbiblical 109 however they devote most of their time to
the former and that is the best of their work

there are minor irritations in the book such as the consistent
juxtaposition of mormon thinkers and christian thinkers as if
the two groups were mutually exclusive the final chapter A
biblical critique of the mormon concept of god is similarly
irritating it accuses IDS thinkers of begging the question by
assuming an LDSIDSirs metaphysics and then reading the bible through
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thatmetaphysicsthatmetaphysics109metaphysicsthat log109 beckwithand parrish however do exactly
the same thing as they must they deduce the character of god
from the bible by beginning with their own metaphysics given
that the bible is not a metaphysical document such question
begging is unavoidable if one is going to do metaphysics with the
bible but one ought to recognize that it is unavoidable I11 especially
when one relies as beckwith and parlishparrish sometimes do on an
unclear and outmoded metaphysics suchsuchasthethomisticas the thomistic rewrit-
ing of the aristotelian doctrine ofsubstances which they use to
explain the omnipresence of god 2 it is additionally irritating
that though beckwith and parrish themselves point out that
there are acceptable conceptual limitations on such things as
gods omnipotence limitations that are compatible with clas-
sical theism 14 15 they do not see how those limitations of
omnipresence and omniscience might fit with an LDS under-
standing of god in philosophical terms their critique is not
always as charitable an interpretation as it should be on the
whole however beckwith and parrish are judicious and rea-
soned they seem the kind ofpeople withwhom one couldhavewouldhavecouldcoulhavedhave

a genuine discussion of the issues involved 3

A major problemwith beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs book is that
they do not know latter day saints and LDS culture well enough
to establish the object of their criticisms though they recog-
nize divergence within LDS beliefs regarding god they suggest
that there are nine generally held beliefs4beliefs4

1 god is personal and embodied
2 a god is the organizer of the world but b he is

subject to the laws and principles of a beginninglessbeginningless
universe

3 god is limited in power
4 he is limited in knowledge
5 he is not omnipresent
6 god is mutable
7 he is subject to values and eternal principles that are

external to him
8 he is able to communicate with human beings
9 a god is contingent and b one of many gods 5838

this beckwith and parrish say is the understanding ofgod that
is currently held by the leadership ofthe LDS church 07979 n 23
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without intending to speak authoritatively I1 think it
accurate to say that 1 2aaa 8 and 9bab are doctrinal although there
is some room for discussion it seems also true that 2bab 5577 and
perhaps 9aaa are commonly believed by church members but
are not doctrinally binding on them whether 9aaa is commonly
believed depends onwhat one means by the word contingent
beckwith and parrish suggest quite reasonably that immutable
means not that god is an eternally static being but that he does
not change morally in other words with regard to his relation
to his creations 141514 15 given that interpretation ofimmutabil-
ity I1 think that proposition 6 that god is mutable is notno held by
most mormonscormonsMormons in fact I1 believe it is doctrinally false finally
though some whom beckwith and parrish cite such as blake
ostler 5 hold to propositions 3 and 4 and though it seems
doctrinally permissible for latter day saints to believe those
propositions nevertheless those beliefs are neither doctrinal
nor commonly believed it is certainly true that contemporary
church leaders who have spoken on such matters such as
elder neal A maxwell do not hold to either 3 or 4 6 beckwith
and parrish seem not to realize that propositions 3 and 4
currently represent a possible but minorityview among latter
day saints and that ostler and others cite earlier general
authorities such as elderjohnelmerjohnelderEldeeidereide rjohnjohn A widtsoeWidtsoe in suppsupportort of 3 and
4 in order to argue against the view currently prevailing among
church members and leaders 7 consequently the mormon
concept of god is a critique not of the LDS understanding of
god as ifthere were one but ofa particular understanding ofgod
that is presently held by some LDS thinkers but not generally
held by the membership or leadership of the church rather
than focusing on LDS doctrine as a whole beckwith and parrish
would have done better to focus on a particular LDS thinker or
group of thinkers 8

the authors have not recognized that one of the spin offs
ofa belief in continuing revelation is an implicit refusal to allow
theology to be set once and for all fundamental doctrines ofthe
church do exist 9 such as the belief that joseph smith was a
prophet through whom the fullness of christianity was re-
stored the propositions described in 1 2aaa and 8 above and
the few authoritative statements by the first presidency of the
church such as the 1916 statement on the nature of god 10

except for such things however the fact by itself that a particular
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theological proposition was commonly accepted or even es-
poused by a general authority at one point in LDS church
history means little for whether it is or should be believed now
by themselves references to the work ofofblofbB H roberts john A
widtsoeWidtsoe or bruce R mcconkie tell us what has been believed
by respected LDS authorities they suggest what may have been
commonly believed at some point in time and they open
possibilities for discussion A series of congruent statements by
individual general authorities over time may even suggest that
a particular belief is true as well as commonly believed and it
may give an indication of unfolding doctrine however by
themselves references to the writings of particular general
authorities do not necessarily tell us what is doctrinal they do
not tell us in so many words what is binding in terms of belief
on those who claim to be latter day saints

though beckwith and parrish saythatsay that they recognize the
diversity ofbeliefofbeliefbellef about these questions in the LDS church 38
they seem to have recognized neither the depth nor the signifi-
cance of that diversity on issues that go beyond fundamental
doctrines I1 suspect that is because they do not recognize that
in spite of the human tendency found among some of its
members and leaders to gravitate toward a creed the LDS

church remains largely noncreedalnoncreedal precisely because of the
churchschurche commitment to continuing revelation within some
roughly defined creedal boundaries praxis not theory remains
fundamental among the saints I1nI1 ofcourse this is not to say that
there are not any number of things that latter day saints accept
as doctrinally binding such as the divinity and bodily resurrec-
tion ofjesusofjesus christ the necessity and efficacy ofthe atonement
the premortal existence of human spirits eternal marriage the
necessity of baptism and temple covenants and so on the
point is simply that though there are LDS doctrines they tend
to be relatively unexplained informalin formal terms in other words
philosophically or theologically and practice is at least as
important as and perhaps more important than doctrine

however it is hardly fair to place all the blame for this
misunderstanding of LDS culture and belief on beckwith and
parrish clearly some beliefs such as the belief that god has a
body are doctrinal but in many other cases latter day saints
themselves are not sure where common belief ends and firm
doctrine begins in addition with the possible exception ofthe
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little known and as yet incomplete work of david L paulsen
philosophy department brigham young university latter

day saints have never had clear articulate expositions ofwhat
such concepts as embodied limited in power mutable and
contingent might mean in an LDS theological context even
paulsenspauksensPaulsens work focuses primarily on negative apologetics rather
than on theological exposition latter day saints themselves are
usually at least implicitly unclear about how to use such
traditional theological concepts to talk about the nature ofgod
my personal view is that this problem may actually be a
strength the emphasis on practice rather than theory and
systematized beliefs and the resulting ambiguity of theological
concepts may make our attempts to do systematic theology
difficult and perhaps impossible but that may well be a good
thing it suggests that we may want to rethink what it means to
do theology or whether it should be done at all

for those interested in systematic theology however two
chapters of the mormon concept of god are particularly
important beckwith and parrish offer numerous arguments in
response to LDS positions regarding the nature of god 12 but
chapters 3 and 4 are central to their book and those chapters
raise interesting questions about relevant philosophical problems
the first is a discussion of the problem of infinity a problem
with which LDS thinkers must deal if they are to believe that
time stretches infinitely backwards andandforwardsforwards this problem
impinges directly on several of the beliefs that beckwith and
parrish list including the beliefs that god is limited in power
and knowledge and he is localized in time and space as well as
on the usual construal of the belief in eternal progression the
second of these two chapters is a response to david paulsenspauksensPaulsens
work paulsen has specifically argued that LDS theism is better
than classical theism in explaining the design one finds in the
universe beckwith and parrish recognize the sophistication of
paulsenspauksensPaulsens argument 86 and unlike many others including
latter day saints they implicitly recognize that his work is a
major contribution to LDS systematic theology I1 would com-
mend and recommend their book to those latter day saints
interested in systematic theologyforthattheology for that reason alone but I1 will
leave the response to the arguments of that chapter for paulsen
to make in his writing 131311511 will focus my remarks on chapter 3

the discussion of infinity
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beckwith and parrish take up the question of infinity in
order to argue that

1 it is impossible that there has been an infinite series of
past events

2 it is impossible for there to be eternal progression in a
future infinite series of events

3 there can be no actual infinite of material things
4 it is impossible to achieve omniscience in time and

space 53

obviously if these propositions are true then much that is
commonly believed by latter day saints is rationally incoherent
beckwith and parrish make their case in a number ofways but
the central argument onwhichon which theirfourtheir four conclusions are based
runs as follows

1 A series of events in time is a collection formed by
adding one member after another

2 such a collection cannot be infinite
3 so a series of events in time cannot be infinite 54

beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs conclusions about the four impossibilities
listedfistedhisted above followfromfollowfrom this argument that time cannotbecannotbe infinite

most discussions ofmathematical infinity are irrelevant to
theological discussions of infinity because the word infinity is
equivocal it does not mean the same thing in theology as it does
in mathematics in fact the word infinity has any number of
meanings and those meanings must be clarified carefully if one is
to discuss the significance of infinity in any particular context
since however the authors discussion of infinity comes in the
context ofthe possibility ofinfinite time and space the discussion
of mathematical infinity appears to be relevant to discussions of
LDSIDSins systematic theology without going into detail let me suggest
some responses to beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs discussion of math-
ematicalematical infinity first though their endnotes show that there
is disagreement about the issues they discuss the body of their
text may easily lead a nonphilosophical reader to believe that
the discussion of infinite sets is more clearly in line with their
conclusions than it is non LDS philosophers have made cogent
arguments for quite different conclusions about infinite sets
than beckwith and parrish propose As the encyclopedia of
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philosophy article infinity in mathematics and logic points
out much of georg cantors theory of the actual infinite is
now almost universally accepted by philosophers ofmathematics
and logic 1411 the burden ofprooftherefore lies with the authors
who want to say that the infinite can onlybe potential addition-
ally beckwith andandparrishparrish define time as a countable collection
which again requires considerable justification given that time
is almost always thought of as being now uncountably infinite
the authors have raised interesting questions regarding the
infinite but they have notaccepted the burden that falls to them
if they want to make persuasive arguments for the conclusions
they propose 15

this question of whether time is created by addition in
other words whether it is a countable set is a complex
philosophical issue but in addition to the philosophical argu-
ments that have been made that it is not I1 think the intuitive
answer to the question is no time does not appear to be a set
of discreet moments added to one another though any
individuals history is 16 any history any collection of events
added to each other would seem to require a beginning but it
does not follow that time must begin time is not formed by the
addition of one moment of time to another for there seem to be
no such things as moments of time except in reflection in
designating events and gathering them into a set and even if
there were such moments the addition of one moment to the
next could only itself take place in time in addition to seeming
to be factually false the belief that time is formed by the addition
of one moment to the nextnextbegsbegs the question ofthe nature oftimeoptimeoftime

beside the question ofofwhetherwhether time is created by addition
the question remains whether time is a collection a set of
any kind briefly to assume that time is a set is to assume that
there is something exterior to time something that so to speak
does the collecting thatmakesthat makes the set that collector couldbecouldvecould be

a platonic form it could be an algorithm it could be god or
another person but the collector is not itself part of the set it
is exterior to it to assume that time as a whole and not as any
discrete set of events is a set is therefore to beg the question as
to whether there is anything such as god outside of time
alternatively we could say that if time is a set then there is by
definition something outside of that set at least a universe of
discourse that is not itself a set but why not suppose that time is
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the universe ofdiscourse for all events and series ofevents that
supposition seems to offer a coherent understanding of time as
opposed to assuming that time consists of a set ofcountable time
points or even ofa noncountablecountablenon set that supposition also seems
to present an alternative fortheforthe particular LDS beliefthatbeliefbellef thatbeckwith
and parrish criticize an alternative that does not lead to any of the
four conclusions that they argue for beckwith and Parrispamshsparrishsparrisishs
arguments against the infinity of time and space and therefore
against some commonly held LDSIDSirs beliefs are interesting but not
fully developed or convincing

finally even if beckwith and Parrisparrishspamshsparrisishs conclusion that
time and space cannot be infinite proves to be cogent it does
not follow that there cannot be an infinity ofgods or universes
and so on for example though contemporary physicistsphysiciphysicsstsats be-
lieve that space is finite but unbounded they leave open the
possibility that there is more than one universe 17

in spite of the weakness of the arguments in the mormon
concept of god and its eristic tendency beckwith and parrish
have offered a first step in a dialogue about theology between
latter day saints and conservative protestants in addition they
raise questions that latter day saints interested in theology
must answer for we are often too confident that our under-
standing of the nature of god answers the problems of the
tradition unproblematically too oftenweortenoften we seem not to recognize
that our own view while dispelling several misconceptions and
solving several puzzles creates its own further engaging
philosophical problems for example our emphasis on the simi-
laritieslarities between god and human beings often tempts us to over-
look the differences and the potential conceptual significance
of those differences likewise the belief in gods embodiment
makes it difficult to conceive how he knows everything in the
universe andiandandl I1 thinkwethinkiethink we do not sufficiently recognize thatthosethat those
ofus who talk about limitations on gods knowledge or power
create genuine tensions with ordinary reasonable beliefs about
prayer prophecy and gods ability to save in raising issues
having to do with the notion of infinity and its implications for
LDS conceptions of gods nature beckwith and parrish do LDS

thinkers a service pointing out a fertile area for thought and
inviting philosophical discussion of the issues thus in spite of
its flaws the book is to be welcomed perhaps it will encourage
more LDS thinkers to think more deeply and to write more
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carefully about such issues when they find themselves doing
theology perhaps the book will make it more possible for LDS
and non LDS thinkers to address issues such as these without
the animus that often accompanies those discussions

NOTES

1 one can reject a proposed christian metaphysics by showing that it
is incompatible with any cogent interpretation of the bible but one cannot
establish a christian metaphysics by showing that it is compatible with a
cogent biblical interpretation nor can one deduce a metaphysics straightfor-
wardly from the bible

2 along traditional lines beckwith and parrish explain the omnipres-
ence of god in three ways

1 god knows everything and is present to all things in knowing them
2 god has power over everything and by having that power is

present to all things
3 god sustains the existence of the universe quoting thomas

aquinas he exists in everything causing their existence 14

the first two of these propositions are not necessarily incompatible
with LDS beliefs in fact they sound verymuch like LDS explanations ofgods
omnipresence the third may or may not be incompatible with LDS beliefs
depending on what is meant by causing their existence and by the word
substance put otherwise we need to know what it means to say that god
exists in everything moses 660 is provocative in this regard therefore

it is given to abide inyouenyouin you that which quickenethquickeneth all things which makethmabeth
alive all things that which knoweth all things and hath all power the
answer to that question was traditionally given by means of the ancient
doctrine of substance and its medieval reworking but the question of
substance has been and remains a knotty one in aristotle and even more so in
aquinas for example it is unclearwhy assertion ofthe doctrine ofsubstance
when combined with the doctrine of omnipresence to yield the claim that
gods substance is in all things does not cause one to slide from classical
theism into either pantheism or at best panentheism in addition few if any
contemporary metaphysiciansmetaphysicians accept as plausible the aristotelian doctrine of
substance or its thomistic rewriting all of these points make beckwith and
parrishsparrisisParrishs third argument for gods omnipresence difficult though beckwith
and parrish are right that blake ostlersOstlers argument against omnipresence 17
if god is omnipresent then he cant have personal identity is naive the part
of their argument for omnipresence that most latter day saints would find
difficult 3 above is not nearnearlylyasas convincing or coherent as theywouldthey would have
us believe

most contemporary metaphysiciansmetaphysicians do not leave room for traditional
omnipresence much less substance theory so the burden ofproof is on those
such as beckwith and parrish who believe in either they must defend the
doctrine of substance in order to use it to defend the third explanation of
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gods omnipresence some non thomist catholic theologians have recently
looked to other ways of explaining doctrines that were traditionally thought
to require one to assume an aristotelian view of substance see jeanlucjean luc
marions discussion of transubstantiation in god without being trans
thomas A carlsoncarisoncarnson chicago university of chicago 1991 16182161 82 for an
example ofsuch a discussion such contemporary approaches might provide
the grounds for justifying the third proposition but what such claims would
mean in either an IDSLDS or a conservative protestant context is less than clear

3 just after finishing this review I1 received a copy of two pieces by
beckwith published in the christian researcbjoumalresearch journaltournai francisjfrancis J beckwith
what doesjerusalemdoes jerusalem have to do with provo christian researchjoumalresearch journal
spring 1992 39 and an untitled synopsis ofodtheofthethe mormon concept of god

in christian researchjoumalresearch journal spring 1992 25 29 the first is a summary
of the contents of beckwith and parrisisparrishsParrishs book the second piece is an
opinion piece diatribe against david L paulsen and brigham young university
for not accepting beckwithsBeckwiths submission for presentation at the western
regional meetings of the society of christian philosophers those meetings
were held at brigham young in march 1992 and beckwithsBeckwiths submission was
a version of the summary of his and parrisisparrishsParrishs book the opinion piece
substantially misrepresents the facts of what happened accuses the LDS

church of being a pseudo christian cult describes IDSLDS belief as bizarre
and warns of the dire consequences to follow from allowing latter day saints
to be involved in the society of christian philosophers attaching itself as it
does to a summaryofsummaryofthethemormonmormonconceptofgodconcept of god beckwithsBeckwiths opinion piece
makes it clear that thethemormonmormon conceptofgodconcept of god though posing as a reasoned
discussion of philosophical issues related to the question of IDSLDS beliefs
removes anydoubtanydoubt that itwasetwas intended simpsimplylyasas an attack on latter daysaints
and the IDSLDS faith

the authorspositionsauthors positions are represented nearlyverbatimnearlyverbatim interestingly
beckwithsBeckwiths summary of the mormon concept of god in the christian
researchjournalresearch journal lists only seven characteristics of the IDSLDS concept of god
omitting of the nine propositions the seventh and eighth that god is subject
to values and eternal principles that are external to him and that he is able to
communicate with human beings it is unclear why he omits the seventh that
god is subjectsubiectact to externalvaluesexternal valuesand principlesandprinciples presumably he omits the eighth
that god communicates with human beings because that claim does notmarkrotmark

a difference between classical theism and the LDSIDSins belief he describes
5 blake5131akebiake T ostler the idea of pre existence in the development of

mormon thought dialogue A journal of mormon thought 15 spring
1982 59 78 and the mormon concept of god dialogue A aljournaljournalajournaltournai of
mormon thought 17 summer 198465931984651984 6593659565 93

6 neal A maxwell A more determined discipleship ensign 9
february 1979 69 73

7john A widstoe evidences and reconciliations aids to faith in a
modem day salt lake city bookcraft 1943 62 64647676 7878158158 65

8 beckwith and parrish may have a similar problem with audience it is
not clear just how much philosophy they expect their readers to know
generally they seem to aimalmaimatanonphilosophicalnonphilosophicalat a non LDS audience though
chapters 3 and 4 are I1 think often too technical for most nonphilosophersphilosophersnon

tora convenient summary of IDSLDS concepts ofgod and godhood see
the articles on god in daniel H ludlow ed encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism
5 vols newyorkNewYork macmillan 1992254655199225461992 2546552546 55 see also gordonbgordone hinckley
the father son and holy ghost ensign 16 november 1986 49 51
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spencer W kimball the teachings of spencer W kimball ed edward L

kimball salt lake city bookcraft 1982 1231 23 bruce R mcconkie A new
witnesswitnessforrorforrof the articles of faith salt lake city deseret book 1985 21 77
joseph fielding smith doctrines ofsalvationofsalvation 3volskvols saitsaltsaltlakesaitlakeSaltSaItLake city bookcraft
1954111954 11 55james55 james E talmagetaimagetalmagearftcfe5articles ofoffaitbeaithfaithearth saitsaltlakesalt lake city deseret book
196529511965291965 295129 51

lcseelaseesee messages oforthethe firstpresidencyFirst Presidency ed james R clarkdarkoark 55volskvolsvolsvois salt
lake city bookcraft 1971 5235233434

the temple recommend questions are ample evidence for this
claim with a couple ofsignificant exceptions theyfocusthey focus on practice rather
than belief

12112 cant resist pointing out that another oftheir arguments is fallacious
they say since mental realities cannot be sufficiently accounted for by
appealing to matter it seems perfectly reasonable that there could exist a
mind who is disembodied 19 that something more than matter is needed
to account for mental realities does not imply that matter is not itself
necessary since matter could be necessarybut not sufficient but perhaps all
beckwith and parrish mean is that the insufficiency ofmatter shows that the
belief in a disembodied mind is not on the face of it self contradictory

13 davidldanidlDavidL paulsen earlychristian Belibellbeilbeliefbellefefinin a corporealdietycorporeal diety origenorigenandOrigenandand
augustine as reluctant witnesses harvard theological review 83 no 2
april 19901051619901051990 10516105 16 and the comparative coherency ofmormonofmormon finitistic
and classical theism ann arbor mich university microfilms 1975

james thomson infinity in mathematics and logic thetheencyclopeencyclope-
dia of ofphilosophyphilosophy ed paul edwards 8 vols new york macmillan 1967
4183 90

15 those who want further reading on infinite sets should see the
encyclopedia of ofpbilosopbyphilosophy article mentioned in the previous note it gives
both a good overview of the issues involved and a good if somewhat dated
bibliography

16 an individuals existence however is not the same as that individuals
history there may be no account no history of the totality of an
individuals existence

1711 see marc davis cosmology the modernmodem creation myth bulletin of
Americantheamericanthetheamericanacademyofartsandsciences45academyofartsandsciences45 no 8 may 1992471992 47 64 esp
ppap 626462 64 davis gives one construal of the possibility of alternate universes
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reviewed bydelamarjensen professor emeritus ofhistory brighamyoungBrighabrigham youngmYoung

university and chairman of the BYU columbus quincentennial committee

much has been written about columbus during this
quincentennial year perhaps too much nevertheless many
questions about the man and his impact on world history
remain unanswered indeed some of them still remain unasked
A good deal of the writing has been polemical at best and at worst
outright nonsensical just as happened one hundred years ago
during the quadricentennial many people took advantage of
columbussColumbuss name and notoriety to get into print knowing that
no matter what they wrote on the subject whether it had any
scholarly merit or not or did or did not adhere to the facts it
would likely be published some of the columbian literature of
1992 carries the additional burden of being motivated by
political agendas of various kinds

nevertheless the five hundredth anniversary has also
stimulated a number of commendable projects which just as
happened in 1892 have produced some valuable works both
documentary and interpretative two of the more significant
publications of a century ago were the fourteen volume collec-
tion of columbian writings and related documents known as
the raccoltaraccostaRaccolta I1 and the other was a remarkably perceptive and
balanced interpretative history byjustinby justin winsor 21 comparable
to these monumental works are the current publications in
progress called the luovanuova raccoltaraccostaRaccolta Colombiana31 and the
repertorium columbianumColumbianum 1

less ambitious yet perhaps having a much wider impact are
new editions in english of two of columbussColumbuss most important
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writings his shipborddianoshipboarddiarioshipboardDiario orjournalorjournal as it is frequently called
of the first voyage to america and his lesser known but equally
significant book of prophecies composed in 1501 1502

the dunn and kelley edition of the diario is the most
complete transcription and accurate scholarly edition of the las
casas manuscript version of columbussColumbuss diary our principal
source of information about that unique voyage of discovery
columbus kept a daily jjournalournalburnal ofhis first voyage whichwas not
just a position log with navigational data and related information
but was also an account ofwhat he found after he reached land
and ofmany ofhis personal opinions and feelings upon returning
to spain he presented the diary to the monarchs theyhad a copy
of the original made for columbus and gave it to him prior to his
departure on the second voyage unfortunately both the original
and the copy eventually disappeared not unusual for documents
written five hundred years ago but before they did father
bartolomebartolom6Bartolombartoloma6 de las casas the colonist turned historian and widely
known defender ofthe indians made an abstract ofcolumbussColumbuss
copy in the 1550s1530s this abstract is partly a summary of what
columbus wrote and partly direct quotations from the admiral
himself theibe las casas manuscript a document ofseventyofseventy six large
folios all handwrittenhand written by las casas also disappeared for over 250
years but was found again in the 1790sby1790s by martin Femandez de
navarrete the spanish naval officer and historian it is now
preserved in the bibliotecabibliotheca nacional in madrid

the present transcription by oliver dunn professor
emeritus atpurdue university andjamesandjames E kelleykelleyjrkeiley jr a computer
and management consultant and longtimelong time student of medieval
cartography and navigation painstakingly follows the basic
structure of the las casas original for those interested in the
exact words of the spanish manuscript including crossed out
words corrections abbreviations and marginal notations this
edition is a treasure folio numbers of the original manuscript
have been retained in the transcription with recto and verso
designations added for clarity in addition each line has been
assigned a number corresponding to its position in the manu-
script so it can be easily identified dunn and kelley have
meticulously adhered to the form and spelling of the original
while at the same time clarifying las casass handwriting
capitalization and punctuation for example the ambiguous
interchange of the letters ij andyandt in both lower and uppercase
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is clarified according to modernmodem usage almarantealmjrante or almy
rante forvorforinstanceinstance is transcribed almirante admiral audioiudio as
audiojudio jew and mui as muy very

likewise dunn and kelley have rendered the text less
ambiguous by separating or combining according to normal
spanish usage words that las casas compressed or discon-
nected line 16 of manuscript folio 51r31r for example was
written de to dalatormetadalatormita dl ardomudomrdo which is almost illegible
until it is regrouped to give the clearer de toda la tormetatormitanormita dl
mso of all the storms in the world the reader soon
recognizes also that las casas placed bars or tildes over vowels
preceding an omitted n and compressed short single words by
omitting intermediate vowels altogether thus the complete
rendering of the above phrase in modern spanish is de toda la
tormenta del mundo

las casas frequently inserted text between the lines or in
the case ofmore lengthy insertions in the margin of the manu-
script the transcribers have followed the original as closely as
possible by printing interlinear text exactly where las casas
wrote it and marginal insertions opposite the line of text to
which they apply even blank spaces in the manuscript are
reproduced in the transcription with the length of the blank
indicating the extent of the omissions cross outs misspellings
and factual errors in the manuscript are allowed to stand except
for significant errors which are cited in the footnotes these
also contain explanations and clarifications of the text other
features that make this book so useful are a carefully selected
bibliography a seventy three page concordance ofwordsofwords appear-
ing in the document as well as a clear and comprehensive index

in summary this is the most successful attempt to provide
an accurate and readable transcription of the original las casas
manuscript it is much more reliable and useful than the previ-
ous transcriptions of femandezfemdndezmandezferandezFe de navarrete 18255 the
raccostaraccoltaRaccolta 1892 guillen tato 19436 carlos sanz 1962 7

which includes a manuscript facsimile joaquin arce and gil
esteve 1971971811 manuelmanuelalvarsalvarsaivars two volume edition of 19769 and
the recent text of consuelo varela prepared in 1982 for the
quincentennial and reissued in 1989 1011

yet dunn and kelley do not stop here for the benefit of
english readers they have provided an up to date literal yet
smooth flowing translation into modem english the grammatical
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structure of the translation parallels that of the spanish tran-
scription capitalization and punctuation follow modern prac-
tice making the text easy to read and understand in most ways
it is superior to the earlier translations of samuel kettell 1827 11

sir clements markham 1893 1211 and cecil jane 1930 13 the
latter based on thejraccoltathe raccostaraccoltaRaccolta transcription was revised in 1960
by L A vigneras 1411 samuel eliot morisonsMorisons translation is lucid
and colloquial as is his writing but it lacks the scholarly appa-
ratus of the present volume and has no spanish transcription 15

two more recent translations one by robert H fuson and the
other by john cummins 16 attempt to make the jjournalournalburnal more
spontaneous by putting it entirely into first person as though it
were columbussColumbuss original this gives the text readability and
interest but at the expense ofauthenticity by all odds the dunn
and kelley transcriptiontranslationtranscription translation is the most accurate edi-
tion of las casass manuscript and probably the closest thing
we will ever get to a definitive text

how accurate is the las casas transcript as a source docu-
ment that is hard to say unless the columbus original should
somehow turn up not impossible but highly unlikely we have
nothing better we do not know how faithfully las casas ad-
hered to columbussColumbuss words and meaning the admiral had
been dead for over twentyfivetwenty five years when las casas took up
the project although they had known each other las casas
had access to many of columbussColumbuss papers made available by
the lattersbatterslatters son fernando and had no apparent reason to falsify
the record knowingly las casas had close friendly relations
with the columbus family his father and three uncles accom-
panied the admiral on his second voyage and in 1506 las casas
went to rome with columbussColumbuss brother bartolomeBartolom6 to remind
the pope of the opportunities afforded by columbussColumbuss discov-
eries to spread the christian faith A year later he accompanied
columbussColumbuss son diego to hispaniolaspaniolaHi where he was awarded a
tract of land he most likely copied the admirals words from
the diary as accurately as he could and believed he was making
a correct summary of those parts he abstracted

however las casas was not a seaman and was not ac-
quaintedquainted with the language and lore ofthe sea clearly he did not
fully understand everything he wrote it is obvious from the many
words deleted changed inserted and altered that he made
errors he seems to have had particular trouble with leguasaleguas and
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millas leagues and miles whether these were jumbled in the
original document or confused by las casas we have no way of
knowing there are many passages in the account that are open
to question or at least to variant interpretations the polemics
have sometimes become heated as the diario has become
invested with all the emotions and passions that columbus and
his discoveries have evoked notes one recent critic 17 yet
there is insufficient evidence to argue that what las casa wrote
was not essentially though perhaps somewhat shortened what
columbus himself recorded in his shipboard diary

columbussColumbuss libro de lasprofeciaslas profecialecias is an entirely different
kind ofdocument composedincomposedCompo sedinin 1501 and 1502 in seville during
the interim between his third and fourth voyages it is the
admirals religious testament written for the king and queen
and intended to convince them ofthe importance ofhis voyages
in the fulfillment ofbiblical prophecy and to motivate them to
do more in promoting and expanding the christian faith in a
sense the document is a sermon writes delno west in his
excellent introduction and its author is the preacher and
messenger of great events for the worldtoworld to be accomplished by
those who have so much faith as a grain of mustard seed and
who may like columbus himself be certain that there will be
success because god makes himself responsible for the
fulfillment of the prophecies he has disclosed in the bible 18

after 490 years the west and kling edition is the first
english translation of this important work the libro has been
known all of that time but rarely mentioned except in derision
and never read nor analyzed as a document revealing the
religious and spiritual sophistication of its author columbus
began the compilation of the book of prophecies which he
intended to use later to compose a long apocalyptic poem at
the monastery of las cuevas in seville his stated purpose was
to remind ferdinand and isabel of the fulfillment of biblical
prophecies concerning the great events of the world past
present and future it was also to reveal his own role as christ
bearer the missionary discoverer divinely called to announce
a new era of enlargement and renewal for christendom 19

he compiled the work with the help of his friend father
gaspar gorrichogorricioGorricio although three or fourhands are recognizable
in the manuscript which has led some to dispute the books
authorship there can be little doubt that the entire project was
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conceived and carried out by columbus himself and that it
reflects his views dating back at least to 1481 furthermore
father gorriciogorrichoGorricio testified that the compilation was primarily
columbussColumbuss work in september 1501 the admiral sent the
manuscript to the carthusian monk asking him to read it and
make any additions or corrections he thought necessary on
march 232315022515021502 father gorrichogorricioGorricio replied to columbus as follows

my most noble and distinguished lord in my other letter
I1 reported to your lordship I1 having received your letter and
book of prophecies and opinions and authorities relating to the
matterofmtmatterofmt zion andandjerusalemjerusalem and the peoples ofthe islands and
all nations As I1 am abableabielewithwithmy inadequatemyinadequate intelligence sinceyousincesinc youeyou

command I1 have worked at it as best I1 was able I1 have
interposed and added a fewremaining items as one who reaches
for the leftovers on the branches of the olives thus with
your original material as well as the crumbs I1 am very content
and in this way I1 have been introduced to a subject very remote
from my own studies my lord the little that I1 have added and
intermixed your lordship will find in my handwriting I1 send the
whole work back again for correction byyourbyyourebyyour spirit and prudent
illegible I1 have not attempted to reorganize the opinions or

the subjects far less the illegible historical material but I1 have
inserted some rules and opinions of the doctors on the subject 20

the libro de las profeciaslasprofeciasproreprofecias begins with an introduction
explaining the fourfold scholastic method of interpreting holy
scripture the literal teaching tells facts the allegory tells what
you should believe the moral interpretation tells how you should
act the analogy tells where you are going I121I1 the application of
this method by several authorities is given followed by an impor-
tant prefatory letter from columbus to the king and queen
stating his proposal for the restoration of the house of god to
the holy church militant and urging the monarchs to recog-
nize and fulfill their destined role in the unfolding ofgods plan

the letter contains clear illustrations of columbussColumbuss spiri-
tual dimension not the ranting of a demented mind as some
would have us believe with a hand that could be felt he
wrote the lord opened my mind to the fact that it would be
possible to sail from here to the indies and he opened my will
to desire to accomplish the project this was the fire that
burned within me when I1 came to visit your highnesses
who can doubt that this firewayfirewasfirewas not merely mine but also of
the holy spirit who encouraged me with a radiance ofmarvelous
illumination from his sacred holy scriptures urging me to
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press forwardforward2221211222 further on he declared 1 I believe that the
holy spirit works among christians jews and moslems and
among all men ofevery faith not merely among the learned but
also among the uneducated the working out of all things
is left to the freedom of each individual by the lord even
though he gives directions to many 3123112323 he concludes his letter
with these apocalyptic words 1 I said above that much of the
prophecies remained to be fulfilled and I1 believe that these are
great events for the world I1 believe that there is evidence that our
lord is hastening these things this evidence is the fact that the
gospel must now be proclaimed to so many lands in such a
short time 112424

the firstpart ofthe work introduces the themes he wishes
to treat salvation oftheworld and the rebuilding ofofzionzion and
summarizes sixty five psalms that deal with these themes he
cites gods promises to the gentiles by quoting extensively
from isaiah jeremiah and zechariah and also from st isidore of
seville rabbi samuel offez st augustine and nicholas oflyra
after quoting matthew 2414 and this gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations
and then shall the end come columbus comments that the
gospel has been preached to three parts of the earth and must
now be preached to the fourth 2521

in part 2 columbus is concerned with prophecies that have
already taken place there he emphasizes the ancient greatness
and fall ofjerusalemofjerusalem and the scriptures prophesying its restoration
and the rebuilding of the temple the third part deals with
prophecies of the present and near future namely the conversion
of all the nations here he records the prophecy from senecassenecalSenecas
medea which the admiral takes to refer to his discoveries

the time will come
in a number of years when oceanus
will enfasten the bounds and a huge
land will stretch out and typhiscyphis the pilot
will discover new worlds so
the remotest land will no longer be thule 2616

columbussColumbuss translation of these verses into spanish give them
sharper focus and meaning in relation to his recent voyages
august klings english version maintains this clarity in the latter
years of the world will come certain times in which the ocean sea
will relax the bonds of things and a great landwill open up and
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a new mariner like the one who was the guide ofjasonofjason whose
name was typhiscyphis will discover a new world and then will the
island ofofthulethulethuie iceland no longer be the farthest land 21171117212727

the final section ofthe libro de laslasprofeciasprotprofecialecias which deals
with prophecies of the future and the last days reveals
columbussColumbuss eschatology here he begins to mention the pre-
dictions of the thirteenth century abbot joachim of fiore
concerning the second coming and the last days but at this
point ten pages of the manuscript are missing no clue is given
as to why when or how old testament citations follow with
particular interest in every mention ofking solomon his fleets
the gold they brought from ophir and the island kingdom of
tarshish spoken of in 1 and 2 kings 1 and 2 chronicles and in
the apocryphal books of 53 kings david andjudithand judith finally he
cites twenty six scriptures that talk about the islands of the sea
and their part in the last days 28

like the diario the libro de las profeciasprofprofeprope clascias is superbly
edited andwell documented it presents the original version in
this case latin except for the prefatory letter to the sovereigns
which is in spanish on the left pages with the english translation
on the right the translation is primarily the work of the late
reverend august J kling formerly research fellow at the
center of theological inquiry at princeton university and
teacher at mcgill university and the universities of mexico
edinburgh paris and vienna delno C west also a research
fellow at the princeton center of theological inquiry and
professor of history at northern arizona university completed
the work added a valuable ninety nine page introduction sum-
marizingmarizing columbussColumbuss intellectual and cultural background a
commentary on his piety and faith and a description of the
history andmeaning of the libro de laslasprofecfasprofprotecialecias the introduc-
tion concludes with notes bibliography general index and
scripture index

the transcription translation and publication of this
remarkable book by delno westandandaugustaugust kling is an occasion
worth celebrating those who pay attention to it will find a
great deal of food for thought and a columbus quite unlike the
arrogant gold seeking indian nemesis depicted in the popular
press this year ofcourseofcourse that is whytheshythewhy the libro dezasprofecfasde lasprofecialecias has
been ignored for so long it does not fit the stereotype of a man
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interested only in material gain or secular methods hopefully
the issuing of this book in english by a prominent university
press willwilwiil widen the spectrum of interest in understanding the
mind of the man who ushered in the modern world

NOTES

1 raccoltaraccostaRaccolta di docudocumentmenti e studipubblicatistudi pubblicati dalla R commissionedcommissioneCommissione
colombina neinetnelquarto centenariocentenario della scopertascopettascoperta dellamericadelldeildeli america ed cesare
de lollis 14 vols rome ministro della pubblica istruzione 1892 96

2justinajustinustin winsor christopher columbus and how he received and
imparted the spirit Discoveryofdiscoveryof boston houghton mifflin 1892

3romaaroma3 roma istitutoestituto poligrafico e zecca dello stato 1988 re edit and
amplification of the 1892 96 raccoltaraccostaRaccolta with the intention of making it
accessible to a larger general audience that plan is further promoted by the
ohio state universitys coordinating the work of US scholars who are
translating twelve selected volumes of the luovanuova raccostaraccoltaraccolta columbiana
into english

4theathe4 the repertorium columbianumColumbianum project under the aegis of the
UCLA center for medieval and renaissance studies is publishing additional
source texts in english translation accompanied by extensive commentar-
ies the general editor is geoffrey symcox the publisher is the university
of california press

I51 vialesviajes de coroncoloncoton transcribed by fernandez de navarrette in vol 1 of
colecci6n de los vidiesviajesvidjes y descubrimientos que hicieronhicieron por mar los
espanolesespafiolesespanoles desdefinesdesdesdedefinespinesfinesjines del siglo XV madrid imprentaimprontaImprenta real 1825

gelgei6 el primer viadeviaje de cristabalcrist6bal colancol6n transcribed by guillen tato
madrid institute hist6ricohistoricohistoricsHistonicoorico de marina 1943

7 diario7diario de colon libro de la primera navegaci6n y descuedescub
ramientorimientorim iento de lusinlasInrusinlaslndiaslasindiasdinsdias transcribed by carlos sanz 2 vols madrid grdficasgrantgraftcas
Yagiyagiiesyaguesiesles 1962

8 diario de a bordo de cristabalcrist6bal colon transcribed byjoaquinjoaquinby arce
and gil esteve alpignanoalbignano turin A tallone 1971

9 diario del descubrimientos transcribed by manuel alvar 2 vols
gran canaria cabildo insular 1976

10 cristabalcrist6bal coloncoign textostexts y documentosdocumentsdocumentos comcompletespletos relacionesRelac iones de
vialesviajes cartas y memorialesmemoriales edicionedici6neditionediedlcionclon prologo y notas de consuelo varela
madrid alianza editorial 1989

11 personal narrative of the first voyage of columbus to america
boston T B wait and son 1827

12 theybejournaljournaltournai of christopher columbus during his first voyage
1492931492 93 and documents relating to the voyages ofofjohntohnjohn cabot and
gasparcaspar corte real london hakluyt society 1893

13 the voyages of christopher columbus being rhethe journalsthejournals of his
first and third and the letters concerning his first and last voyages
london argonaut 1930
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14 cecil jane trans and ed theybejournaljournal of christopher columbus
revised and annotated by L A vigneras new york bramhall house 1960

15 journals and other documents on the life and voyages of
christopher columbus newyorknew york heritage 1963

robert fuson the log of christopher columbus camden maine
international marine 1987 andjohnandyjohn cummins the voyage of ofcbristopherchristopher
columbus columbus own journal of discovery newly restored and
translated new york st martins 1992

17 david henige in search of columbus the sources for the first
voyage tucson university of arizona press 1991 283

wdilibroilibrolibro de las profeciaslasprofeciasproreprofe cias 85 the book was previously published in
latin by cesare de lollis in part 1 vol 2 of the raccoltaraccostaRaccolta from the original
velum bound manuscript of eighty four folio sheets located in the
bibliotecabibliotheca colombina in seville

19 libro de las profeciaslasprofeciasprofeprorecias 3
2021librolibro de las profeciaslasprofeciasprofecias 84
dilibroilibro21 libro de las profeciaslasprofeciasprofecias 101
1222librolibro de las profeciaslasprofeciasproreprofecias 105
1323librolibro de las profeciaslasprofeciasprofecias 107 111
24 libro de laslasprofecilasproprofeciasprofepecifeciveciciaswasfaspas 111
15libro25 libro de las profeciaslasprofecfasprofeclascias 151151153153
26 libro de las profeciaslasprofeciasproreprofecias 225
27librolibro de las profeciaslasprofeciasproreprofecias 227
28libro21libro de las profeciaslasprofeciasprofecias 239



ARNOLD K GARR christopher columbus A latter day saint
perspective provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1992 xv 103105103ppappp maps appendix bibliogra-
phy index 8958.95895

reviewed by mark L grover latin american bibliographer harold B lee
library and chair latin american studies brigham young university

it has been a difficult year for columbus in most respects
but not within the LDS church special firesides sacrament
meeting talks a fifty foot four panel mural in the los angeles
temple visitors center and even a laudatory statement in
president gordon B hinckleysHinckleys discourse in the october 1992
general priesthood meeting have been part ofthe commemora-
tion of the discovery of the americas columbus would have
appreciated the affirmation that he was inspired by religious
motives and experiences to make the voyage the way mor
mons in general view columbus is probably similar to the way
he would have wanted I11

curiously although latter day saints have long used book
ofmormon prophecy to identify columbus as a man wrought
upon by the spirit of god members of the church have done
little research prior to this past year on the religious elements
of columbussColumbuss life even though recent columbus scholars
generally have not taken his religious views and belief of
spiritual guidance seriously and consequently have not written
about them those views have been available in his published
diary and his work libro de las profeciasprofecias book of prophe-
cies 2 typically LDS commentators have used limited second-
ary sources to support the claim that columbus felt himself to
be inspired rather than drawing from the rich primary docu-
ments where columbus several times alluded to his feelings of
spiritual guidance 3 given this weakness in mormon columbus
research the volume by arnold K garr assistant professor of
church history at brigham young university was anticipated

this book must be understood as a volume oriented to the
general church population and not the scholar for this audi-
ence the volume provides what was intended it is a short
biography about seventy pages of text excluding maps and
blank pages asserting that columbus was an inspired instru-
ment who accomplished the purposes of the lord in the
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discovery of the americas but acknowledging the admirals
lack of inspiration in attempting to govern the colonies those
with even a limited knowledge of columbus however willwin be
left wanting more

garr primarily has two objectives in the volume the first is
to give a historical sketch ofcolumbussColumbuss life and his voyages to the
americas using recent scholarship on the topic this part is wellwenweliweil
done the second purpose is to outline columbussColumbuss religious
convictions and demonstrate that he believed himself an instru-
ment in the hands ofthe lord this section has some deficiencies
there is only a limited discussion of his religious views and
background columbus had a scholastic catholic view of the
universe as permanent and unchanging and of a world that was
divided into three parts europe asia and africa As garr points
out columbus believed in the prophecies of the old and new
testament regarding the conversion of all of the worlds peoples
to christianity the final recovery of the holy land and the return
of the messiah A major stimulus for his travel and discovery was a
striving to fulfill prophecy he believed that his understanding of
the world came about through inspiration and that his subsequent
discoveries were inspired by and influenced by god he believed
himself to be selected and predestined to fulfill this important
quasi final scene in the worlds history 4

the author draws some statements on columbus from
early writers who recognized this important religious compo-
nent his first biographers his son ferdinand and bartolomeBartolom6 de
las casas both emphasized his religious training and convic-
tions 5 in his study of the european discovery and exploration
of the americas alexander von humboldt felt that columbus
was a strange combination of ideas and sentiments gifted
with a high intelligence and with an invincible courage in

nourished scholastic 1166adversity on theology
garr includes little concerning those who influenced

columbus and recognizes only briefly the religious climate and
millennial fervor that was part of his environment columbussColumbuss
religious feelings and beliefs were not atypical but representa-
tive of an important faction of the catholic church who
anticipated the spread of the gospel and the subsequent apoca-
lyptic end of the world even sir isaac newton spent time with
the numerology of the theapocalypseapocalypse attempting to determine the
second coming of christ many of the educated and prominent
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people ofeurope believed the discovery ofthe newworldwasnew world was
one of the final events to occur before the end columbussColumbuss
beliefs were not unique but typical of his time 7

the greatest disappointment in the volume is its failure to
examine seriousseriouslytheseriouslythezseriouslylythetheltheZlibrobroaro&ro de lasprophecias the author devotes
abrieffivebriefnivefive pages to the document formormonscormons its translation and
publication in english may be the most significant event of the
quincentenary in it we learn much about columbussColumbuss feelings
and emotions about his role in religious history we learn that he
loved to read and believed the foundation ofall learning was in the
bible we recognize clearly that he saw himself as the chosen
messenger ofgod destined to open the way for the evangeliza-
tion of the newly discovered lands his search for gold is justified
because it would be used by the sovereigns ofspain to reclaim the
holy land garrsbarrs approach to the document is descriptive with
some discussion oftheodtheofthe scriptures columbus used greater analysis
is needed to clarify how the scriptures were understood by
columbus and to address other questions columbussColumbuss account
raises for latter day saints anexplicit comparisonwith LDSIDS beliefs
would also have been helpful

the volume includes maps and appendixes with a colum-
bus chronology and a brief list ofcolumbus quotes related to his
spiritual beliefs and experiences also included are a list of
quotes by latter day saint prophets and apostles on columbus
and a list of the one hundred eminent men baptized byproxy
in the st george temple in 1877 ofwhom columbus was one

the book will provide church members with a summary of
the life ofcolumbus and a briefdiscussion of his religious percep-
tions within the framework of the book ofmormon prophecy an
in depth study of his religious beliefs and activities and how they
relate to LDS thought has yet to be written
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NOTES

1 in her study of columbussColumbuss spiritual background pauline moffitt
watts indicated that columbus had strong feelings about his place in
religious history he felt strongly about the scientific and discovery ad-
vances he had brought about but felt equally strong about his spiritual
accomplishments he came to believe that he was predestined to fulfill a
number of prophecies in preparation for the coming of the antichrist and
the end of the world see prophecy and discovery on the spiritual
origins of christopher columbussColumbuss enterprise of the indies american
historical review 90 february 1985 74 garr includes the work in his
bibliography the work is also discussed in Reexploring the book of
mormon ed john W welch salt lake city deseret book and provo
FARMS 1992 32 35

21 one of the reasons may be that of language his diary has been
available in english for years the libro however was published in 1894 in
the original spanish and latin it was translated into english only in 1991199iggi1
A copy of the 1894 version has been part of the rare books collection at
brigham young university for several years BYU also recently acquired a
facsimile of the original manuscript

3 A favorite columbus quotation used by mormonscormons is drawn from a
biography published in english in 1930 by the german author jacob
wasserman which was described by a reviewer as not a biography of
columbus based upon the sources but a picture made up of personal
impressions having almost no relation to the known facts see jacob
wassermann columbus don quixote of the seas trans eric sutton
boston littlebrownleBrownLittlittlelittie brown 1930andp1930andpbiggarittbiggarittBiggaritt recentbooksonrecent Booksonbooks on columbus

canadian historical review 12 march 1931 61 an article in the
improvement era quoted his visitation experience during the fourth
voyage that reference was not mentioned by other mormon writers see
hyde M merrill christopher columbus and the book ofmormon improve-
ment era 69 february 1966 131351555

4 watts 79
5 ferdinand columbus coigncolancoloncol6n the life of the admiral christopher

columbus by his son ferdinand trans and annotated by benjamin keen
new brunswick NJ rutgers university press 1959 and bartolomeBartolom6 de

las casas history of the indies trans and ed andree collard new york
harper and row 19711971

6 alexander von humboldt examen critique de ihistoirephistoire de la
geographic du nouveau continent et des progrsprogresprogreso de lastroiastronomielastronomienomie
nautiquenautique aux quinziemequinzienequinzimequinzquin feneieneziMezise siglessieclessi&les paris librairieLib rairie de gide 1836 110 see
also alejandro de humboldt cristabalcristobalcrist6bal domn y el descubrimento de
america madrid libreriaLibreria y casa editorial hernando 1926

71 for studies of the religious environment see margorie reeves the
influence of prophecy in the later middle ages A study injoachimism
oxford clarendon press 1969 bernard mcginn visions of the end

apocalyptic traditions in thethemiddleagesmiddiemiddle ages newyorknewyork colombia university
press 1979 and john leddy phelan the millennial kingdom of the
franciscans in the new world berkeley university of california press
1970



MICHAEL R COLUNGSCOLLINGS in the image of god theme charac-
terizationterization and landscape in the fiction of onsonorsonoksonorson scott card
contributions to the study of science fiction and fantasy
no 42 new york greenwood press 1990 ix 192192ppappp bibliog-
raphy list of works cited and consulted index 429542.954295

reviewed by jonathan D langford phd student department of english
university of california at riverside

orson scott card is arguably the most successful and
certainly one of the most talented writers of fiction the LDS

community has yet produced for a mormon audience he has
produced several short stories a number of plays a historical
novel saints originally published as A woman of destiny
winner of the 1985 award for best novel from the association
for mormon letters and an assortment ofmiscellaneousofmiscellaneous items
including saintspeakSaintspeak a humorous dictionary ofLDS terms and
scripts for many of the popular video and audio tapes on LDS

church history and scripture card is perhaps best known
however for his science fiction and fantasy over sixty short
stories many of which have been collected into his recent
omnibus volume maps in a mirror and over a dozen novels
including the award winning enders game and speakerforspeaker rorforrof
the dead the yet to be completed tales ogalvinofalvin maker series
based on the life of joseph smith the new homecoming

series the memory of earth and the call onearthofearthof earth published
so far and lost boys a recent excursion into mainstream
horror A several times winner of the prestigious hugo nebula
and world fantasy awards card is clearly an important figure
within the science fiction and fantasy landscape notable not
only for his popularity but also for the high standards of quality
in his work

in the image of god theme characterization and lands-
cape in the fiction of orson scott card by michael collings
represents the first book length study of cards fiction though
numerous shorter articles have appeared As such it deserves
particular attention not only for its own sake but also because
it sets an agenda of sorts for future card studies each of the
seven chapters stands almost as a separate essay on some aspect
of the broad triple focus of the title theme characterization
landscape but together they create a suggestive carefully
drawn picture of cards writing as a wholeawholewhoieawhile as well as provide
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interesting observations on a number of individual works
throughout collings focuses attention on elements that are
clearly central to a proper understanding of cards work yet
not so obvious as to preclude the possibility of fruitful and
intriguing commentary for someone who is interested in
exploring the manifold implications and ideas in cards work
this volume is a good place to start

it is often considered unsophisticated or at least
unfashionable to look too closely at authors ideas about their
own work and certainly it is important not to mistake an
authors views for authoritative pronouncements however
critics cannot properly ignore information about the conceptual
context within which such writing projects are shaped particu-
larly when that information sheds light on important ideas in
the works themselves thus one ofthe most important services
collings provides is to make the reader aware of the large body
of writing card has produced on his own writing on the
practice of writing in general card is author of a book on
characterization in science fiction and fantasy and on other
writers works by quoting cards words and relating them to
the practice of cards fiction collings creates a context for
understanding precisely what card is attempting to accomplish
in his work and for judging his success in that project particu-
larly interesting are cards observations on the role of
storytelling in the life of the community discussed in chap 2

to see the world the poets way which are highlighted by
his three critical terms crimickcritickcritick epick and mytnickmythickmy thick each of
these represents a different level ofbelief in reading stories the
critickalcritickal mode is that of the detached reader the epick that of
readers whofindwho nindfind a story true for their own group for example
fiction that embodies a particularly mormon experience of
the world and the mythickmytnickmythick that of readers who believe a story
is true for all human beings cards own fiction is focused on
creating belief on the latter two levels hence the central
importance of storytelling to card as opposed to the stylistic
concerns that drive many other writers this emphasis on
storytelling is also at least according to collings one of the
keys to understanding the effectiveness ofcards fiction which
is powerful because it allows readers to see the world as the
poet sees it and live by the changes that will then irrevocably
taking place in them 41
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one of the most significant elements in cards worldworldviewworidviewview is
his strong commitment to LDS ideals andbeliefs a commitment
that finds its way into his science fiction and fantasy as well as
his overtly mormon fiction collings who is himself LDS

spends much of the book arguing the importance of these
elements in cards fiction and tracing their appearance in
specific works chapter 3 farther in and farther up
mormonism science fiction and orson scott card discusses
cards book of mormon style the messianic focus of such
works asenderssenders game and speakerforSpeaker for the dead the descrip-
tion ofamericaofamerica as the promised land in cards folk odtheoftheof the fringe
stories and the use ofjosephofjoseph smiths life story and early events
from american history in the tales of alvin maker series
throughout cards fiction collings argues both in his more
and in his less explicitly LDS influenced work the focus is
not on preaching but on inviting readers into an essentially
mormon world 74 one of cards tools in constructing
such mormon worlds are landscapes described in chap 7
which according to collings can be interpreted literally
allegorically analogically and anagogically the traditional four
levels of medieval exegesis in terms of LDS elements the
explicitly LDS historical setting of saints the science fiction
marvels of the worthing and ender stories which can be seen
as standing for spiritual counterparts and the worlds of treason
folk of the fringe and the alvin maker stories in which the
landscape itselfblends with the human characters in the fulfil-
lment of their individual and collective destinies card thus
represents in his attempts to blend science fiction and fantasy
with his own christian beliefs a kind of latter day saint
C S lewis though the comparison is perhaps unfortunate in
light of lewiss tendency at times to sacrifice story on the altar
of theology a temptation card generally resists

these sections are clearly of particular interest for LDS

readers of cards work and may help create a broader under-
standing of the LDS implications of his work for non LDS

readers as well unfortunately much of collingssCollingss discussion
is handicapped by the absence of any clear exposition of
some basic LDS beliefs including the doctrine of human
divinity which seems central to cards worthing stories and to
many of his other stories as well it is hard to perceive the
particularly LDS twist to cards use ofChchristieristic patterns without
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an understanding that the path christ took is one that other
humans are expected to follow and that the hero in cards
works is thus a human on his or her path to godhood hence
the particular suitability ofscience fiction as a vehicle for cards
fiction since the attaining of godhood is one of the genres
most resonant themes collingssceilingssCeilingCollingceilingsss analysis here stops short of
some of its most interesting possibilities though whether out
of reluctance to spend even more time on the LDS angle in
a work of mainstream literary criticism or out of fear of over-
simplifying and perhaps overstating the relationship between
LDS theology and cards fiction is unclear on the whole
however collingssCollingss discussion is both clear and suggestive
and provides a good starting point for future criticism along
these lines

another element ofcards fiction that more or less demands
attention is his use perhaps overuse of the young boy
sometimes girl with extraordinary gifts who is exposed to

great suffering including the need to inflict cruelty loses his
identity as a child must be sacrificed or sacrifice himself in
order to save the community and at the end of the story either
dies or in more recent works must struggle to reattach himself
to humanity in order to live the child god with life and death
in his hands as collings describes him in his title to chapter 5

the pattern is that of the christ figure but has a broader
application as well it is the hero monomythmonomyth the archetypal
pattern described by joseph campbell northrop frye and
others or at least one variation on these patterns

the use of this pattern in cards fiction is the primary focus
of chapters 4 and 5 in which collings also responds to criti-
cisms of cards work as being too violent and lacking adequate
characterization although as collings points out cards char-
acters are consistently praised by those who like his work
collingssCollingss argument is that both the pain and the archetypal
overtones ofcards characters are part ofwhat gives them their
power cards use of these elements is neither trivial nor
simplistic but valid and complex justified not only in terms of
literary convention but also in terms of cards own fictive
worlds and their emphasis on individual and collective tran-
scendencescendence this last point is the particular focus of chapter 7
the kings house Is all the world building the crystal city

in which collings confronts the problems of the heros
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reintegration into the larger community at the end of the quest
and the need for individual experience to serve the communal
good such an emphasis runs directly counter to the practice
of much serious literature over the past hundred years or so
the hero has commonly been the artist whose alienation from
the community is featured not only as a cause of suffering but
as the mark of his or her special calling in cards fiction
however as in his criticism the hero and the artist both are
defined in terms of their function within the community and
must find their identity there in order for their lives and their
work to be complete

there are suggestions here ofa distinctly LDS poetics one
which sees the poet as one type ofhero even as a type ofchrist
figure but which like LDS theology thinks of that role less in
terms of difference than in terms of continuity with other
human beings thus the work of the maker whether he or she
is simply a shaper of stories and tales or like alvin maker a
creator of genuinely new things in the real world is to create
a community by teaching other people how to be makers
perhaps such a way of looking at the poetheropretheropoe thero is better
expressed through the particularly LDS image ofthe prophet
someone who while remaining human receives communica-
tion from god and is often called upon to sacrifice his life for the
community in light of cards view that it is through the telling
of stories that we create human communities such a poetics
might provide interesting insights into the larger question oftheodtheofthe
relationship of the individual and the community a problem
that is particularly vexing for a theology like ours which
simultaneously insists both on community solidarity the city
ofofzionzion imperative and on irreducible individual responsibil-
ity such ideas might also help move us beyond a relatively
narrow view ofwhatofwhat constitutes a mormon literature both in
terms of subject matter and stance

the development of such an LDS poetics is clearly beyond
the scope ofofcollingsscollingssCollingss work what this study does however
and does well is to raise a numberamumber of such issues and make a
convincing case for their importance without going too far
afield from its primary focus that is to provide a clear and
accessible interpretation of some of the most important fea-
tures of cards work on this score collingssCollingss bibliography of
cards works and of writing about him deserves particular
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mention for its carefulness and completeness though I1 did
notice two omissions billys box a short story published
in the friend under the name of byron walley 1 and star
pioneers a star show written for the hansen planetarium in
salt lake city2 it is to be hoped that collings will continue
to maintain and find publication outlets for updates to this
bibliography which constitutes a vital critical tool for anyone
interested in writing on cards work

unfortunately the editing and proofreading of this work do
not equal its scholarship there are several errors and inaccura-
cies eg missing lines in the preface and a reference to lewiss
seven book series chronicles of narnia as a five volume
treatise 8 and there is a general problem with repetition
on the one hand and a lack ofneeded information on the other
for example cards critical output and honors are described at
the beginning of both chapters 1 and 2 while the term
11critickalcritickalcritickal is not defined until the chapter after it has been

initially used overall it appears that the various chapters were
written as separate essays and only incompletelyintegrated into
a single work given the fairly hefty cost of volumes in this
series one would expect that greenwood press could devote
a little more editorial attention to their manuscripts

such problems however do little to decrease the overall
usefulness of the volume nor to detract from the interest of
its carefully thought out and persuasive discussions regarding
specific aspects of cards works As for the other point noted
earlier an unwillingness at some points to push critical argu-
ments as far as they could perhaps profitably be taken such
criticisms may ultimately reflect little more than the inevitable
difference in perspective between an author and any individual
reviewer what collings has done in any case is to open up the
field for future work one can only hope that future contribu-
tions will maintain the same high level of scholarship and care
that collingssCollingss work displays

NOTES

1 byron walley billys box friend 8 february 1978 14 16
2 script2scriptascript copyrighted in 1986
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prophesying upon the bones from its public and private critics

JJ reuben clarkdark and the foreign prophesying upon thebonesisweakthe bones isweakisseak
debt crisis 1933 39 est in its comparison of the 1930s

bond defaults to the currentby gene A sessions university of develop-
ing country debt crisis sessions at-
tempts

illinois press 1992
to probe deeply into the

during the 1920s foreign govemgolemgovern-
ments

mindsetmindretmindset of clarkdarkoark are also subject to
tappedthetheusU S capital markets challenge nevertheless the book

by seffinbondsselling bonds to individual inves-
tors

provides insights into a little known
however as these governments aspect of clarksdarks public career

encountered financial difficulties brent D wilson
they found it easy to forgo payments
to the US bondholdersbondholders responding
to the resulting outcry from the pri-
vate

toward understanding
investors the US government the new testament

formed the foreign bondholdersBondholders propro-
tective

by 0 C tanner lewis M rogers
council in 1933 this quasi and sterling M mcmurrin signa-

turegovernmental groupwas authorized books 1990to negotiate directly with foreign
governments to seek redress for the according to its preface this
bondholdersbondholders J reuben clarkdarkoark jr book is intended to update 0 C
served as the president of the FBPC tanners 1932 work on the new
almost from its inception until he testament for modem critical read-

ersresigned in 1939 in this attempt it fails there has
sessions describes this period as been some effort to add references

perhaps clarksdarks primary public ser-
vice

to more modem sources in the bib-
liographyaccomplishment focusing on liography and in the footnotes but

the administrative structuring of the these seldom influence the sub-
stancecouncil sessions relates how clarkdarkoark of the text A few selections

imbued it with his ideals ofhonesty but too few show signs of recent
trust commitment and honor dur-
ing

work but overall the patina of con-
temporarythis same period clarkdarkoark was also scholarship is just too

serving in the first presidency of thin to disguise the fact that this
the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter book is almost a century out of date
day saints sessions draws parallels on the one hand the book is
between clarksdarks public policy and postrationalistpostrationalist in that it adopts a
negotiating positions and his reli-
gious

naturalistic methodology and as-
siduouslybeliefs and values although avoids the distortion of

the book lacks details about the ac-
tual

religious belief but on the other
negotiations we learn that hand the book is distinctly

clarkdarkoark was able to obtain relief from precritical there is little or no dis-
cussionseveral countries he was also suc-

cessful
of the problem of the his-

toricalin defending the council jesus of the quest or new

byustudiesBYU Studies 32 no 4 1992
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quest of form criticism or other imprisoned in a missouri jail the pro-
phettypes of literary criticism or of the joseph smith instructed the

importance to the new testament saints to compile written affidavits
ofofarcheologicalarcheologicalarchaeologicalarcheological and manuscript dis-
coveries

detailing their losses these affida-
vitsco since the 1940s and while were organized into at least four

there is a cursory discussion of the separate petitions to the united
synoptic problem the critical impli-
cations

states government yet they pro-
ducedof that problem are totally no relief nor could federal

ignored in the harmonized life of courts be persuaded to hear the
jesus approach ofthe commentary case this book gives a grassroots
the footnotes lean heavily toward view of this episode in mormon his-

toryworks written at or before midcenniidcenmidden with statement after statement
tury except where they have been by the people who experienced
added as an afterthought these persecutions up close

in short for the most part this this documentation also dispels
book is a museum piece of social the notion that the mormonscormons were
gospel ethical jesus turn of the expelled from missouri only because
century rationalism sic transit of social political and economic rea-

sonseruditeruditioeruditionio doctorumdoctorum and shows that the dominate
stephen E robinson reasonreasonformissourianhostilitytowardformissourianMissourianfor hostility toward

the saints was religion account after
account tells how the mobstersmormon redress petitions
pressed the saints to denounce theirdocuments of the 183318381835183818331835 1838 belief in the book of mormon andmissouri conflict membership in the church in ex-
changeedited by clarkdarkoark V johnson

bookcraft 1992 for promises of safety read-
ers may inspect these original

ultimately persecution is per-
sonal

statements and personal narratives
the causes may be institu-

tional
and come to their own conclusions

and the aftermath may blame about what happened during this
faceless mobs but in reality its dramatic period in church history
people persecuting people the boley T thomas
blows are thrown by flesh and
blood and the hits are losses taken
at the most personal levels no bet-
ter

breaking the cycle
or worse example of this can of compulsive Bebabehaviorvior

be found than in the missouri perse-
cution

by martha nibley beck
of the latter day saints and and john C beck

mormon redress petitions as-
sembles

deseret book 1990
a massive collection of all

known and existing personal peti-
tions

written to latter day saints who
for redress submitted by early are addicted to compulsive behav-

iorsLDS church leaders to the united and to their family members
states government after those this work presents a simple and
atrocities ended in 1838 refreshing new paradigm it de-

scribeseven though the saints had pur-
chased

four steps of a compulsive
land cultivated it into pro-

ductive
cycle which can be replaced by

farms and built homes they opposing steps in a joy cycle the
were obliged to abandon their prop-
erty

addictive cycle begins with feelings
or face certain death while of isolation followed by actions of
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self indulgence followed by feel-
ings of self hatred followed by ac-
tions of self concealment followed
by deeper feelings of isolation and
so on the opposing joy cycle con-
sists of replacing the negative feel-
ings and actions with self enhancing
counterparts such as feelings of be-
longing progressive actions feel-
ings of self esteem and actions of
self disclosure which lead to greater
feelings of belonging

to bring about change from the
negative cycle those attempting to
help the addict are enjoined to focus
on the addicts feelings not on
changing actions or behaviors
three fictionalized representative
cases ellen an anorexicanorexiaanorexic bill a
drug addict and warren a homo-
sexual addict are presented in
helpful monologues these three
characters reveal their internal
struggles to break the cycle of com-
pulsive behaviors chapters 7 and 8
are especially full of helpful insight
for the loved ones of the behavioral
addict and are worthy of serious
discussion in the family while there
are no magical panaceas the au-
thors offer the lay reader doable in-
structions for change

jonathan M chamberlain
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